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putting the drums in
rile rear channels?!?"
Iwas talking with John
Atkinson on the phone about surround-sound audio formats, and he
was telling me about aManhattan presentation run in parallel with Home
Entertainment 2001 in May. In remixing the Van Morrison catalog for DVDAudio release, veteran producer Elliot
Scheiner had demonstrated how in
some songs, such as "It Stoned Me," he
placed the drum tracks in the rear channels. Unfortunately, this little example
of revisionist mixing might become the
multichannel norm if record labels
don't get agrip on how and why music
was recorded in the first place. 'What's
next? Phil Spector's classic mono mixes
in seven-channel surround?
A couple of days after JA's call, David
Chesky sent an e-mail suggesting that I
should retnix Alternesia, astereo CD of
mine released awhile back by M'A
Recordings, as asurround DVD-A or
SACD. Ihad recorded Alternesia, with
care, on amodified analog 2", 16-track
MCI tape machine, and it has always
been ripe for remixing and remastering
to ahigher-resolution format. Although
the album consists almost entirely of
analog recordings of real instruments, its
"ambience" is not based in any realworld acoustic space, and so would easily
lend itself to atrippy surround mix.
Or so Ithought.
After doing amental exercise on how
Alternesia could be reworked, Iquickly
came to the realization that, whether
consciously or subconsciously, the
knowledge that Iwas writing for atwochannel medium influenced the original
compositions and how they were written and arranged, let alone mixed. A
particular density in the mix was importanr, had Iknown twas writing for a
multichannel medium, Iwould have
written and recorded different parts
from the start. For the surround version,
in addition to the obvious mixing
changes, Iwould have wanted to rewrite some of the parts and record quite
abit of new stuff.
One example: The first track, "Premonition," opens with some random
tuned metal sounds that are slowed
Stereophile, August 2001
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down atad and arranged to fill the
stereo soundstage from left to right. I
recorded three parts (mixed hard left,
center, and hard right) and added
enough out-of-phase ambience to
throw the image as deep into the room
as possible. For this to work in surround, Iwould need to add enough
new parts to encircle the listener with
the same apparent density of sound,
but this time from the rear and sides
as well.
The percussion parts on most of
Altemesia were built up until the complexity of the two-channel mix felt
correct — many parts never made it to
the final CD, or were simplified.
Merely throwing the existing parts
around the room would disturb this
balance. But adding parts to the rear —
doubling some parts, writing new
ones — could move the soundscape
into the room without weakening the
overall blend. The Alternesia that
would likely emerge from the multichannel process would be an entirely
new work.
That got me to thinking about other
albums I'd recorded, and some of my
favorite discs from other artists. I'll go
out on alimb and suggest that asizable
chunk, if not most, of popular-music
recordings created in studios in the last
40 years, having been written and
arranged specifically for one or two
channels, would probably have come
out musically different — not just spread
to more channels — had the artists,
arrangers, and producers known that
their works would be first released in a
surround format.
Classical music, on the other hand, as
well as most jazz, blues, and bluegrass,
might be acompletely different story.
David Chesky says that he writes his
symphonic works for the stage and the
audience, and postpones the stereo
and/or surround decisions until the
recording is finally made — for him, the
"medium" is the live event, and any resultant recording is the "document."
Whereas, for the late-20th-century
pop/experimental artist, the studio is the
performance space, and the resultant
mix is the "event" and the document
that reveals the final work.

It

Iverson

I've heard plenty of record execs claim
that improved sound quality alone is not
enough to justify the introduction of
new high-resolution media. Taking parts
originally laid down on multitractc tapes
mixed to mono or two-channel stereo
and dispersing them among four or
more channels might call attention to
DVD-A's or SACD's differences from
those stodgy old CDs, but it could, in the
process, corrupt the magic of the original
release. I'll bet even agroup like Pink
Floyd, an obvious candidate for surroundsound revisionism (assuming they could
agree to cooperate long enough to get it
done), would have trouble spreading out
their "classic" stereo mixes to four or
more channels without the urge to tinker more than just abit with the actual
music and arrangements.
There are exceptions, of course; Mike
Oldfield's Tubular Bells was originally
recorded and mixed as both atwo- and
afour-channel work, and it succeeds
nicely as aVirgin SACD surround disc.
Warner Bros. is also to be commended
for the DVD-A treatment of the Doors'
classic "Riders On the Storm," in which
the music remains locked up front
while ambient rain and thunder fill the
entire room. And Ican easily imagine
a surround recording of Symphonie
Fantastique in which the orchestral bells'
echo part in the final movement is
heard from offstage, as Berlioz intended.
But why muck up the vast majority
of recorded mono/stereo popular
musical history with witless secondguessing? Note to record labels: Unless
artists are involved in afundamental
way in reworking their albums to their
satisfaction, and unless the results are
subsequently labeled and marketed as
"rewrites," leave the two-channel stuff
alone. If you want to prove that surround sound is the next big thing,
commission new works written specifically for four or more channels.
Even then, it might take awhile to
get surround right, and not all forms of
music will benefit. Not until recording
artists sit down to ablank hard drive
with visions of surround sound dancing in their heads will we discover just
how much the medium can enhance
the message.
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A LOVE SUPREME
PARADIGMA

REFERENCE

The love affair between the listener and arecorded piece of
music is aspecial bond. It takes au-exceptional kind of
speaker to reproduce the music you love.
Paradigm - Reference designers understand this bond and
are relentless in developing speakers that make this
stirring emotional connection possible. Sound reproduction
is stunningly natural, detailed and clear. Imaging is open
and spacious with pinpoint localization. And, since
high-end speakers should also move you visually, these
advanced technologies are housed in beautifully sleek,
elegant enclosures.
e--,11111,

"
eçeçr,

Whether for music or home theater, there is no more sonically coherent choice than Paradigm' Reference speaker
systems —Art embracing science, science embracing art...
A Love Supreme.

"... most certainly aserious high-end contender, and a
formidable one... if tonal neutrality is at the top of your list
of priorities for speaker performance, and you want a
speaker that can play loud without sounding stressed,
then you really must listen to the Reference Studio/100."
-Robert Deutsch, Stereophile, Vol. 23 No.6, on the Studio! IOU

wvvw.paradigm.com
in the US, contact AudioSueam MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302 T•19051 632-0180
in Canada, contact Paradigm 205 Annagem Blvd., Mississauga, ON 151 2V1 T•19051 56A1994
Copyright ©2001 Parachyrn Electrorus Inc. and Bevan Corp
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Letters
1
,
11 be back!
Editor:
Ihad ablast at Home Entertainment
2001. Bravo. I'm extra glad you guys arc
gonna do it in New York again next year.
It was done beautifully, don't change
anything. Even though Ispent almost a
grand on goddamned tchotchkes, I
won't hold that against you bastards. I'll
be back in 2002.
Chris Cirgenti
New York, NY
Broadwaychris@aol.com
An easy tweak
Editor:
To improve the sound/acoustics in your
listening room, remove all the rattling,
reflective, glary-sounding CDs in jewel
cases and replace them with alike number of LPs in cardboard and paper
sleeves.
Peter Roberts
proberts@rockettnail.com
An open mind
Editor:
In these times made so discordant by
the high-resolution Cold War, times
where bombast and personal bias often
take the place of honest inquiry and
reason, Kalman Rubinson deserves
praise for developing and maintaining
what could be the rarest piece of equipment in audio today: an open mind.
Jim Bosha
jim_bosha@campbell-mithun.com
SACD has changed everything
Editor:
After reading all the letters in the April
issue supporting the CD, I'm glad Iam
in the faction in favour of anew format.
Basically, those in favor of the current
standard are digiphiles and closet digiphiles, like Sam Tellig. They've been
caught out living alie, that's why they
are angry.
For the last few years, high-end audio
has been in the doldrums because audio
has become stale. High-end audio has
stagnated to the extent that the only
means designers/manufacturers can
think of for improving sound quality is
to reinvent nostalgia technologies, or to
make hugely expensive components
that rely principally on brute engineering rather than on good design. HighStereophile, August 2001

end audio had become so stale that I
was not going to renew my Stereophile
subscription when it expires later this
year. Ifigured the magazine had nothing more to say.
Super Audio CD has changed everything. SACD is the first truc improvement in the audio standard in history.
All other so-called improvements were
incremental. Best of all, we have something of substance to argue about. I
haven't been this excited since color TV
first arrived. We have athree-way format war, we have conspiracy theories;
the losers are crying "foul" already; the
digiphiles are on the receiving end this
time; the analog brigade are feeling
smug; and "Sam's Space" is being converted to "CD Corner" (at da-back-ada-shop).
All we need to top this off is for a
high-end marque, like Wadia or
California Audio Labs, to produce an
affordable SACD player. What adelicious scenario in which to sell audio
magazines.
Peter D'Castro
Richmond, Victoria, Australia
dcastrop@telstra.com
The Napster debate
Editor:
I'd just like to add my bit to the Napster
debate. Like Stereophik's readers, Ilove
music. Ialso understand the technicalities of royalty payments, copyright, etc.
Letters to the Editor should be sent
to The Editor, Stereophile, 110 5th
Avenue (5th floor), New York, NY
10011. Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
Letters@Stereophi/e.com.
Unless
marked otherwise, all letters are
assumed to be for possible publication. In the spirit of vigorous debate
implied by the First Amendment,
and unless we are requested not to,
we publish correspondents' e-mail
addresses. Please note: We are unable to answer requests for information on specific products or systems.
If you have problems with your subscription, call toll-free (800) 6663746, or write to Stereophile, P.O. Box
53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.

However, if Ican't find the music I
want in the shops or on "legal" websites, then Ishall have fewer qualms
about using Napster and the like. Shops
that have the "sorry mate, can't get it"
attitude are not exactly helpful, arc
they? Fact is, Napster is the only place
where the music that interests me can
be found.
My current passion, for example, is
an incredibly talented band from
Holland called The Nits. Great songs
about everything from Henry Moore
sculptures to cycling to really weird
stuff about radio shoes. Best thing of
all, it's beautifully recorded. The trouble is, none of the English-language
sites like Amazon, etc. have albums by
The Nits listed, so I've had to do transactions on German or Dutch sites,
which isn't easy.
If Icould find alegal, royalty-paying
establishment, either on the High street
or on the World Wide Waste'o'time,
where Icould find the music that Ilike,
then I'd switch to it immediately. I'd even
be prepared to pay full UK prices —and
that's really saying something!
Napster et al may have the attraction
to some people of being free, but its
success is also driven by the failure of
record companies to make their recordings available worldwide.
Yours from the UK, the land of high
voltages and criminal record prices.
Daniel Emerson
Address withheld by request
Brave conclusions!
Editor:
Why Ben Duncan's work isn't jammed
into a$100 electrical engineering textbook is beyond me. It is arare privilege
to read his work, and Iwould be honored to meet him one day. That last
paragraph under "Brave Conclusions,"
in his "Spectral X-Contamination" article in June (pp.58-67), should be etched
in stone, or at least on the Stereophile
masthead.
John Mayberry
San Marino, CA
emmaco@emmaco.com
Great article!
Editor:
Having lived in the UK, Ihad the
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Letters
for audibly detecting very small degradations caused by audio chains that are
intended to be transparent. Ibelieve that
this technique is more sensitive than
sighted tests, because it forces subjects to
evaluate degradations based only on
what they hear, rather than on preconceptions induced by brandnames,
prices, styling, or the suggestions of others. Ibase this opinion not only on the
published literature, but also on having
Hard-Line Objectivists?
participated in such tests (as asubject)
conducted by Canada's CommunEditor:
In his sidebar, "Hard Line Ob- ications Research Centre with the greatest rigor and professionalism.
jectivists," on p.65 of the June 2001
Mr. Duncan might be interested in
Stereophile, Ben Duncan saw fit for
some reason to construct astraw man knowing that Imake my living manuand pin my name on it. Ido not recog- facturing audio processing equipment
nize myself as someone who believes for radio stations. Although this equipthat "the senses of humans, even ment incorporates very sophisticated
skilled audio professionals, should engineering design techniques, it is nevnever be relied on in matters of audio ertheless subjectively tuned by ear to
equipment assessment using music, complement what our company believes to be the average preferences of
etc., etc., blah blah blah, ad nauseum."
While not asinewave-loving "meter our customers — professional broadreader" as caricatured by Mr. Duncan, I casters. We can measure the success of
do believe in scientific psychoacoustics. this subjective tuning for our target
In particular, Ibelieve that if one excites market (which is, by and large, not
an amplifier with music and that ampli- audiophiles) by the fact that we hold a
fier's error signal (the difference be- larger market share worldwide than any
tween its input and output) is below the of our competitors, with equipment
unmasked threshold of hearing at all placed in at least 50% of all broadcasting
frequencies, then said amplifier is facilities around the world.
Regarding my professional credenalmost certainly transparent to the
music used in the test —probably by a tials: Iam a Fellow of the Audio
large margin. Believing otherwise re- Engineering Society, shared aScientific
quires a mystical belief in a sort of and Engineering Award from the
"reverse psychoacoustic masking" effect, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
where the ear's sensitivity to agiven Sciences in 1993, and received the
National Association of Broadcasters
spectral component increases in the
presence of amasker. Iknow of no sci- Radio Engineering Achievement Award
entific evidence that such an effect in 1995. Icurrently hold 22 US patents.
exists. Further, Fletcher and Munson Perhaps more germane to Mr. Duncan's
first published the unmasked threshold theory that Iam a"hard-line objectivist"
is the fact that over the years, my comof hearing (as afunction of frequency)
in the 1930s, and other researchers have pany has sold some $150 million worth
since refined the measurement several of audio processing equipment to broadtimes. It is one of the least controversial casters globally, and this writer headed
and best-established of all psychoa- the teams that tuned each of these
products —by eat
Robert Orban
coustic constants.
rorban@earthlinkmet
My argument depends only on the
idea (well-supported by experiment)
that there are physical limits to the ear's Alove supreme
sensitivity as atransducer. Therefore, no Editor:
matter how experienced and sophisti- In an effort to be helpful to your
cated the listener, his or her brain can't loyal advertisers, could you please let
analyze soundwaves that the ear fails to the good people at Paradigm know
process into nerve impulses. The "error- that they should perhaps consider
signal test" itself is very old, and was first searching for anew art director for
popularized by Peter Walker of Quad their advertisements. In the ad "A
Love Supreme," which has appeared
more than 30 years ago.
Ialso believe in the method defined in several recent issues of Stereophile,
in ITU-R Recommendation BS.1116 4, we are shown ayoung lady intently
the so-called "triple-stimulus/hidden- listening (one assumes) to a vinyl
reference/double-blind methodology," copy of John Coltrane's A Love Suopportunity to follow some of Ben
Duncan's work. Needless to say, Ihave
developed a tremendous respect for
him. He seems to be one of few audio
writers with two great skills: 1) being
able to listen to music and to others;
and 2) having the knowledge that it
takes to develop innovative measurement techniques.
Alberto Lopez
albertoloptz@bwnmet
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preme. At her feet are arrayed other
fine jazz vinyl pressings.
The problem with this pretty picture
is that no audiophile Ihave met would
ever throw prized vinyl directly onto a
dirty wood floor, not even if they were
as plastered as George W. Bush!
Just trying to help with the target
audience.
Dr. Sasha Matson
Cooperstown, NY
sasha17@earthlink.net
Listen to Coltrane!
Editor:
What is up with the person in the ad on
p.8 of the June Stereophile. Icringe when
arecording is being abused —it appears
the bespectacled babe in the Paradigm
Reference ad does not have aclue about
basic vinyl care.
Carlos Santana said "listen to Coltrane," not step on him. Valuable LPs
are not to be left on the floor, out of
their sleeves, to be trod upon. Obviously Michael Fremer does not edit ad
copy, he would be sickened upon witnessing this sacrilege.
But Idig your magazine.
David Colangelo
Chicago, IL
davec@mcmet
Understanding audiophiles
Editor:
Ienjoy your magazine very much. I
just
had to write though about something
that got under my skin.
On p.8 of the June issue there is a
Paradigm ad. It shows an attractive
woman enjoying alistening session with
her favorite music. But she has the
records on the floor!
Yeah she's cute. And Iwould love to
come home to her every day. But if I
ever came home and found my old lady
listening to my stereo with my precious
vinyl scattered on the floor out of their
sleeves like so much trash, the neighbors
would be dialing 911 within minutes!
Kind of makes you wonder if Paradigm
really understands audiophiles.
Keep up the good work!
Kevin
aa2cb@homecom
Pop-up porn?
Editor:
After looking at the lower right hand
corner of p.93 of the June Stereophile,
when can we expect pop-up ads for
porn on your website?
TPBrown
çectreadiv10@homecom
Apornography balloon?
Editor:
It was with considerable dismay that I
9

Letters
opened the June issue of Stet-mph/it' to
p.93 only to find an advertisement for a
pornographic magazine.
Ihave come to greatly respect Stereophik for the caliber of its articles,
reviews and advertising. Itherefore find
it very difficult to reconcile such advertising with Stereophiltes position as one of
the premier audio publications. It is my
sincere hope that publishing this ad represents an isolated lapse in judgment on
the part of Stereophile's staff, not atrial
balloon for more of the same.
Gary Dugan
Aloha, OR
.
qaryd@pixehvorksinc.com

non-audio advertisers in Stereophile.
When Ireceive junk mail or spam from
companies with which Ihave had no
prior contact, Ilike to speculate about
how they determined Imight be interested in their products or services.
Sometimes it's obvious and makes perfect sense; sometimes it's baffling; sometimes it's disturbing to think that Ihave
donc something, somewhere, to lead
someone to think that Imight actually
buy what they are selling.
When I see BMW advertise in
Stereophile, it makes sense. The science/art and engineering/fun ratios
are consonant, even harmonic. But
then Isaw the ad in June for FHM and
Cancel my subscription
its "100 Sexiest Women in the World"
Editor:
bonus issue. Ifind this amusing on
It is with revulsion that Irequest my
one level, but Ireally don't like the
subscription be cancelled. Iam not lilyidea that the marketing types at FHM
white and prudish. There is aplace for
think I might buy their magazine.
everything. Iam just tired of corporate
Have you seen this magazine?! It is
policies (what happened to polish).
perfectly antithetical to what interests
Sex and Stereophile? Great! Howard
me about hi-end audio, and Ishould
Stern is just down the road. Have him
be among the least offended, as I'm an
advertise Stereophile. In the meantime,
audiophile who loves base, lusty
the normal world just became smaller.
music like blues and rock.
John Mazur
It's worse than the encroachment of
Address withheld by request cheesy surround-sound gear, but reeks
of the same down-market trend ... Be
Enlightenment, please!
advised that when the sexual potency
Editor:
and penis enlargement ads appear in
Ihave been along tune subscriber to Stereophile, you will be forced to mail the
Stereophile and have been increasingly
magazine in plain brown wrappers, or I
disappointed with the direction I will cancel my subscription.
believe you are headed. As more articles
Bill Knopp
on surround sound and home-theater
lacktyktiopp@mediaonenet
equipment appear, it is obvious Stereophile is becoming the next Audio or
Not just aBMW ad?
Stereo Review.
Editor:
However, nothing compares to the
In response to those readers who objecttotally inappropriate advertisement for
ed to the BMW advertisement in the
FHM magazine in the June issue. For
March and April issues, let me say this:
the life of me, Ican not figure out what
that was not just aBMW ad —it was an
this has to do with either music or
ad for the new M3 (E46). Car enthusiaudio equipment. Please enlighten me
asts all over the world have awaited the
to the connection.
arrival of this car for several years.
Understand, Iconsider myself neiMany of my audio buddies arc car
ther conservative nor puritanical, but enthusiasts as well, so this ad is wellthis ad has no relevance to Stereophiltes
placed. I've found that the crossover is
stated purpose. If Iwant to look at sexy
quite high for those who seriously enjoy
women Ican easily go to the Internet,
their hobbies. Iknow that more than
or better yet, turn to my lovely wife.
one of the Stereophile staff members are
Suffice to say that if you see the
car/motorcycle fans as well.
need to accept this type of advertiseOops, did Isay motorcycle? Icertainment, then you will also need to acly wouldn't mind if aDucati ad popped
cept my subscription cancellation.
up here and there.
Will Clark
Robert Hack
wdark@kick.com
Address withheld by request
Stop your whining
Likes lusty music, not lusty
Editor:
advertising
All these "purists" complaining about
Editor:
BMW ads in Stereophile need to stop
Iam intrigued by the recent additions of whining. Aside from the fact that BMW
10

makes cars for people who are passionate about their cars, these ads help pay
the bills. It seems some readers have
quickly forgotten about magazines like
Audio, which no longer exist. The audio
market has also undergone some belttightening, so there may have been
some commercial space to sell.
Bottom line, if you want to keep seeing your Stereophile every month, you
should put up with acar ad...
Damon Anderson
Detroit, MI
AndersonD@micon.com
Gratitude
Editor:
As publisher of Stereophile I used to
eagerly look forward to the "Letters"
section each month — it was the first
thing Iturned to when the magazines
arrived from the printer. Idon't receive
the magazine with quite such alacrity
now that I'm an ex-publisher, but Istill
delight in those letters. Iparticularly
loved the image in the June issue of
"critics of vinyl" standing on chairs to
kiss Michael Fremer's ass!
But Imust take exception to the criticisms of emapUSA that focused on the
appearance of BMW advertising. Don't
think the old Stereophile, Inc. wouldn't
have accepted those same ad pages with
gratitude! We just didn't have the entree
with BMW media-placement folks
necessary to make the sale. And don't
forget the additional pages of editorial
you get to read as aresult of those ads.
My only question is: Where's Volvo?
Audi?
Porsche?
Mercedes-Benz?
Doesn't the Daimler Chrysler ad
agency know that John Atkinson is a
died-in-the-wool Mercedes driver of
long standing, who misses no opportunity to plug the brand any chance he
gets?
Lany Archibald
Santa Fe, NM
Lbdajav@aolcom
What is this thing called, love?
Editor:
On p.154 of the June 2001 Stereophile
there is an advertisement in the
"Manufacturers' Showcase" called the
"Raintinge Glow Adjuster". Is this an
actual ad or is it some kind of joke? It
seems to make no sense at all. What is
this thing? A very curious long-time
subscriber.
Ray Segura
New Orleans, LA
segurar@nctldno.navymil
Regarding the ad for the "Raintinge Glow
Adjuster," yes, this is aserious product, Men
111°4 the wording ofthe ad did cause my eyeStereophile, August 2001
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Exceptional Sound
No Exception
Rotel's new 10 Series of high p
audio /video components are excep
Every product, from power amplifiers to
DVD Audio

blayers,

receive the same

meticulous attention to circuit development
and sound quality that we call Balanced
Design. Consider the new RDV1080 DVD-A
player. This multi-functional audio /video
component plays DVD, DVD-A and CD
formats. It features independent digital and
analog power supplies, the highest quality
large-scale integrated circuits to handle
digital-to-analog conversion of up to 24bit /
192kHz audio data, and progressive scan
outputs to deliver extraordinary video
resolution. Hear and see our new 10 Series
components at your authorized Rotel dealer.
They're all exceptional, no exceptions.

1=i Err El_
Phone 978 664.3820 -Fax 978.664.4109 -www.rotel.corn

Brilliance in Sound And Design
The fascination of the senses.
Designed in avantgarde style,
the two floorstanding loudspeaker models Karat M 50 DC
and M 70 DC blend in with
every modern interior.
To keep the front exceptionally
narrow, the woofers have been
fitted laterally with alarge diaphragm surface, resulting in an
impressive bass reproduction.
For more information —
please contact:
Canton Electronics Corporation,
1723 Adams Street N.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55413-1411
(612)706-9250 Phone
(612)706-9255 Fax
www.cantonusa.com

CLINTON

pure music

•

brows to raise: "It is used to disperse an extreme
exacting pattern of colors on to the CD so that
the monochrome data qf the CD behave as y
it were color-coded." Regarding Stereophile's
carryilig ads for BMW cats, the letters from
Damon Anderson and erstwhile publisher
Larry Archibald say it alL lite economics of
magazine publishing are such that the main
source of revenue comes from advertising. The
higher ihat rel'entle, the more editorial and the
InAer the quality ofthe editorial 1can publish.
It is no concern ofmine what comp,mies advertise in Stereophile, nor should ir be.
'lite situation is somewhat dealt with
the ad làr FI IM magazine that appeared in
our June issue. ¡lie US edition ef FHIN is
also published by the company that publishes
Stereophile, and ernapUSA particularly
wanted to reach Stereophile's readership. PP
had no option the-refire but to carry the ad, as
inappropriate as Ialso personally/eel it wasfor
Stereophile's audience. (FHM may not be
pornography, but it is tweed very tightly on
"lads" who like beer, babes, andfootball) But
on the bright side, in reruns FHM carried an
ad promoting Stereophile to its audience.
FHM's &ciliation is so large that there must
be some 20-35 year-old men who like music
and whose lips don't move who' they read.
—John Atkinson

24/96, please
Editor:
I have recently purchased several of
Classic Records' DAD titles, and am
quite impressed with the resolution and
smoothness offered by that format. Do
you have any plans to release some of
the Stereophile recordings on 24-bit/
96kHz media? I am particularly interested in a 24/96 version of Rendezvous.
Rob Lewis
Stow, MA
lewis@rtvizann
ils explained in Rendezvous's lifter notes,
because of the need to record Jerome Harris'
jazz quintet in multichannel, the 10 tracks I
had available were used to capture individual
instruments at 44.1kHz (the bit depth was 20
bits). So it would not be finsible to prepare a
high-sample-rate Rendezvous. However, the
session tapesfor the_Plowing recordings were
made at 24-bit/96kHz or 24-bit/88.2kHz,
so Ingh-resohltion two-channel releases are
possible': Rhapsody, Robert Silverman's
Beethoven sonata set, and my UM , Brahms
and Mozart Carina Quintet CD, due for
release on CD in September.
huidortally, the _jo/lowing Stereophile CDs
were also captured in surround, so multichannel releases are apossibility: Rhapsody,
Duct, and Encore, as well as afe'vthconting
recording of the Minnesotan male-voice choir
Cantus.
—JA
Stereophile, August 2001
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WVVVV.JPSLABS.COM

PURCHASE OUR AWARD WINNING COMPONENTS
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN LIFELIKE MUSIC.
OUR CABLES MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!!!

"You guys have done it again!
To say Iam impressed with the
improvements to my system after
installing the new Ultimate Outlet
is an understatement.
I've replaced my wall sockets with
your Power Ports, added an Ultimate
Lab for my Krell amps, and a P300
to power my Proceed source
equipment. This is remarkable.
Ido not understand how or why this
works. Ihave invested a lot of
money in the finest audio equipment
in the world. Why?"

"10111 1
1P „,,
Why indeed

NEW'"
SUPERCONDUCTOR

FY

with ALUMILOY wire
for improved flexibility!
Our Balanced Superconductor 2
A Stereophile Recommended Component

Our customers continue to be
amazed at the level of improvement
PS Audio power equipment brings
to their systems
Video owners have discovered an
equally amazing level of improvement
as well
Want the answers'
Visit our newly designed web site
www psaudio corn and find out why.
You can also visit your local PS dealer
or try one out in your system for
afull no-risk 30 day period through
PS Direct

al ...I.

•.11

CHOICE
arl%

POWER
OUTLET CENTER

/a'sa
11 years of Design Excellence

Lancaster, NY USA
Tel 716-685-5227

Fax 716-683-2784
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WVVVV PSAUDIO COM

720-406-8946
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In 1959,
Miles Davis
entered
the studio
to record
"Kind of Blue."
Now,
hear what
really
happened.

o

©2001 Philips Electronics North America Corporation. Direct StreamDrgital. DSD and the SAC D logo are retstered traderriar

Introducing the SACD 1000 from Philips
It was a legendary session that produced one of the greatest
recordings of all time. And yet atrue version of what was recorded
that day has never been heard. Until now.
The world's first multi-channel SACD player.
When Philips introduced CD technology in 1983, it revolutionized audio. With the SACD 1000,
they've done it again. Now even the
most demanding

listener will be

rewarded with reproduction that's
truer to the master. With up to six
channels of output available, the

MuItnchannel capabihty lets you
hear the nuances of
the recording environment.

SACD 1000 can capture every subtlety of the original music.
Direct Stream Digital (DSD): The future of audio.
Thanks to this innovation, SACD playback is far richer than
standard CD recordings. Digital "bits" are virtually gone.
With

an

unparalleled sampling rate of 2.8Mhz, what's

left is a fabric with all the subtextures of the original music.
Recordings actually sound like they were cut from the
r--

master. Instead of a cut below it.
A DVD Video player built in.
The SACD 1000 will play DVD Video as

•

well as standard audio CDs. Additionally,

gib.
-ear Zeal
*emit

the new hybrid SACD titles will also play
on the over one billion existing CD players

The dual-layer hybrid CO.

worldwide. In short, for only $1999, purists like you can
finally hear what you've been longing for — musical masterpieces, without the missing pieces.
For your nearest retailer, visit
www.sacd.philips.com

--

PHILIPS

LeIS mce titiejs beet

mextraordinar
—Tom Miiller, The Perfect Vision,
Issue 33, November/December 2000

The Revolutionary THIEL

PowerPoint
Surface-Mount
Loudspeaker
•Extraordinary uniform, full-room coverage due to
unique, angled, close-boundary cabinet design.

"The single most extraordinary
—the best—home theater product I
have encountered...I have never
encountered aproduct that so
completely met aneed as the
PowerPoints meet the needs of high
performance home-theater."

'Extraordinary imaging, space and depth
reproduction due to greatly diminished boundary
reflections in combination with THIEL's trademark
phase and time coherence.

—Tom Millier, The Perfect Vision, Issue 33,
November/December 2000

"...Thiel has created the first on-wall
speaker that produces real stereo
sound with all the depth, imaging,
and soundstaging that stereo can
produce."
—Brent Butterworth, Home Theater, May 2000

•Extraordinary clarity and detail provided by
innovative, low distortion, state-of-the-art drivers
and very high quality electrical components—uses
the same tweeter as our flagship model CS7.2.

'Extraordinary dynamics achieved by state-of-theart drivers and high (89dB/2.8v-m) sensitivity.
'Extraordinarily faithful tonal balance achieved
through advanced driver and crossover design.

Editor's Choice Award 2001 Winner!
The Perfect Vision/Awarded by Toni Aliilhr

THIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Contact THIEL for our free 44 page brochure, review reprints, and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
THIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •telephone: 859-254-9427
e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com •web: www.thielaudio.com
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US: MICHIGAN
Jon Iverson
Will audio dealers be interested in selling
aproduct that's been available so far only
via mail-order? Audio Advisor thinks so,
and has created anew distribution company, WS Distributing, to begin selling
the Musical Fidelity product line through
"qualified" high-end audio dealers in the
US beginning May 21. Musical Fidelity
has been available through retailers in
Europe and Asia for years, but in the US,
only from AA's catalog and website.
AA's Wayne Schuunnan explains that
"during our last four years distributing
Musical Fidelity, we've received numerous requests from dealers to sell Musical
Fidelity products. Over the years, we've
also had many inquiries from consumers
asking where they can hear Musical
Fidelity products. WS Distributing addresses these requests by offering Musical
Fidelity products for sale through qualified high-end audio specialty dealers."
Designed and manufactured in
England, several Musical Fidelity components have been favorably reviewed
by Stereophi/e, including the A3cR chokeregulated power amplifier, the Nu-Vista
300 power amp, and the M3 integrated
amp, all of which earned Class A rankings in the April 2001 "Recommended
Components" listing.
US: CALIFORNIA
Barry Willis
Many small classical record labels arc

facing uncertain futures in the wake of a
decision by Tower Records to put three
classical distributors on buying hold.
News of the decision and discussion of
its ramifications have circulated on the
Internet ever since an internal memo
was leaked on May 1. The memo from
company headquarters ordered store
buyers at all 113 Tower stores in the US
not to purchase from Allegro, Hannonia
Mundi, and Qualiton until receiving further notice. The three distributors represent dozens of small independent jazz
and classical recording labels.
Sacramento, California-based Tower,
long one of the dominant forces in
music retailing, has been in difficult
financial straits for many months.
According to one music-industry marketing executive, who spoke on condition of anonymity, Tower's troubles have
their roots in junk-bond financing
undertaken 20 years ago, during arapid
expansion phase. "Tower simply did not
have the cash to make payments when
the notes came due this spring," he said,
going so far as to speculate that, without
the backing of Universal/Vivendi, Tower
might soon be out of business.
Attempting to stretch its resources as
far as possible, Tower initiated a180-day
payment schedule for the classical distributors — meaning that products will
be paid for ayear after they are received.
Tower Records has long prided itself on
being a"deep catalog" operation where
most available recordings could be

Update
found or ordered. Despite the continuing decline in the popularity of classical
music, Tower supported the genre by
giving it enormous amounts of very
expensive floor space. "The Boston
Tower has an entire floor devoted to
classical," one source told us, "where you
can find all five bootleg remasterings of
Furtwângler's Beethoven's Ninth, even
though it takes more than ayear, on
average, to turn most classical titles."
Tower suffered a$5.5 million loss in
the fourth quarter of 2000, according
to aMarch 19 story in the New York
Times in which Edward Nawotka, of
Publishers Weekly, stated that most of
the 184 Tower Books stores soon
would be closed. Both the record and
book operations arc owned by MTS
Inc., of Sacramento.
Competition from Barnes & Noble,
Borders, and online retailers like
Amazon.com has proven too much for
Tower Books, Nawotka wrote, citing
statements made to the Sacramento Bee by
MTS executives. Amazon has also put a
dent in Tower Records' sales, according
to aprincipal at one of the classical labels
put in jeopardy by Tower's new purchasing policy. "Amazon probably loses 85
cents on each disc it sells," he speculated.
"It's abig enough difference to pull people out of bricks-and-mortar stores."
This particular executive believes that
stores like Borders, with listening stations where customers can audition discs
before buying, don't make aprofit on

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where, and who to (212) 8862809 at least eight weeks bdo-re the month of
the event. The deadlinefor the October 2001
issue is August 1. Mark the fax 'Attention
Stephen Mias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We
will fax back aconfirmation. If you do not
receive confirmation within 24 hours, please
fax us again.
ARIZONA

• The Arizona Audiophile Society
Stereophite, August 2001

sponsors monthly audio and hometheater meetings and events. For information, call (623) 516-4960 or e-mail
AzAudioS@aoLcom.
CALIFORNIA

•The Bay Area Audiophile Society
(BAAS) welcomes new members.
The BAAS schedules periodic designer
and dealer demonstrations, fosters communication and camaraderie among
members, and distributes High Note, an
informative newsletter. For further

information, please contact Dennis
Davis at (415) 381-4228 or e-mail
bluedeer@value.net.
• Audible Arts (812 S. Winchester
Blvd. *150, San Jose) is proud to
announce the opening of Silicon
Valley's newest high-end audio and
home-theater store. Audible Arts is an
authorized dealer for Red Rose Music,
Plinius, dCS, Rogue, 47 Lab, Art
Audio, Parasound, Creek, JoLida,
Silverline, Meadowlark, Gallo,
Audes, JPS Labs, pARTicular De17
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Update

music sold but rather on the promotional support provided by big labels,
who pay to have their products featured
at the stations. "Small labels can't afford
that," he said.
They also can't afford to wait half a
year to be paid. Tower's troubles could
be the final nail in the coffin of largescale retailing of small-label classical
music. Should the company emerge
from its current difficulties, it's almost
certain to downsize its classical offerings; it's likely that an institutional
investor who offered Tower "bridge
financing" as a temporary solution
would require such a change. One
hopeful possibility is that, even in the
present financial climate, an initial public offering could raise enough cash to
keep Tower on its feet. "The company is
substantial enough and well-known
enough that it would attract investors,"
the classical executive opined. Whether
the owners of privately held MTS arc
willing to go that route isn't known at
the moment.
US: NEW JERSEY
Jon Iverson
Some longtime Stereophile readers
were outraged when the magazine
put aphoto of acomputer soundcard
on its cover in September 2000. John
Atkinson then added insult to injury
by writing and publishing another
soundcard review last November.
Some readers may have been scratching their heads about why we did it,
but at least one manufacturer is getting
the message.
Onkyo announced that it has
launched anew Multimedia Division by
introducing what it hopes will be perceived as better-sounding and more
versatile alternatives to typical PC and
Macintosh soundcards. By placing the

soundcard digital audio functions outside
the computer chassis, Onkyo says its two
new USB Digital Audio Processors will
offer "superior sound quality and
improved connectivity with a wide
range of audio components."
Onkyo's Paul Tamberelli explains
that "the interior of apersonal computer, with all its high-speed digital
ICs, switch-mode power supplies,
cooling fan motors, and other sources
of electromagnetic radiation, is abad
environment for the sensitive analog
audio circuits needed to achieve
audiophile-quality sound. We have
learned that these soundcard functions are best performed outside the
computer chassis."
The new soundcards, the SE-U55 for
Windows and Macintosh and the MSEU33HB for Macintosh only, connect to
acomputer via aUSB cable. According
to Onkyo, these processors provide
digital/analog and analog/digital processing that allows users to record onto
and then play music from their computers using standard CD audio WAVE
files, MP3s, RealAudio, Shockwave, or
other computer audio formats. The
company adds that both models include
software for processing audio signals.
Onkyo says that the SE-U55 can
connect up to three separate audio
components to a personal computer
and sports amicrophone input, astereo
RCA analog input, and one digital
audio input with fiber-optic and coaxial
connectors. There are also matching
digital and analog outputs and aheadphone output. The MSE-U33HB is
described as a digital audio processor
and USB hub for Macintosh computers,
with amicrophone input for those USB
Macs that lack audio input jacks, stereo
analog inputs and outputs, and [or] three
additional USB ports.

FRANCE
Paul Messenger
Focal-JMlab is France's top hi-fi speaker
brand by ahandsome margin, and plays
an increasingly large role on the international stage. Since Ilast visited the
company in 1998, its sales have doubled,
to around 200 million francs, thanks in
large part to the success of its high-end
Utopia models, in both home and auto
versions. Returning after three years
gave me the opportunity to see how
JMIab had evolved to handle its success,
and did nothing to diminish my respect
for its modus operandi and products.
Eurojam 2001 was Focal-JMIab's
gathering of European journalists and
distributors in its base of St. Etienne,
France. The event was held mainly to
launch the new Electra range, one slot
below the Utopias, and to show us how
the company was bringing all its research
and manufacturing operations together
at asingle location. Picturesquely situated
in mountains around the upper reaches
of the Loire, St. Etienne seems agood
place to live and to make loudspeakers.
It's ahistoric center for specialist toolmaking, metalworking, and metallurgy,
and 30 miles down the road is Lyon,
France's "second city," long renowned
for its expertise in making textiles.
Back in 1998, there was atouch of
chaos about JMIab's multiplicity of loudspeaker ranges. A much more logical
and orderly structure has now emerged,
starting with the entry-level Chorus
models. The Cobalts cost roughly twice
as much as the Choruses, the Electras
double that, and the Utopias, with their
lead-sandwich enclosures, are triple the
cost of the Electras.
The Electras might well be the most
interesting of the company's ranges for
the Sterrophile reader. They embrace
much of the technology of the Utopias,
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sign, and more! For further information, please visit www.audiblearts.com
or call (408) 690-2188.
CONNECTICUT

• For information about the
Connecticut Audio Society, visit
www.the-atom.com/cas or call Carl
Richard at (860) 745-5937.
LOUISIANA

•New Orleans' first and only highend audio club holds monthly
18

meetings to discuss topics of interest and listen to music. Join the fun
by e-mailing zephirin@home.com.
MASSACHUSETTS

• For details of upcoming monthly
meetings of the Boston Audio
Society, samples from their publication, The Speaker, and membership
information, visit http://boston
adio.home.att.net, e-mail dbsys
tems@attglobal.net, or call (603)
899-5121.

NEVADA

• Premiere Home Entertainment, Las
Vegas' newest high-end audio and
home-theater store, can now be seen on
the Web at www.PremiereHome
Entertainment.com. Check out what's
new in our monthly newsletter as well
as upcoming events. We now can also
be reached by e-mail at PremiereHome
Entertainrnent@worldnetattnet. Please
stop by 2300 N. Rainbow Blvd., or call
the store at (702) 877-0222 for more
information.
Stereophik, August 2001

Also fèaturing:
Di rec t.C onnec tTM
Allowing the Wadia 27ix

Wadi3
Wedtog Conguter

to be connected directly

waab

to a power amplifier,
bypassing the losses
inherent in any
preamplifier.

Wadia 27ix Decoding Computer

Clocklink"
Providing the most stable
possible clock, resulting in
lower jitter when the

Now shipping with:
A powerful new software package of user-selectable digital algorithms including
DigiMoster" 1.2. This new feature will allow you to optimize sonic performance based
on system matching and personal musical priorities, extracting the subtle details that
enhance the emotional impact of recorded music. The new digital algorithms
executed in DSP are part of an integrated system allowing
the Wadia 27ix Decoding Computer to upsample*
musical data to 2.8224 MHz
(DAC sample rate)
*see our website
for information

27ix is paired with a CD
transport, (such as Wadia
270 CD Transport)
by positioning the
master oscillator
adjacent to the DAC chips
rather than in the transport.
Modular Design
Allowing the 27ix to accept
future upgrades and preparing
Wadia owners to benefit from
further advances in technology.

Beauty is in the details...
Wea

A Division of AUDIO VIDEO RESEARCH, INC.

795 Highland Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108

734.975.4217

www.wadia.com

Advantage Audio -LA •Anne & Roger Dudley -UK •Anvil Post Production -UK •Arena Mobiles -UK •Athens Concert Hal
Greece •Baruch College •Basement Floor Prod. -USA •Battery Studios Mastering -UK •BBC Maida Vales 2,3,4 -UK •BBC Rad
1,2,3,4,5 -UK •BBCTV -UK •BBC Pebble Mill Birmingham -UK •Bearsville Studios -New York •BHF Sport •Bobby Fernandez -L
•Brian May -UK •Capital Radio -UK •Capital Records -LA •Capsiso -Kyoto Japan •Castle Sound -UK •Chesky Records •Chrys&

Sound Taste
From Hollywood film scoring engineers to DVD and surround sound mastering
facilities around the world, PMC speaker systems have set the standard in quality of
sound reproduction between studio source and the home.

Todd A 0 Europe •Complete Video -UK •Crystal Method -LA •De Lane Lea -UK •Debney Studio •Dennis Sands -LA •Dolby Europ
•Electric City -Brussels •EMAP on Air -UK •Essential Pictures -UK •Final Stage Mastering -Nashville -USA •Fleetwood Mobi
•Fountain Television •Goldcrest Productions -UK •Granada Television -UK •Herbie Hancock/Pat Gleason -LA
•Hillside Studios •lmagica -Gotanda Japan •Imagica -Skinagawa Japan •James Newton-Howard -LA •Jay
Peter Robinson •Jon Astley •Joseph Magee -LA •Junior Boys Own •Longman Publishing Group •Lynx Video
•Magmasters -UK •Master Mix -Nashville •Masterpiece Mastering -UK •Metropolis Mastering •Metropolis
Studio •Michael Farrow -LA •Mixers Lab -Tokyo •Molinaire -UK •National Physical Laboratories •NATS -UK
•Nautilus -Italy •Nuphonic -UK •NFL Films •Paul Hamblin -UK •Perfect Pictures •Peter Gabriel -Real World
•Peter Walsh •Piccadilly Radio -UK •Polygram -New York •Rak Recording Studios -UK •Ray Charles •Raven works LA • Red Led Studios - Madrid • Respect Studios -UK • Robbie Robertson • Robbie Williams
•Robert Fripp •Robin Williams •Royal College of Music •Royal Shakespeare Company
•Sadie -UK •Scramble Sound -UK •Seal •Shawn Murphy -LA •Solid
State Logic -UK •Sony Broadcast -UK •Sony Mastering
-NY •Sound Masters -UK •Steve Levine
-UK •Steve Winwood JK•

Stevie

Wonder

• Stewart
Copeland

•

AML1

TB2

181

AB2

MB1

FB1

BB5

MB1/XBD

-LA •SVC -UK •TAP -UK •Tape to Tape -UK •Taylor Made Films •Tetsuro Oda Films -Tokyo •Thames Television •The Cuttin
ooms -Manchester •Tic Tac Studios -Japan •ho Pete Studios -Bilbao •Tokyogenzojo -Japan •Tokyo Processing Laboratory

Japan •Townhouse Mastering -UK •Townhouse Recording Studios -UK •Trinity College of Music -UK •TVI -UK •TVP -U
Uber Zone -LA •University of Nottingham -UK •Veronica -RTL (the Netherlands) •Will Owsley -Nashville •West Side Studio
Japan •Whitfield Street Mastering •Your Name Here...

Tel

Fax 705-742-0882

www.bryston.ca

Distribution in No
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personal music libraries on MP3.com
server computers, which could then be
accessed from any Internet-connected
computer. An honor system was in
place to ensure that subscribers actually
owned the discs they were archiving,
but no verification was required to
prove that the discs had been purchased.
Users could upload recordings borrowed from friends or picked up elsewhere on the Internet, then listen to
them for free.
The "free" aspect was what provoked
the music industry's "Big Five" into
launching lawsuits against the site.
Most of the plaintiffs settled for
approximately $24 million in damages
and aguarantee that royalties would be
paid for the future use of recordings.
Universal Music held out for more, and
in November settled for $53.4 million
in damages and attorneys' fees. Unlike
Napster, MP3.com won grudging respect from the music industry for its
willingness to alter its operation to accommodate copyright concerns.
Furthermore, despite the legal wrangling, Bertelsmann's BMG thought that
MP3.com's basic business model —and
the technology that had been developed
to serve it — held plenty of promise for
the future and agreed to invest in the
company, to the dismay of some fellow
plaintiffs. But executives at Vivendi
Universal apparently agree with their
counterparts at BMG. While many
music labels perceive Internet music
as athreat to traditional sales, Vivendi
recognizes that rapid developments in
wireless technology mean that music
lovers soon will be able to access their
personal music libraries from anywhere —not simply from hard-wired
computers. Wristwatch-size or pocketable portable devices will become
commonplace, and bundled with them

Update

has also apparently decided to halt further research and development efforts,
which have been widely blamed for
hobbling the rollout of DVD-Audio.
"While the SDMI has decided to
forgo Phase II of its program, Veranee is
gratified that the recorded music, consumer electronics, and information
technology industries recognize the
continued benefits that arc provided to
them through the use of our Phase I
system," said Veranee chairman David
Leibowitz. "In addition, the extensibility
of this system to offer additional functions assures that these industries will
have the best enabling technology to
meet their needs in today's and tomorrow's music marketplace."
The Veranee watermarking system,
which was determined to best meet the
organization's criteria during Phase I
testing, will continue to be the industry
standard. Adopted first as part of the
SDMI specification for portable music
devices in December 1999, and later for
DVD-Audio copy control, Verance's
technology has been licensed to more
than 40 inedia and consumer-electronics
companies worldwide.
The SDMI's decision to endorse
Veranee once and for all may signify
the end of its campaign, which appears
to have slowed to acrawl in the wake
of the late January resignation of
director Leonard Chiariglione. On
US: CALIFORNIA
March 3, the organization issued a
Barry Willis
"request for proposals" for waterThe Secure Digital Music Initiative
marking technologies for Internet
(S1)MI) has decided to reconfirm San
audio players. The SDMI's last mention
Diego-based Verance Corporation's
of Phase I
Iplans was aMarch 5report
watermarking technology as its choice
from a Tokyo meeting, which reaffor inhibiting piracy in digitally recordfirmed the group's intention to contined music. The May 21 announcement
was made by the SDMI Plenary after a ue developing a "Phase II screening
technology." Since then, there had been
yearlong campaign to evaluate the effecno news regarding Phase Il until the
tiveness and audibility of watermarks
May 21 announcement.
from 14 different vendors. The group

will be Vivendi's software. Some
observers arc calling Vivendi's strategy
a plan for the world domination of
Internet-based music.
Universal and Sony Corporation
were previously collaborating on Duet,
another Internet music-distribution
scheme. Duet will still go ahead as
planned, with its debut slated for this
summer. Duet and MP3.com will be
operated "at arm's length" from one
another, according to Vivendi CEO
Jean-Marie Messier. In astatement from
Paris, Messier said he had informed
Sony chairman Nobuyuki ¡dei before
proceeding with the acquisition of
MP3.com. "When you have apartner,
you tell him about such things in
advance," he explained, going on to
speculate that MP3.com's musicarchiving and -streaming tedmology
could be incorporated into the Duct
platform. Duet will go head to head
against MusicNet, an online music service established by AOL Time Warner,
Bertelsmann, and EMI Group, using
software from RealNetworks.
Vivendi and MP3.com have until late
November to walk away from their deal.
Nowhere to be found in myriad reports
on Vivendi Universal/MP3.com, Duet,
and MusicNet was any mention of audio
quality.
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VERMONT

• Sound Essentials, Vermont's highperformance home audio specialist, is
looking to organize amusic- and audioenthusiast club. Activities would include
monthly gatherings, guest speakers,
group discounts to the VSO, and performances. If interested in joining,
please contact Chris at the shop (1
Steele St. #108, Burlington), on the
Web at www.soundessentialsvt.com, or
call (802) 863-6271. Sound Essentials
represents Acoustic Energy, Arcarn,
Stereophik, August 2001

Atlantis Rocks, Audio Refinement
Audio Research, Basis, Benz-Micro,
Cambridge Audio, Dynavector,
Music Hall, NAD, NAD Silver,
Princeton Graphics, ProAc, TARA
Labs, VTL, Walker Audio, and
Zoethecus. Please contact Chris for
more information or to schedule a
private audition.
VIRGINIA

•Down To Earth Audio (15 S. College
Ave., Salem) is proud to announce that

it's been appointed an authorized dealer
for Myryad. We also are the exclusive
dealer for Accusound Loudspeakers,
and an authorized dealer for Belles
(PMI), Bryston, Classé, Creek,
Granite Audio, Music Hall, Kora,
Pro-Ject, Straight Wire, Thule,
Totem Acoustic, and more. For further information or an audition, call
(540) 375-0080, or visit www.down
toearthaudio20m.com.
•Hi Fi Farm moved into its new facilities in June 2001. We welcome all to
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Driven by the music industry's fears
of rampant piracy —which were fueled
by the rise of free-music services like
MP3.com and Napster in 1999 and
2000 — watennarking has been roundly
condemned by the audiophile community as an affront to the very concept of
high-resolution recording. Many have
called for aboycott of watermarked
recordings, as did Stereophile editor
John Atkinson in his September 2000
"As We See It." The SDMI and its
affiliates have plunged ahead with
plans to mark as many new digital
audio formats as possible — which is,
perhaps, indicative of how little
importance audiophiles have for the
music industry as awhole.
THE INTERNET
Jon Iverson
A quickly established favorite among
music fans, the CDDB website provides
comprehensive information for tracking
who and what appears on just about any
CD in existence. But as users of the service are discovering, the company that
now maintains the database, Gracenote,
is starting to change the rules of access.
The CDDB database has grown
over the years as a result of support
from the nearly one million users who
have voluntarily entered information
about CDs into the system. But now
that Gracenote is tightening control of
the database, some arc wondering just
who owns apublicly created pool of
data such as the CDDB.
The debate came to a head when
Gracenote cut off access to the service
via Roxio's popular CD-recording software, which could link acustomer's CD
with the information in the database.
Roxio and Gracenote are now locked in
alegal battle, but the larger issue of who
controls the fruits of apublicly created

database could have far-reaching implications. A key issue in the debate is
whether or not users who contributed
to the CDDB knew that, once they'd
entered their data, it was then copyrighted and owned by Gracenote.
As is becoming typical on the Internet,
when someone tries to commercialize a
once-free resource, new alternatives pop
up. In this case, freedb.org quickly
formed to fill in the gap. But Gracenote
hopes to make it harder for others to
emulate the way CDDB works. The
company announced last week that the
US Patent and Trademark Office has
granted Gracenote two patents intended
to protect their CDDB music-recognition technology and related services.
Gracenote says that US Patent
No.6,230,192, entitled "Method and
System for Accessing Remote Data
Based on Playback of Recordings,"
relates to the use of localized audio or
video files in accessing aremote device
via a computer network, whereby an
"identifier" is determined for arecording
and access to aremote device is based on
the identifier. US Patent No.6,230,20'7,
entitled "Network Delivery of Interactive Entertainment Synchronized to
Playback of Audio Recordings," relates
to interactively synchronizing the display
of information from a remote device
with the playback of arecording at a
local device.
According to Gracenote, these
patents are an integral part of the company's intellectual-property portfolio
concerning the delivery of "metadata"
and song information to music-playback devices or online applications. The
company states that, "once an identifier
for arecording is determined, an associated link can be used for anumber of
purposes. For example, the link may
serve as a'key,' allowing users the ability

to access related services such as concert
tickets or CD sales, or provide related
content such as music files, liner notes,
album art, lyrics, metadata, or entry into
aprivate chat with the artist."
Although Roxio users may disagree,
Gracenote says that its newly patented
technology
"promises
expanded
music-related content and extended
access to music for fans, while also
reinforcing Gracenote's role in the
digital music revolution."
GERMANY
David Patrick Stearns
We missed the best of him.
When Giuseppe Sinopoli dropped
dead in April from aheart attack while
conducting Aida in Berlin, he was
enjoying a consolidated maturity of
which American music-lovers were
barely aware. While Sinopoli was preparing to conduct Wagner's Ring at the
Bayreuth Festival for his second consecutive summer (a privilege he'd earned
from successful, annual outings with
any number of Wagner operas), virtually
no stateside pundits mentioned him as a
possible remedy for the conductor
shortage among America's Big Five
orchestras. Our children are likely to
wonder why.
In the late 1980s, prior to Kurt
Masur's arrival, Sinopoli had been a
dark-horse candidate for the New York
Philharmonic, but in recent years his
American appearances had mostly
been tour stops with his Dresden Staatskapelle. Even the recordings he made
with that orchestra on Deutsche
Grammophon often weren't released in
this country. His recent recordings of
Bruckner's Symphonies 5and 9 show
no signs of coming out here, though his
tapings of Dvorák's Stabat Mater and
Strauss's Atiadne aufNaxos (with adream

Calendar
our Open House and seminars
throughout the months of July and
August. We'll introduce many new products, from companies like Piega
Loudspeakers, Audiomeca, Aloia,
B&K, and more. The new building is
located at 1650 Scruggs Rd., just one
mile from our previous location. For
more information, call (800) 752-4018
or visit www.hififarm.com.
WASHINGTON

• The
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Pacific Northwest

Audio

Society meets the second Thursday of
each month. Usual start time is
7:30pm at 4545 Island Crest Way, on
Mercer Island. For more information,
call Tom at (425) 481-8512 or Earl at
(206) 907-8026.

Center of the American Trade
Center — CCEXPO-AMCHAM).
The top audio and video event in
Latin America, the Show will feature more than 120 high-end audio
and video manufacturers from
around the world, occupying 60
BRAZIL
rooms and covering 28,000 square
•The Hi-Fi Show 2001, sponsored by feet. For more info, visit www.dubedo
the Brazilian magazine Clube do Audio e audio.com.br.
Video, tikes place August 3-5 at the new
Centro de Exposicoes da Camara
Americana de Comercio (Exposition
Stereophde, August 2001

So Much For So Little
Time to put normal expectations to one side. The new
Bowers gWilkins 300 Series has rewritten the performance
rulebook on modestly priced loudspeakers.

Technology? We've got it and more with our famous NautilusTM
tweeter technology, an all new woven fiberglass cone bass /
midrange driver, and true audiophile grade crossovers for maximum
signal purity. Superior acoustic performance combines with stunning
visual appeal like no other speaker near its price.

So much for so little. Hear them at your authorized 8gW dealer.

Integration

Without compromise
The

new

Chord

CPM

3300

integrated amplifier.
Finally,

true

high-end

audio

performance in a single casing.
Hand built to perfection, dynamic
and transparent.
Hearing is believing,
for more information
please contact us on
972-234-0182,
email steve@soundorg.com,
or visit www.chordelectronics.co.uk
(Canada: please call 416-638-8207 or
email jrein@bluebirdmusic.ca)

Q CHORD®
Chord Electronics Limitc,1

Industry
cast featuring Deborah Voigt and
Natalie Dessay) will be issued on DG in
coming months.
Recordings can be deceptive, but
Sinopoli's give astrong suggestion of
how he developed in his post-New
York years. While his background as a
practicing psychiatrist gave him obvious
insights into operatic characters, he also
had an ear for highly refined sonorities,
aremarkable sense of melodic line that
made sense of Mahler's most cacophonous moments, and adegree of emotional insight that allowed frighteningly
deep identification with Bruckner's
psychic pain. There was abuoyancy in
his conducting that kept even the most
potentially ponderous moments in
Mahler symphonies moving along,
even crisp.
Sinopoli had his own way of obtaining those results: an eccentric, even
contorted podium manner that, in his
1985 Metropolitan Opera debut (Tosca),
appeared to be an exercise in highstrung micromanagement. Visually, he
was reminiscent of those famous
silhouettes of young Gustav Mahler
conducting, which seemed to guarantee
interpretations that willfully distended
the music. Sinopoli did that, but in
retrospect, it didn't happen nearly as
often as Iseem to remember it did. It's
possible that Sinopoli's art is more
clearly perceived without him standing
in front of us; if so, that might be why
he was misunderstood in no-nonsense
American music circles.
Sinopoli didn't exactly insinuate himself gradually into the US classical mainstream. As late as 1972, he was writing
his dissertation on criminal anthropology,
but by 1978, after studying composition
and conducting in Vienna under Bruno
Maderna, he was conducting his first
opera, Aida, in Venice. The turning
point of his career was a 1980 Berlin
production of Verdi's Macbeth, which
also became his first operatic recording.
By 1983, Sinopoli had begun what
was to be an 11-year tenure at the helm
of London's New Philharmonia (now
just the Philhannonia). He seemed to
start at the top, which always inspires
suspicion in critics and audiences. His
contract with DG was more or less a
mandate to reinvigorate the standard
repertoire, beginning with Brahms's A
German Requiem and then on to the
Puccini operas. And for anyone who
asked, "Who is this guy?," The New Grove
Dictionary of Music & Musicians was little
help —it mainly speaks of Sinopoli's
compositions, the most notable of which
include his opera, Lou Salome. His beardStereophile, August 2001
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ed, bespectacled appearance added to his
mystique: Remote and forbidding, he
looked like Sigmund Freud with abaton.
Given the probing nature of his performances —including a searing intensity
that seemed particularly well suited to
Puccini —Sinopoli tended to encourage
such glib descriptions as "He doesn't conduct music so much as he diagnoses it."
In fact, Sinopoli was far younger than
he looked. Though 54 at the time of his
death, he had looked that age 20 years
before. Off the podium he was abubbly
presence, full of ideas, eager for musicindustry gossip, and expressing himself

ping boy: while Bernstein usually got
away with slowing Mahler down to a
crawl with little argument from critics
and audiences, Sinopoli wasn't so lucky.
More puzzling were the early years
of his tenure with the Dresden Staatskapelle, which he conducted at
Carnegie Hall in performances that
were disappointingly well-mannered.
That made it even easier to write him
off. His repertoire choices could be
strange: Many composers-turned-conductors champion unfairly neglected
modernists, but Sinopoli expressed
extravagant admiration for Schumann's
soft-centered, flowery, arch-romantic
oratorio, Paradise and the Peri.
Though Sinopoli's
His ability to navigate the recording
industry was fitful. Sonic of Sinopoli's
composing career
opera recordings were said to have been
made without its leading singers present,
eventually ground to ahalt, so
permissive were attitudes toward
overdubbing in the 1980s heyday of the
he assured one and all
classical recording industry. At times, he
seemed pressed into service with certain
that it was no great loss.
repertoire before he was ready. His
nothing-special recording of Beethin atangle of Italian, German, and (least oven's Symphony 9 came along amid
articulately of all) English. For American
the recording industry's meltdown, and
journalists, he was afun interview but a seemed typical of its ills: expensive
repertoire assigned to the wrong musisyntactical headache.
Though Sinopoli's composing career
cians with indifferent results.
Yet once into his residency in
eventually ground to ahalt, he assured
Dresden (it began in 1992), Sinopoli
one and all that it was no great loss. He
admitted enjoying his musically progained consistency and conviction.
Interpretive elements that once seemed
vocative identity, and worried when
strange suddenly sounded eloquent: His
he thought his performances were
becoming too tame. In one New York
obsession with hearing asymphonic texPhilharmonic performance of Mahler's
ture's inner voices as clearly as the outer
Symphony 3, he seemed to be compet- ones took on agreater sense of purpose
ing with the then-much-in-evidence
as he gained amore comprehensive idea
Leonard Bernstein to see who could
of how he wanted the musical totality to
conduct Mahler more slowly. Sinopoli
interact with itself. His recording of
might have won, though perhaps at the
Strauss's Die Frau ohne Schatten, an opera
cost of testing his audience's patience.
with a complex, myth-laden libretto,
had aconviction that could perhaps have
Hearing that Mahler 3 on a radio
tape, however, tells a different story:
conic only from an admirer of Paradise
Divorced from Sinopoli's idiosyncratic
and the Pen —not to mention ayielding
presence, the performance accounts for approach toward orchestral effects that
seemed so metallic in the hands of Sir
itself well, its length allowing aparticularly picturesque rendering of Mahler's
Georg Solti but took on a glistening
symphonic nature studies.
translucence under Sinopoli.
Sinopoli's powers of empathy never
In hindsight, Bernstein and Sinopoli
seemed to arrive at similar interpretive
stopped growing. His 1996 recording of
results from vastly different starting Bruckner's Symphony 8, with the
Dresden Staatskapelle is simply shatterpoints —Bernstein through experience,
ing. The filler on the two-disc set is
intuition, and any number of political
agendas, and Sinopoli through laserStrauss's Metamorphose's, alament over the
focus analysis and a healthy sense of destruction of Germany in World War
revisionism —but both worked with
II; it is phrased with dignified nobility.
It may be years before we're able to
deep emotional commitment. Thanks
clearly determine what, exactly,
to the longevity of his New York following, Bernstein was usually given the
Sinopoli had become by the end of his
life. Could it be that, with his death, a
benefit of the doubt, Sinopoli, it sometimes seemed, was Bemstein's whipcult will be born?
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Arcam A85 Integrated
The Arcam A85 Integrated amplifier continues to rack up aseries of stunning reviews.
In March it was afive-star review in What Hi-Fi?. In May when Hi-Fi Choice put the

Turntables, Arms
& C tridg

A85 up against nine other amps the A85 walked away with top honors and five stars afull two stars ahead of Linn, Naim, Creek, and Marantz. Also in May, a rave review
appeared in Hi-Fi News. In June it was back to What Hi-Fi? for asix amp shootout.
The winner -the A85, again with five stars. The latest review, another rave, comes
from the June issue of Gramophone. Some of our favorite quotes:

SEARCH

For clarity, punch, power and dynamics the A85 is an absolute dream. Its articulation

For additional

voices and instruments is an oft-noted quality in hi-fi, but what really impresses
about this Arcam is its consistency of realism - from the lowest to the highest
frequencies... the whole delivery is simply fantastic -and totally musically convincing.

is rare, and at the price, extraordinary.. It gets even better. Natural presentation of

information,

What Hi-Fi? - March 2001 *****

including the

Perhaps the most striking praise came from one [member of the listening panel]

location of your
nearest dealer, visit
our website at

who pointed to detail in the relative silences between notes in the Brahms
recording that was simply not audible though most of the other amplifiers...
It was consistently musical and transparent with all the music thrown at it,
and irrespective of the speakers chosen.
Hi-Fi Choice - May 2001 *****
Thankfully, besides showing how clean and detailed a modern amplifier can
sound, the A85 pays attention to the elusive goal of 'musicality'. Unlike some
superbly-specified amplifiers which aim at all cost for, say, vanishingly low distortion,
the Arcam A85 could nimbly communicate music to the listener... Arguably,
today's finest amplifier under [$1,500].
Hi-Fi News - May 2001
The Arcam A85 produces an immaculately clean midrange packed with a
resolution that most of the competition can't even hope to match. This amp
is a fabulous achievement: it aims to be a sonic leader while offering a full
feature list and it succeeds spectacularly.
What Hi-Fi? -June 2001 *****
... remember the name of the A85, and buy one today. It's a knockout:

AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD.
8709 CASTLE PARK DRIVE,
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658
WWVV.AUDIOPHILESYSTEMS.COM

not only the most exciting amp introduction I've heard for some time,
but, even better, it doesn't cost a fortune.
Gramophone -June 2001

ARCAM
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UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Britain's custom-installation industry
might be small beer compared to its
US counterpart, but it continues to
grow at acracking pace. Iarrived in
good time on the second day of
CEDIA UK's Expo 2001 trade show,
only to find the place already busy —
and, despite aconsiderable increase in
floor area, visibly more crowded than
last year's event.
Isoon encountered the Expo's organizer, Simon Spears, looking very
happy. Attendance on the first day had
exceeded that of all three days last year,
and the event was clearly already a
stonking success with exhibitors and
visitors alike.
The custom-installation (CI) and
audio/visual (A/V, which is British for
"home theater") scenes offended some
UK hi-fi purists. More than one old
friend commented, "I got into this
business because of the music, not to
install motorized curtains!" I, too, suffer the recurrent nightmare that we
may all end up with wall-to-wall
Dolby Digital in 10 years' time. But CI
and A/V techniques and equipment
are close relatives to hi-fi, and consid-

Update

erably strengthen the position of the
specialist dealer, without whom "real
hi-fi" simply wouldn't exist.
At CEDIA's 2000 Expo, Igot chatting with Beverley Reynolds, proprietor of The Audio File, one of Britain's
most reputable hi-fi dealers. Iwas surprised to hear that her turnover then
was a pretty even split among CI,
stereo hi-fi, and A/V. Icalled her for an
update after this year's event, and the

doubled its turnover! Reynolds has no
qualms about moving into A/V and CI,
seeing them as natural extensions of her
established hi-fi business and ones that
help keep the stereo side buoyant.
Most of the products found at a
CEDIA show have little relevance to
Stereophile's readership, but there always
seems to be something of interest. The
disguised loudspeaker has long been an
obsession of the CI and A/V scenes,
and will probably become more important for music as multichannel grows.
One disguised loudspeaker that caught
CEDIA's Expo 2001
my attention was the TriCorner from
TriCustom, a new Scottish operation
custom-installation and
founded by two ex-Linn employees and
home theater scenes
assisted by Linn itself.
The TriCorner uses the same drivers
offended some UK
as Linn's miniature Katan, but in apackage with atriangular baffle that's designed
hi-fi purists.
to be bolted across a corner a little
above head height. What's particularly
impressive is the TriCorner's structural
split was now 40/40/20, with stereo
integrity, often a weakness of CI
hi-fi apparently languishing.
designs: Behind its wooden baffle sits a
But "languishing" isn't the right word
carefully shaped, rib-reinforced, portfor asector whose sales have actually
loaded stainless-steel enclosure. Other
increased. They just haven't grown by
triangular designs, including a subas much as the CI and A/V sectors, • woofer, are available (e-mail: info@tri
because the business as a whole has
custom.co.uk).

WBT's banana plugs and spade connectors
are just the very best to optimize the
performance of your speaker cable
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Introducing Energy's extraordinary new
Ventas family of speaker systems. Created
with painstaking attention to detail and
countless technological breakthroughs, the
Ventas series invites you to experience the
most incredible
imaginable.

musical

performance

Listening to speakers doesn't tell the whole
story. To accurately capture the essence of
superior sound, it must properly captivate
the senses. It must be experienced. After all,
there's only one true measure of any speaker
system: Performance.

A quarter century of Energy's passionate
engineering

and

creative

logic

has

culminated in the development of speakers
that elevate the standard of performance.
And

when

that

performance

is

this

great, you're left with an unforgettable
experience.
3641 McNicoll Avenue,
Toronto, ON CANADA M1X 1G5
416 .321.1800
416 .321.1500

www.energy-speakers.com

Visit your local authorized Energy dealer
today, and prepare yourself for a truly
unparalleled musical experience. The new
Ventas Series. Now available.

Sam's

Space

Sam

That's what we used to say in
Fall River, Massachusetts. It's short
for "I toi' youse guys," as in "I to/jus that
SACD and DVD-Audio mean apush
for surround sound."
Sure enough, we got aclearer indication at Home Entertainment 2001 in
May that that's exactly what proponents
of the two new digital audio formats
have in mind: replacing two-channel
stereo with multichannel surround —
maybe even speakers on the ceiling.
The public thinks that the ultimate is
"CD-quality sound" —perfect sound
forever, if you will. But to get the new
digital audio formats moving, the
industry has to offer something more.
How do you offer more than perfect? You offer more channels. Stereo is
coming under siege. But not everyone
welcomes amultichannel future.
Here's my colleague Ken Kessler,
writing on the MartinLogan Ascent
speakers in the May 2001 Hi-Fi News
Regular CD through the MartinLogans
was good enough, he said, "to make you
wish that SACD and DVD-A would
just go away."
In the same issue, Andrew Harrison, reviewing Arcam's A85 DiVA
integrated amp, referred to "the threat
of surround-sound music [drawing]
ever nearer."
Barbarians at the gates aside, Ifound
the Show very upbeat. And, as is often
the case at audio shows, Iheard some of
the best sounds from some of the least
expensive gear.
For instance, Richard Kohlruss, of
VMAX Services (formerly Hi-Fi
Forum), created quite abuzz with an exquisite system consisting of the Unison
Research SR 1tube/solid-state hybrid
integrated amplifier ($1995), the Audio
Analogue Paganini CD player with
upsampling ($1295), and the Opera SP2
loudspeakers ($2495). All speaker prices
per pair.) The room was packed throughout the Show, mostly on word of mouth.
In the adjacent room, Richard got superb
sound with the Pathos Twin Towers
integrated amp and several speaker models from Triangle.
"Are these the speakers Sam likes?"
asked one Showgoer.
Stereophile, August 2001

"I guess so. Ask Sam — he's standing
right behind you."
Good sound was to be had, too, in
the Music Hall room, where Roy Hall
and Mike Creek showed the new Epos
M12 bookshelf speaker ($895 plus
stands) and M15 floorstander ($1395).
This led to the usual riff between Roy
and Mike: "You say eepos and Isay
ehpos." That's eas in feet or eas in prep.
Mike pronounces it ehpos—he owns
the company — but Roy and Ifavor the

Two-channel stereo
is very much alive
and well, and relatively
affordable two-channel
gear is getting better
and better.
American pronunciation, cepos. Mike
and Roy say they don't care which way
you pronounce it, so long as you buy
the speakers. The M12s from the Show
are sitting in my garage right now, waiting for me to schlep them upstairs.
Marina doesn't know it yet, but they're
going into her home office.
Ihad too many activities planned to
give acomplete Show report, but Ialso
enjoyed the Sound by Singer room
where Rogue Audio electronics were
paired with the Audio Physic Spark III
speakers, which Ireviewed last month.
The Sparks couldn't be set up ideally for
nearfield listening — Show conditions
didn't allow — but the Sparks flew and
the speakers sounded marvelous. So did
the Rogue Audio electronics.
And get the yesteryear prices for this
tubed gear: $1495 for the Rogue EightyEight power amp, using four KT88 or
6550 output tubes per side for aminimum of 60Wpc (meaning the output
tubes are very conservatively driven).
And the matching Ninety-Nine preamp
follower
for $1995,circuit
using four
topology.
65N7 tubes
The Rogue
in a
gear used to look alittle rough, finishwise. Not any more.
Expensive hi-fi?
Ididn't care for most of what Iheard

Tellig

at the Show, but others were more impressed. I did very much like the
Tenor Audio 15W power amplifier.
This monoblock output-transformerless
(OTL) tube amp retails for $13,600/pair
and uses two 6C33C-B output tubes per
side —the famous Russian nipple tubes,
or boob tubes, if you will. Ihope to receive a review pair, because Ihave a
hunch that, despite their modest power
rating, these amps will drive the Quad
988 speakers beautifully.
At the Show, the Tenor amps were
matched with the very interesting
Lamhorn 1.8 loudspeakers from RL
Acoustique. LILA is from Montreal, not
France. (Tenor Audio is aMontreal company, too.) The horn-loaded Lamhom
1.8 uses asingle German AER driver that
looks a lot like a Lowther driver.
Sensitivity is given as 99dB/W/m. The
company basically says that aflea —ie, a
2A3 amp —will drive the 1.8s nicely in
most rooms. (Never mind hi-fi —give
me hi-flea.)
As for "the best hi-fi in the world,"
playing preposterously downstairs for
$132,000 [a recreation of the current reference system used by the editor of The
Abso!ute Sound —Ed.], Ipaused but
passed. Ido not believe that nothing
succeeds like excess.
The good news Ibear is this: Twochannel stereo is very much alive and
well, and relatively affordable twochannel gear is getting better and better.
One great thing about the Home
Entertainment Show is that we seemed to
draw amuch wider public than before —
not just audiophiles and videophiles. rm
certain that many of the attendees were
seeing and hearing high-end hi-fi —
two-channel stereo! — for the first time.
They must have had their ears opened! It
was probably agood idea to change the
name from "The HI-FI Show" to "The
Home Entertainment 2001 Show" —
even though Idon't think of myself as
being "entertained," exactly, while listening to Beethoven's string quartets.
In short, Ithink two-channel stereo
got aboost rather than aboot from the
Show. Good thing, too, because we
“stereophiles" (small s) are going to need
all the strength we can muster to ward
off the surround-sound threat.
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At the press luncheon, I
missed the keynote address
of Gary Shapiro, president of
the Consumer Electronics
Association (CEA). Ipleaded
hardship, but the truth was
just the opposite: Ihad apreviously arranged lunch date
with Antony Michaelson, of
Musical Fidelity.
Drat! By the time we had
finished dessert it was too late
to head to the AOL Time
Warner building for the
DVD-Audio demo. Later,
when Imet Lars in the lobby,
he told me the demo had
been adud [see 'As We See
It"—Ed.].
"Where are you off to
next, Lars?"
"Let's go to Lyric Hi-Fi
for the Telarc demo."
"Sounds good."
A van was waiting outside the hotel.
At Lyric, Iran into Robert Woods,
Telarc's president and senior producer.
You remember? Straight-ahead Bob?
He sure remembered me.
"You're Sam."
"Straight-ahead!" Ireplied. "I'm surprised you remember."
"Oh, Ididn't forget the last press
conference."
That was at HI-FI '99, in Chicago,
where Ipeppered Woods with questions at the Sony-sponsored press conference for the introduction of SACD.
That was two years ago. To his credit,
Woods tried to answer rather than
evade my questions.
How many SACD titles have been
released so far? 200? 300? How many
would you actually want to listen to for
their musical content? How many are
reissues of recordings you already own,
maybe twice over? There are probably
between 200 and 300 new CD titles
per week
Woods sensed trouble, but the encounter remained cordial. How could
it not? Woods is such acool, straightahead guy. And Ilike Telarc—one of
the few record labels (maybe now the
only label) that still regularly records
US orchestras.
At this Telarc-sponsored demo there
were five Magnepan Magneplanar
20.1 speakers—three in front, two in
back — and asingle Magneplanar 700
MCI speaker hanging from the ceiling,
dangling over my listening chair like the
sword of Damocles. Who knows what's
next if multichannel tikes hold — subwoofers built into the floor?
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Woods played the same

playback equipment tilted
things in SACD's favor. But
Iwas not impressed at all
by DVD-A.
"What's that, Bob?" I
asked as Ipointed to asmall
television screen, knowing
full damned well what it was.
"It's the monitor for
DVD-A."
"Heh-heh." Ilaughed my
evil laugh so everyone
could hear.
Apparently, the only way
to be sure of how you're
playing some DVD-Audio
discs is to consult the menu,
which requires ascreen or
monitorA love it when those
who introduce new technologies shoot themselves in
the foot!
"Real convenient for the

car," Isaid.
Woods just smiled. The guy does
track in SACD surround
keep his cool.
Woods also demonstrated two-chanand DVD-Audio
Iwas
nel SACD vs SACD surround sound.
Yowsuh! Itold you SACD would
not impressed
likely turn into a surround-sound
at all by DVD-A.
medium. But is the format being
introduced two channels at atime? If
We heard asurround-sound demo of you were an early adopter and bought a
SACD vs DVD-Audio using the same
two-channel SACD player, do you feel
Telarc recording: Tchaikovsky's Capriccio
alittle bit ... well, had?
Italien, with my former music prof at
When Woods switched from twoBrown, Erich Kunzel, conducting the
channel SACD to surround-sound
Cincinnati Pops. This is from the new
SACD, my initial reaction was, "Wow,
1812 album, which is available in three
there's more sound." And yes, Iperhaps
versions: dual-layer SACD (SACDdid hear more of the hall — more
60541), DVD-Audio (DVD-70541), and
atmosphere. But I was bothered by
perfect sound forever (CD-80541).
something. In the words of Yogi Berra,
Overall, Ididn't care for the sound. I it was déjà vu all over again.
didn't blame the speakers, because I've
Iremembered quadraphonic sound,
heard the Maggie 20.1s sound very good
which I had ... Cr, adopted 25 years
indeed in atwo-channel setup. Nor did
before and dismantled four years
Ifault the recording — it sounded swell
later. Quadraphony, too, could sound
when Itook it home (regular CD, of impressive —with more apparent
course) and played it in two-channel.
ambient information than the sound
(Kunzel's music classes were terrific,
from just the two front speakers, and in
too.) I did think the demonstration
particular more low-frequency sense of
room was probably too small for all
the room in which a recording was
those speakers —too much firepower,
made. But after four years Iwas glad to
especially for the 1812.
be rid of it, and now Idon't want it
Then, the —ahem —demo. Woods
back, even if the technology and its
played the same track in SACD surround
name have changed.
and DVD-Audio. In fact, Ithink he
What bothered me, then as now, was
played each track twice in each format. I that Ifelt, well, surrounded — that is to
preferred the SACD version. Ithought it
say, more immersed in the music than I
had more immediacy, more life, more
really cared to be, at home, on aregular
dynamics. The DVD-A version, by conbasis, listening hour after hour. Iwant a
trast, sounded more processed, more
certain, comfortable distance between
compressed, less involving.
me and the music. Iwant the sound
One recording, one demo. Who
there, in the front of the room —not here,
knows? Maybe the mastering or the
all around nie.
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Sam's
Surround sound is just too much. It
takes too much control of me. Iwant the
"distancing" of two-channel. If Iwant
surround, I'll go to the concert hall. This
is why Iwas relieved to rid myself of
quadraphony aquarter century ago.
I also don't want surround-sound
taking control of our living room — or
my listening room, which doubles as a
library. We have furniture, art objects.
To me, a surround-sound room is
rather like a utility room or a toilet,
with lots of plumbing. Iwould sooner
install aurinal in our living room than a
set of rear speakers.
But Telarc, it seems, would have us
jump on the surround-sound "bandwagon." (Every time Ihear that word, as
Idid several times at the Show, Iwant to
pry off awheel!) They've even got a
spiffy new surround logo, so you know
where they're going.
It's a good bet that other SACDissuing labels will follow. No one wants
to be left behind, after all. Meanwhile,
DVD-Audio was launched (more of a
lurch than a launch) as a surroundsound medium in the first place. At
least, we won't get DVD-A in installments of two channels at atime.
I must admit, though, that
Tchaikovsky's Overture 1812 was ahoot
in SACD surround. With cannons firing
all around, Icould almost smell the
smoke. But how many times would you
want to listen? Listening to that recording was like being in combat. And was
Telarc firing those cannons at Napoleon
or at two-channel audiophiles? (Or was
Woods wishing that the cannons were
aimed at me?)
There was plenty of controversy
swirling about.
Ken Kessler, for one, is aghast at the
prospect that recording engineers will
remaster his favorite two-channel rock
recordings —moving the drummer over
here, the bass player over there, completely rearranging the spatial characteristics of the original recording and making amockery of what the musicians,
perhaps now dead, intended. "Move the
drummer over to the left rear, Fred.
Bring the vocalist forward afew feet."
Ken's favorite rock recordings —
ruined. I'm not so worried myself,
because the surround-sound bandwagoneers will likely ignore Ukulele Ike,
Bing Crosby, and Perry Como.
But what will they do to two-channel
classical recordings? Re-create ambience? Use reverb for the rear channels?
The mind boggles. This could be the
greatest sonic fiasco since the era of
fake stereo!
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Mc? I hope the engineers go to
town! The results could be so disastrous that they squelch surround just as
surely as their counterparts helped kill
off quadraphony 25 years ago by turning it into cacophony. Have at it, boys!
By the way, in all of this, did anyone
ask us — did anyone ask you
you
cared to be surrounded in the first
place? Or, in their usual fashion, are
the industry folks telling you that you
need surround?

Surround sound
is just too much.
It takes too much
control of me.
Whose need is this — yours or theirs?
Is the real aim to sell you the same
recordings all over again, to obsolete
your present two-channel system to sell
you more stuff? This can't be driven by
the love of music, can it?
A few days after the demo, Italked by
phone with Wendell Diller, marketing

KIMBER

Space

manager of Magnepan.
"Two-channel stereo is stagnant,"
he lamented.
Hmnim. I didn't sec any sign of
stereo's demise at HE 2001. Quite the
contrary. Isaw the public discovering
quality stereo, and Ifelt real good about
it. I've talked with several exhibitors
since the Show, and they back me up.
One dealer-exhibitor said his phone has
been ringing off the hook ever since the
Show, and it's all for two-channel stereo.
Wendell told me about aforthcoming Magneplanar home theater speaker
that will lic flat against the wall when
not in use. When you need them, pull
them out and the speakers will extend,
like ears, from the side or rear walls —
flapping their wings, no doubt.
It seems like aclever idea, actually.
Better to have hinged Mag,gies on the
wall than most speakers I've heard that
are designed for in-wall installation.
Wendell said he looks forward to a
motorized version. "Okay, folks, better
duck—the speakers are coming out!"
"How about a motorized speaker
that retracts from the ceiling? Bob
Woods would love it!"
"I thought they turned the ceiling
speaker off at the Lyric demo."
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Sam's
"Nopc, Wendell. Not while Iwas
there. They turned it on some of the time.
Not that Icould hear any difference with
the speaker on or off. The energy from
the front of the speaker seemed to cancel
the energy from the back of the speaker.
Idon't think this celing speaker thing is
going to catch on —at least not with
panel speakers."
Wendell's such a good-natured
Minnesotan. And Idon't blame the
Maggies one bit for the sound, I've
heard these speakers sound superb —
two at atime. The culprit, Ithink, was
surround. And too small aroom.
Remember those Audio Physic Spark
III speakers Ireviewed last month, with
the phenomenal soundstage? 'What
would acenter speaker add? Or surround speakers? They could only subtract. Ditto for the pair of Quad 988
speakers in my listening room now.
Having three of them would be like
having three eyes or three ears —or, as
in the memorable Monty Python sketch,
being the man with three bums.
Okay. Let's press Stop and reversewind to my own press lunch — the one
Ihad with Antony Michaelson.
Antony told me about his forthcoming Musical Fidelity CD player, the
last piece of gear in his Nu-Vista line.
The always-exuberant Antony is...
well, sometimes very exuberant. On the
other hand, he delivers.
After the first course, Antony said the
reason he's so charged about his new
player is that it makes regular CDs
sound as good as SACDs.
Why is that?
The Magic Bullet: upsampling! (I
did say that upsampling was the Magic
Bullet in February, didn't I? Even
when John Atkinson had previously
said it wasn't?)
The Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista CD
player will cost you around $4500 (the
price is not set). Even so, it could be a
bargain. Suppose Antony is right and the
player makes regular CDs sound as good
as SACDs? Or let's say it gets so close
that the difference is no difference?
Perfect Sound Forever! Saved from
surround! Antony ahero!
I've nothing against surround-sound
for home theater, if that's your ticket. I
had home theater 20 years before it was
called home theater: big screen, good
sound — stereo, no surround. Iown a
huge film library on laserdisc and
DVD. And I readily "adopted" the
DVD format for movies, because it's
good, and cheaper than LD was.
But I've never taken even to cinema
surround — at home or at the movies. I
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still remember why surround-sound
was introduced at the movies, in the
1950s —as agimmick to go along with
Cinerama and Cinemascope, to entice,
get people to turn off their television
sets and buy movie tickets. Ipersonally
believe that surrund sound is mainly
about sound effects — fine for movies
like Armageddon, for instance. Ican think
of few quality movies that Ifelt were
enhanced by surround —Saving Private
Ryan and Fantasia come to mind.
Iremember when Ivisited awriter
for ahome-theater magazine. What did
he want to show me on his system?
Casper! This reminds me of those audiophiles who are into hi-fi just for the
sound, not for the music. Just so with
some videophiles, who seem to be into
surround sound for the sound effect
thrills —and not for the love of movies.
Iwould far rather put my home theater
money into getting aquality picture —
and good two-channel sound.
As for music surrond, nyet! Such was
my experience with quadraphony in the
1970s that Ido not want arepeat performance...1 just don't want surround
for music listening.
"Luddite!"
That was Chip Stern's reaction at the
"Ask the Editors" session at the Show
when Itook off on asimilar tirade.
"Adopter!"
Too bad there was only one "Ask the
Editors" session for Stereophile editors. I
mean, our magazine established the
Show —we should get two sessions! I
was just getting warmed up, ready to
breathe fire. And we had to turn
people away. (If you were one of
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them, my apologies.)
It was great fun, though, signing
autographs afterward. Who, me? A
celebrity? Iguess so, even if just for
aday.
Ithink we should change the name
of the Show — oops, the "event." We
could call it "Stereophile's Home
Entertainment 2002," in which case it
could be abbreviated to "SHE 2002."
One real event took place during the
Show, and asad one at that: Perry Como
passed away. The great American vocalist had acareer that spanned more than
40 years.

Iwon't say that Iknew
Perry Como, but Idid
meet and talk with him
on several occasions.
Iwon't say that Iknew Perry Como,
but Idid meet and talk with him on several occasions, in connection with some
charitable fundraising appeals. The man
you saw on TV was the man you met in
person —even the cardigan sweaters
were real.
Perry was married to his wife,
Roselle, for 65 years. His private life was
just that: private. Those who actually
knew him say he was just an incredibly
nice guy. He didn't have to work at
being an icon. He just was.
Perry Como was, on television, what
Bing Crosby had been on radio before
him — one of America's most popular

"I'm not a luddite," quips Sam Tellig in response to Chip Stern's taunt.
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orned beef and pastrami
aren't exactly health foods,
but when did clogging
your own arteries become acrime?" I
asked myself as Iapproached the corner
of 7th Avenue and 53rd. But my first
Carnegie Deli triple-decker in years
would have to wait: yellow crime-scene
tape encircled the entire block, making
it look like amovie-set. Unfortunately,
this production, teeming with police,
ambulances, television news crews, and
spectators, was real.
Ihad no idea what had happened,
just that Iwas supposed to meet audio
writer Ken Kessler, Reference Recordings' Jan Mancuso, Chesky Records' David Chesky, and Paul Rosenberg of Mondial/Klipsch at the
Carnegie Deli on the eve of the Home
Entertainment 2001 Show, and there
was no way under or around that yellow
tape —in either direction. They could
already be in there, Carnegie Deli
hostages overdosing on sour pickles and
kasha vamishIcas, waiting for the tape to
come down. Or maybe they'd arrived
after the tape went up and, unable to get
in, hit the somewhat less enticing Stage
Deli on the next block.
As Iturned to head in that direction,
Isaw adownhearted Kessler: poor guy
had flown all the way from England for
some pastrami, only to be foiled by, as it
turned out, aquadruple homicide. We
walked to the Stage, wondering if this
scene was an omen.
HE 2001 — the first New York
audio show since 1996, the second
under the new emapUSA regime, the
first since the aborted 2000 show, and
the first in the Hilton venue — had
made many actual and would-be participants nervous. Why predict a hit
when misses are more commonplace?
The addition of home theater to the
mix might up the attendance, but with
two-channel audio hardly on anyone's
radar, the Show had the potential of
being abust. The naysayers were out
in force in the months before showtime, predicting a disaster. I don't
remember who, but some industry
insider assured me that "This will be
the last show Stereophile will ever be
involved with."
Stereopfule, August 2001

It may not have been The Producers, but this off-Broadway show was abig hit!

Not to Worry!
As one of two Show spokespersons (the
other was Home Theater editor Maureen
Jenson), my coverage began aday early
with a good-humoredly cantankerous
phone-in appearance on The Howard
Stern Show. Sample interchange:
"So, Michael, you still have your
records?"
"Of course,
Howard — around
10,000 of them."
"And do you still have aturntable?"
"Of course!"
"Oy vayr Stern then asked why.
"Because they sound better."
"Who cares?"
"Well, Howard, why go to Nobu" (an
exclusive New York restaurant Stern
often mentions) "when there's Mrs.
Paul's Fishsticks? Fish is fish."
And on it went for eight minutes or
so, during which we talked and argued
about SACD, DVD-Audio, and vinyl.
Finally, I got to plug Home Entertainment 2001.
"Hey, man! Iheard you on Stern!" I
heard it over and over during the
Show, from Stereophik readers and a
surprising number of non-Stereophile
readers who spied my badge and re-

membered my name, which Stern had
repeated during the interview. Stern's
interviewing skills became increasingly
evident over the next few days, as
strangers and acquaintances alike asked
how long we'd been friends. I've never
met the guy, but he'd managed to connect in away that made it seem as if
we'd known each other for years.
The Hilton was crowded Friday
morning, when the Show was open to
the press and trade only. When the public streamed in later in the day, the crush
was overwhelming. It may not have
been The Producers, but this off-Broadway
show was abig hit —and, as it turned
out, home theater was not the biggest
draw. Hi-fi and two-channel audio
down and out? Downloading MP3s off
the Internet and playing them back on a
computer the future of audio? Based on
this three-day extravaganza, Idon't think
so! It may now be everywhere, but fast
food hasn't killed gourmet restaurants,
and there will always be an audience for
haute hi-fi.
HE 2001 was easily the best hi-fi
show I've attended since joining Stereophik in 1995, and one of the best in my
experience, which goes back to shows in
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the 1960s. Ihave fond memories of my
first, when Henry Kloss introduced the
ill-fated KLH open-reel tape deck at the
Penn Plaza hotel, across from Madison
Square Garden. Home Entertainment
2001 was right up there with that show.
The attendance was phenomenal,
but more important, the level of enthusiasm —the energy, the vibe, whatever you want to call it—was incredible. Iknow this can't be measured
and so it must not exist, but Icould fee/
it in the air. Icould see it in the faces
and by watching young couples seated
in front of great-sounding, reasonably
priced two-channel audio systems that
were astretch for many, but still within their grasp. Ioverheard one young
couple (who, demographers are convinced, will be downloading their
music and listening on plastic computer speakers) turn to one another in
excitement and say, "This can be our
stereo!" Yes, the elevators were adisaster, and if you weren't comfortable in
crowds it could have been traumatic,
but few attendees with whom Ispoke
were anything but pumped up.
The Analog Scene
That first day, Iwas so busy being the
Show's mouthpiece that Ididn't get to
see any of it. Fortunately for my assignment (analog, of course), there was not
agreat deal of news just afew months
after the Consumer Electronics Show.
But there was some.
The Italian V.Y.G.E.R. line of airbearing turntables has found an
American importer: Fanfare International. The Indian, with the new
linear-tracking air-bearing arm (tentative
prices: $4000 for the arm, $11,000 for
the 'table, $15k for both) sounded impressively solid partnered with Audio
Valve amps driving Alón's fourtower $120,000 behemoth, the Exotica
Grande Reference.
Clearaudio's Master Reference
turntable, fitted with the stainless-steel
Outer Limit record ring and an iteration
of the Insider Reference cartridge driving The Groove phono section, was part
of "HP's Super System," HP being none
other than The Abso!ute Sound's editor,
Harry Pearson. The experimental armtube on the Clearaudio/Souther arm
was aquartz rod instead of the usual titanium. Other manufacturers participating in the HP Super System room
included Conrad-Johnson, VTL (very
ecumenical!), Wisdom Audio (planar
magnetic loudspeakers), and Nordost
If you're going to have the brass balls to
demo HP's Super System at aSterrophile
Stereophile, August 2001
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The Italian V.Y.G.E.R. Indian with linear-tracking air-bearing arm is

show, it had better sound
incredible, but they'd have
been better off not doing it
at all. I'm not being acad,
but the sound was embarrassingly bad on both LP
and CD. Had it sounded
good, I'd be saying so. I'd
never heard C-J or VTL
gear sound excruciatingly
bright until that demo.
The turntable setup was
off, too — there was gross
and audible mistracking on
afemale vocal they played.
And what was with that
car-stereo bass?
Back down to earth:
Music Hall's new MMF7 'table will definitely
come fitted with Goldring's $400 high-output
Eroica moving-coil cartridge, making the $999
package the main contender for Analog Deal of
the Year. (At CES, Roy
Hall hadn't yet decided on
acartridge.)
Much of the analog
activity was taking place at
the second-floor booths,
where the software vendors were, and where
Musical Surroundings'
Garth Leerer had organized an "Analog Ballroom." Leerer had Basis
turntables, Graham's new
2.2 tonearm, and Benz
cartridges on display, sharing the space with Rega

now available in the USA.

The arm on Clearaudio's Master Reference 'table with prototype
quartz armtube.

Music Hall's MMF-7 will come fitted with Goldring's Eroica cartridge.
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They still make LPs?

importer Lauerman Audio Imports
and Oracle. Steve Lauemian brought
along Rega P2, P3, and P25 'tables, as
well as an RB600 tonearm that had
been rewired with the highly recommended (by me and others) Incognito harness. Oracle had its turntable
with SME 309 arm and apair of CD
players. Whenever I popped in, the
Analog Ballroom seemed crowded.
Audio Advancements' Hart Hutchens told me he's selling March tonearms as fast as they arrive. (We'll have

Sundazed's Bob Irwin proudly displays the new
180gm mono edition of Dylan's
"Highway 61 Revisited."
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one or two for review soon.) He also
told me that, all of asudden, Greece and
Spain have become hotbeds of analog
activity. Must be the olives.
Among the LP (and CD) dealers present on the second floor were Acoustic
Sounds, Classic Records, Music
Direct, Sundazed, Elusive Disc, Red
Trumpet, Cisco (King Super Analogue), Chesky, Telarc, May Audio
Marketing, and M•A Recordings.
(Reference Recordings was sharing
an upstairs room with Kirnber Kahle.)
This was arare opportunity for vinyl
fans to shop till their bank accounts
dropped, and according to the dealers
with whom Ispoke after the Show,
that's just what they did.
HE 2001 was the first audiophile
show for Sundazed's Bob Irwin, and
while he found some of the nonmusical
questions odd ("What's your vinyl formulation?") compared to what he's
asked at record conventions, he found
meeting and getting feedback from
audiophiles extremely valuable —especially given the company's push into
180gm vinyl. Irwin had some great
news: Along with debuting the 180gm
mono edition of Bob Dylan's Highway
61 Revisited, Sundazed would be issuing
180gm LPs from the Elektra catalog.
Soon to come: the Love catalog, including Forever Changes, Love, Da Capo, and
Four Sail. Five Butterfield Blues Band
albums are also set for release. (Irwin
told me that East-West is among the best
two-track tapes he's heard.) Also coming: Meters, MC5, Byrds (Sanctuary III
and IV and Live at the Fillmore), Spirit (not
including, unfortunately The 12 Dreams
ofDr. Sardonicus, which has been licensed

by Scorpio Music), and many more.
Irwin told me that he sells many titles as
fast as he can press copies, and that business is up 30% over two years ago.
Sundazed's new full-color glossy LP catalog is definitely worth picking up.
Classic Records had the first four
Led Zeppelin LPs for sale, along with
the rest of the label's extensive catalog of
33 1
/
3rpm
and 45rpm vinyl. Mike
Hobson intimated that he'd have some
interesting licensing news soon. Over at
Acoustic Sounds, Iran into two Analogue Productions recording artists:
Jimmie Lee Robinson and Nancy Bryan,
both of whom have recent second LPs
on the label (33 1
/
3 and double 45rpm).
Label head Chad Kassem told me that
guitar whiz Jimmy D. Lane would soon
be entering Blue Heaven Studios to record anew album backed by Double
Trouble, Stevie Ray Vaughan's band,
with legendary jimi Hendrix engineer
Eddie Kramer at the mixing board. That
sounds like it could be interesting!
A corner room in the vendor area
contained the largest selection of headphones and headphone amplifiers I've
ever seen in one place, courtesy of
HeadRoom, who debuted its new
version of the Max amplifier. Staz,
Grado, and Sennheiser headphones
could all be auditioned. John Grado
gave me aflyer introducing his new
Statement-series cartridges, which will
duplicate the Reference series but with
lower output (504.V), which means
the new series will be compatible with
moving-coil phono stages. Prices will
be the same as the corresponding highoutput Reference series.
According to Grado, the new low43

output line has atotal of 380 turns of
wire on the four coils vs 6000 for the
high-output versions. Fewer turns
allows larger-diameter wire to be used,
which lowers internal resistance from
470 to 2ohms, and decreases the distance the signal travels through the
coils from 125' to 7'. And the magnetic
generating gap has been shortened,
which increases flux density. Grado
claims "better definition and transparency, increased dynamics, enhanced
tracking, improved imaging, and more
musical information," along with the
usual Grado attributes.
VPI's Harry Weisfeld has stayed
away from trade and consumer shows in
recent years, but with this one so close
to home, he took the plunge.
Afterward, he told me how glad he was
that he'd participated. The crowds were
great, and it was an opportunity to meet
with VPI owners and analog enthusiasts
in general from around the Metropolitan area. Weisfeld demoed the latest
VP! TNT turntable with 12" JMW
Memorial tonearm. Also on display
were his counterweight and VTA mod
for Rega arms. Replacing the stock 0ring—mounted counterweight should
make abig improvement to the Rega,
an inexpensive classic.

Send in the funniest caption for this picture and win an autographed copy of
Mikey's '70s comedy album, ICan Take A Joke.

It's obvious from the

overhead projector so everyone could
see the visual aids I'd assembled, but,
e-mails Iget that
much to my horror, chagrin, and
humiliation, I discovered then and
"resonant frequency" and
Prof. Mikey's Analog Seminar
there the difference between overhead
Counterweight decoupling was one of
and opaque projectors: The former is
"azimuth" are two of the
many subjects Idiscussed in my hourgood for transparencies, the latter for
long analog seminar at high noon on
paper. I'd brought paper, which meant
least understood aspects
Saturday. Istuffed into the seminar as
I'd have to use my hands to describe
of vinyl playback.
much as would fit of what I've learned
what Iwas discussing. Not agood start.
over the years about tonearms, carIt's obvious from the e-mails Iget
tridges, and the Westrex 45/45 cutting
that "resonant frequency" and "azsystem (on which vinyl stereo playback
one of my strengths. But Ifigured fresh
imuth" are two of the least understood
is based), while making sure to answer
air is the best cure for chronic misconaspects of vinyl playback. Ispent a
the questions most often e-mailed to
ceptions. And I've found that, even
good bit of time explaining those, as
me by readers.
among technicians, many of the topics I well as discussing tonearm geometry
For those of you who weren't there, I tackled in the seminar continue to be
in general and how to maximize tonepreface this recounting as Iprefaced the
subjects of rancorous debate.
arm performance. The ideal is that the
seminar: Iam not aphysicist, amatheThere was a full house as I movement of the stylus in the groove
matician, or a mechanical engineer.
approached the lectern, charts and
creates an electrical signal identical to
Worse, conceptualizing this stuff is not
graphs in hand. I'd requisitioned an
the one that originally caused the cutting head to engrave the groove in the
lacquer. That can occur only if the cartridge is correctly aligned with the
Mikey's Top 10 Best Sounds at the Show
record, so that the transducer elements
In no particular order,' and missing
Music Hall/Creek/Epos
move as the recorded signal is intended
some associated gear:
Joseph Audio/Spotheirn
to move them.
Unison Researdi/Opera speakers
Lumenwhite/Vaic
Because LPs are cut in astraight line,
EgglestonWorks speakers/Nagra
Alón/V.Y.G.E.R./Audio Valve
with the cutting tip maintaining perfect
electronics
Tenor monoblocks.
tangency to the groove, that is also the
JMIab Utopia speakers/Lamm
—Michael Fremer
ideal way to play them back. But in my
electronics
opinion, the problems associated with
Immedia/Hovland/Audio
many linear-tracking arms usually result
Physic Avanti III
in greater tracking errors than you'll
1The official "Best Sound at The Show" tally will
Rogue Audio/Audio Physic Spark III
appear in the September issue.
find in aproperly set-up pivoted arm.
Any linear arm that permits yaw —
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Analog
which can be caused by avariety of
mechanical conditions — will describe,
instead of the desired radius, aseries of
differing arcs across the record surface.
There are three essential parameters
associated with proper pivoted-arm
geometry: overhang, zenith, and azimuth.
Overhang is a forward/back adjustment in which the stylus position coincides with the arm's effective length
(the distance from pivot to stylus tip).
This produces two "null points" at
which the stylus is actually tangent to
the groove, while minimizing the tangency error across the rest of the arm's
travel and thus minimizing distortion.
Zenith refers to the cartridge's rotation
around its vertical axis and relates to
having the cantilever parallel to the
groove tangent. (Imagine sticking apin
through the top of the cartridge down to
the record surface and spinning the cartridge around that axis.) This is especially
important with elliptical, line-contact,
and other extreme stylus shapes.
Azimuth refers to the cartridge's
rotation around its horizontal axis. The
goal is to have the transducer planes
parallel to the planes of modulation,
which in plain English usually means
making the headshell parallel to the
record surface and the cantilever perpendicular to that surface when the
cartridge is viewed head-on. The goal
is to minimize crosstalk between the
channels so that one channel's modulations don't cause coil or magnet movement in the other channel. Excessive
crosstalk causes imaging and separation
to suffer. Adjusting azimuth by playing
an out-of-phase stereo signal on atest
record or reversing the cartridge leads
to one channel (and thus putting your
cartridge out of phase) and using a
mono record to "null" the resulting
output does not minimize crosstalk!
Doing this merely equalizes the electrical outputs of the two channels,
which is adifferent thing.
Ithen discussed skating, which is a
force caused by friction between the
stylus and the rotating record, which
pulls the stylus in adirection tangential
to the groove. But due to the headshell's
offset angle (in apivoted arm), the skating force is not in line with the arm
bearing, so arotational force is generated
that forces the arm toward the center of
the record. The force at any given time
is dependent on many things: the
amount of friction between the stylus
and groove wall, the vertical tracking
force, the vinyl compound, the degree
of groove modulation, and the groove
radius at that point on the record.
Stereophite, August 2001

Skating causes the stylus to lose contact with the right-hand groove wall.
Antiskating methods attempt to keep
the pressure of the stylus on the two
walls of the groove equal. If the right
channel sounds distorted at some point
across the record, you might need to
apply more antiskating. If the left
groove distorts, you may have applied

If acounterweight's
resonant frequency
is in the musical range,
it actually does more sonic
damage than good.

too much. A few tonearm designers,
like VPI's Harry Weisfeld, believe that
because skating force changes across the
surface of the record, it's better to ignore
it than to apply compromised antiskatMg. He's in the minority; most arms
include antiskating.
I'll skip afew topics, like VTA and
damping, and conclude by answering an
oft-asked question: "What's my tonearm's resonant frequency?"
A tonearm doesn't have aresonant
frequency. The spring-mass system created by the arm and the cartridge's compliance does give rise to aresonance,
however, and the goal is for it to fall
between 8and 12Hz, which is above
the warp and wow frequencies caused
by record-surface irregularities, but
below the frequency range of music. If
the resonance occurs in the warp/wow
range, it will accentuate rumble, create
tracking problems, and suck amplifier
energy like crazy If it falls in the music's
range, it will muddy the sound and roll
off the response 12dB/octave below the
resonant frequency. This usually means
very weak bass.
There's not space here to explain the
mechanics of it, but you don't want to
mate a low- or medium-compliance
cartridge (stiff spring) with alow-mass
arm, or a high-compliance cartridge
with ahigh-mass arm. Think of automobiles, suspensions, and potholes,
and you'll get the picture. Stiff springs
on alight car give you abumpy ride.
Softer springs drop the wheel into the
hole but not the chassis, giving you a
smooth ride.
As for decoupled counterweights,
these can almost kill the resonance,

Corner

replacing it with two smaller ones on
either side of what would have been a
single peak. To be effective, the decoupiing frequency must be at or below the
resonant frequency, which means avery
floppy counterweight. Most so-called
"decoupled" counterweights aren't, and
if acounterweight's resonant frequency
is in the musical range, it actually does
more sonic damage than good. That's
why the Rega counterweight mods that
remove the 0-ring mount can improve
the sound.
I hope those who attended the
seminar found it useful, and that it
encouraged many to set up their own
turntables instead of relying on others.
However, according to an attendee who
claimed to be well-versed in physics, I
stuck my foot in my mouth when I
claimed that the resonant frequency of
alow-compliance Clearaudio cartridge
(which is why most of them track at
+2.5gm) in the low-mass Souther arm
couldn't possibly hit the desired
8-12Hz range. Ibased my claim on my
experience reviewing Clearaudio's
Reference 'table and arm, and on that
of acorrespondent who corroborated
it. Neither of us could get the arm to
resonate in the desired range using a
test record. If I'm wrong, Istand corrected. Iwill attempt to verify the
8-12Hz resonant frequency as soon as
possible. How about an invite, HP? RI

In Heavy Rotation
1) Bob Dylan, Highway 61 Revisited, Sundazed 180gm
mono LP
2) Richard Thompson, Best of
the Capitol Years, Bongload
180gm LPs (2)
3) HIM, New Features, Bubblecore CD
4) Jim White, No Such Place,
Luaka Bop CD
5) Bill Cunliffe Trio, Live at
Bernie's, Groove Note 45Ipm
180gm LPs (2)
6) Travis, The Invisible Band,
Epic CD
7) Gram Parsons, Anthology,
Rhino CDs (2)
8) Emmylou Harris, Anthology,
Rhino CDs (2)
9) Otis Redding/Carla Thomas,
King & Queen, Sundazed
180gm LP
10) Jon Brion, Meaningless, Straight
to Cut Out CD
—Michael Fremer
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"Cable Changes.Everything"
"With Harmonic Technology
Pro-Silway Il interconnect in place
of the old cable, there was a significant
change: The bass firmed up and rejoined the
music, the midrange took on a richer, more fullbodied texture, and the top remained extended,
detailed, and ultra-revealing, but not quite as bright."
"Later, Iinserted the Harmonic Technology Pro-9 speaker
cables, and things improved even further in the same
directions."
"Finally, Isubstituted Harmonic Tech's Magic Woofer speaker
cables, which are intended for full-range use and for the
woofer half of a biamped or biwired system."
"The sound had grown more musically satisfying with each
cable upgrade, but with the Magic Woofer cable, the
system finally began to communicate the music's
emotional center..."
"...When Itried another expensive set of
interconnect/speaker cables, then one more
'reasonably' priced. Neither of those sets was
able to pull it all together as well as the
Harmonic Tech cables...
Michael Freiner, Stereophile, Jamul")) 2001

A Zi\j‘ r,jêl IC

TE:(21-1P1
13200 Kirkham Way Unit 118 Poway, CA 92064 USA
Telephone: 1-858-486-8386 FAX: 1-858-486-6633
e-mail: harmonic@sansr.com website: www.harmonictech.com
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or years, I've wanted to attend an
audio show. I've begged. I've pleaded. I've even resorted to whining.
But before you think I've crossed
over to the dark side, Ishould explain.
It's not just any audio exhibition Iwant
to attend —my heart is set on the Milan
Audio Show.
When Ithink of that show, visions of
Prada and Gucci fill my head, and 1can
almost smell the espresso brewing. I
firmly believe that, when Igo to Italy, I
will somehow finally learn the secret of
those chic women and be able to fit all
my necessities into atiny leather purse
no bigger than aCI) case.
So, over the years, I've relentlessly lobbied my audiophile. "Honey, wouldn't it
be nice if Icould hear the new equipment
with you at one of the audio shows?"
"But the sound isn't very good," he's
always replied. "Those hotel rooms are
always bad, the electricity isn't good,
and, worst of all, hardly anyone takes the
time to set up turntables, so you have to
listen to CDs all the time."
"But Iwould at least know that when
you're talking about Pipe Dreams, you're
talking about aspeaker and not some
unobtainable thing."
"Well, actually, honey, at $85,000/pair,
they are sort of unobtainable."
But one day my audiophile came
home glowing.
"Honey, Iknow you think Iwasn't listening to you all these years, but I
just got
us tickets to go to the next audio show."
Ilooked up from paying the bills.
"Really?"
"Yes! Iknew how much you've been
wanting to go, so we're going to HI-FI
'99 — in Chicago!"
"Chicago?" Inside my brain, Moschino
morphed into Marshall Fields.
"Yes! Isn't it great? We'll be able to hear
all the new equipment together." He began flipping through astack of new LPs.
"But Iwas thinking I'd like to go to
one of the international shows with you.
Wouldn't it be romantic," Iimprovised,
"to rent acar and drive around aforeign
country together after the show?"
"Why didn't you just say so?" he
replied, bent over the turntable. "I know
the perfrct romantic trip."
He was beginning to get the picture:
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rue, him, aromantic drive through the
Italian countryside. We'd stop at avineyard, jump in avat, and crush grapes
with our feet... no, that was Lucy. We'd
sit alone in the courtyard enjoying wine
and cheese in the lush setting.
"Honey, did you hear me?" My
audiophile jarred me from my fantasy.
"Oh... what did you say?" Iasked.
"We can go to the Montreal Show!
It's very romantic, and if we drive there
it'll be easy to bring home any records
and CDs we buy at the show!" He was
shouting over Tom Waits' singing.
In my head Iheard araucous chorus of
South Park's "Blame Canada." Before
Kenny had achance to explode, Ishouted
back, "I was thinking about going overseas!"
But rd already lost him to afit of system tweaking. I've learned that, once an
audiophile is involved in tweaking, nothing short of news of amother lode of
vinyl arriving at Princeton Record
Exchange can get his attention. Ineeded
another approach.
When all else fails, the best way to
reach aman is through his stomach. I
decided to cook an Italian dinner that
would say, "Take this woman to Milan!"
Ipulled out my Italian Regional Cook
Book. Hmmm ... alittle pasta al pesto
should grab his attention...
[Later]
"Any other thoughts about what
audio show we should go to together?"
Iasked, offering him some Italian bread
fresh from Arthur Avenue.
"Oh... Ihadn't really thought about
it. There was something happening
with my cartridge, but Ithink it's okay
now." He pushed the green mound of
pesto around his plate.
Clearly, subtlety was not going to do
the job. "Honey, doesn't dinner give you
any ideas?"
He looked down at the green mound
on his plate, then up at me, then down at
the green mound again, then again at me.
"Ok Honey, I'm sorry Ididn't figure it
out earlier —you want me to take you to
the London Show!"
"London? How could you possibly
think that Iwant you to take me to the
London Show?"
"Well, this is the ... well, it's the worst
meal you've ever cooked. Everyone
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knows the British can't cook, so Ifigured
you wanted me to take you to the London
show. What is this stuff, anyway?"
"It's pesto," Isighed. "Pesto is Italian."
"So you don't want to go to the
London Show? You know, there's always
aton of vinyl there ..." —as if this were
atemptation Icould not pass up.
Icould stand it no longer. "I don't
want to go to Chicago or Montreal or
London. Milan. Iwant to go to the
Milan Show!"
"The Milan Show..." he mused. He
looked back down at the green mound
on his plate. "If Itake care of getting us
tickets for Milan tomorrow, can we order
some pizza for dinner tonight?"
Ilooked down at my own plate, then
lovingly into my audiophile's eyes. "Of
course, dear."
It's so wonderful to have ahobby Ican
share with my husband.

6/24/5.1

AIX Records is making NEW recordings
at 96 kHz/24 bits mixed in 5.1! Hear
dynamic range available only when
you start with HiRes. You'll never hear
the difference unless there IS adifference!
Our tracks are MIXED in 5.1 surround
with you placed in the middle of the
ensemble...or from the best seat in the
new recordings el
house! You decide.

jazz
acoustic,
eMIIC=.11.>
classical
AUDIO/VIDEO
guitar
vocal music
Receive aFREE copy of our OVO sampler, send
56.95 for shipping and handling to AIX Records,
8455 Beverly Blvd/Ste 500/West Hollywood/CA 90048.
Compatible with DVD-Video& DVD-Audio players.
PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.
.
•

records
I I,
www.aixrecords.com
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Top Five
Best Sound
At Hifi '97, our RM22si
became the only $2299
speakers to ever crack the

INNE/€UND®
ATTENTION
M AGNEPAN° O WNERS:

"Top Ten" Best Sound List.
Now the Hifi '98 votes are in,
and we've broken yet another
price/performance barrier.
Our RM25si is the first $3299
speaker to crack the Top Five!

the INNE/6UND®

ELECTROSTATIC
AMPLIFIER

(That's less than the sales tax on the
average cost of the other top five!)

At last, aTop Five Best Sound
winner you can actually
afford to call your own!
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The new R.1125si -Theft's! $3299 speakers
to ever crack the Top Fire'
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HIGH POWER INTO A LOW-IMPEDANCE LOAD.
OUR ELECTROSTATIC AMPLIFIER
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(800) 474-HIFI (4434)
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www.josephaudio.com
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IS MORE MORE.

OR LESS?

Steve ("Mr. 2.0") Guttenberg dukes it out with Brent Butterworth, director of
consumer technology marketing for Dolby Laboratories.

W

ith the emergence over the last year of two
5.1-channel music formats, DVD-Audio
and SACD, multichannel music seems to
have become the focus of the audio industry. It's hard to
open aconsumer-audio magazine without seeing areview
of anew DVD-A or SACD player, or to find apro audio
magazine that doesn't contain an interview with a"5.1
guru" who's just finished designing ahigh-profile multichannel music product.
But does multichannel music hold any allure for the
audiophile? Is it better than two-channel stereo — or, at
least, potentially better than stereo? Or is it merely an exercise
in technological excess that will siphon the audiophile's
budget away from quality core components and into more
amps, speakers, and cables?
To settle the question, we asked long-term proponents of
the two- and 5.1-channel positions to debate the matter in
Stereophile On the stereo side is Steve Guttenberg, aStereophile
contributor who's written for anumber of American audio
Stereophile, August 2001

magazines over the past decade, and who boasts real-world
experience as asalesman at New York high-end audio dealer
Sound by Singer. On the 5.1 side is Brent Butterworth, currently director of consumer technology marketing for Dolby
Laboratories, and formerly editor-in-chief of Home Theater
magazine. In print, at industry gatherings, and at consumer
seminars, Brent has advocated the benefits of surround sound
for music since the days when laserdisc was considered an
exotic new format.
Steve Guttenberg: Hey, Brent, 5.1 is anatural for movies
and home theater, but it's just plain wrong for music. If
multichannel music is so compelling, why did quad go up in
smoke decades ago, and why did we have to wait so long for
its replacement? And now that we have asubstantial hometheater base, why didn't DTS's High Definition Surround
5.1 CDs take off? Ithink Iknow why — surround without
video is areally dumb idea.
Brent Butterworth: The implication you make is that stereo
49

is the tight format for music. It's not. Decades ago, Bell Labs
did exhaustive research on what number of channels were
best for audio reproduction. They found that three-channel
systems — yep, left and right with acenter speaker — outperformed two-channel systems in delivering a realistic
soundstage. Of course, in the 1950s, it wasn't practical to do
a three-channel consumer format, so they compromised
with two channels. You've become accustomed to the flaws
of that compromised system. It's like saying the Beatles suck
because you're used to listening to Elvis and the Beatles
don't sound like that.

cal standpoint, and Iand many others find them far more
captivating than the stereo versions.
Let me get this straight —the record companies
weren't happy with DTS or Dolby Digital's sound quality, so
they sat on their hands. Great —after years of delays and setbacks they've got not one, but two technically superb 5.1
formats, and they've barely squeezed out more than afew
dozen 5.1 titles. Worse yet, the paranoid record companies
foisted offensive copy-protection schemes on the formats,
and silly 5.1 analog outputs on the players. Great work, guys!
A sizable number of the home-theater faithful will have to
shell out big bucks for upgrades or new
gear to bask in the glories of 5.1 music.
"With the sub/sat systems you can buy today,
And the same poor schleps will have to do
it again when the DVD Forum finally
the 'speakers invading the living space' issue is
unleashes their digital connection scheme
in ayear or two. Oh, and the hardware
long dead." — Brent Butterworth
guys somehow forgot to include any form
of bass management in the current generThe reasons DTS CD didn't take off have nothing to do
ation of DVD-A and SACD surround players. Do they want
with whether or not 5.1 works for music. It wasn't heavily
to kill the thing, or are they just stupid?
promoted, there were only afew major titles, and it was a
Brent: Idon't see any bass management in your stereo sysnonstandard CD format that didn't have broad backing from
tem, Steve. Besides, there are easy solutions to those probeither the hardware or software sides of the audio industry.
lems. Several new DVD-A players are coming out with
One small company can't make aformat these days.
analog bass management built in —or you can go buy a
Steve ... and in acouple of years, we'll have awhole new list
bass-management box for $200.
of reasons why DVD-A and SACD didn't take off. Will surc• Analog bass management? Puh-leeze —that's a
round and/or Advanced Resolution motivate the great
half-assed solution to the problem. Jamming pristine
unwashed to buy new players, 5.1-"ready" receivers, and $25
decoded 24-bit/96kHz signals through questionable
discs? No frealcin' way! Face it, folks who love 5.1 are perfectanalog bass-management circuitry may be okay for the
ly happy with DVD-V's Dolby Digital and DTS, and audiocar-audio crowd, but it's hardly a sonically transparent
philes —make that stereophiles, the very people who are most
solution. And analog bass redirection/management won't
passionate about sound quality —are totally uninterested in
do athing about DVD-A's (and probably SACD's) short5.1. Okay, I'll grant you that DVD-A and SACD aren't quite
fall in surround delay. As it stands, most folks are gonna
ready to join quadraphony in Dead Format Hell just yet...
hear the surround speakers before the fronts. The only
Brent: Sorry, Steve, quad was before my time.
known cure for the delay snafu is to sit in aposition equiSteve Ican help you out on that score. The distinctions and
distant from all five speakers. The DVD Forum really dropped
compatibility issues between CBS's SQ, Sansui's QS, and
the ball on this —we need complete bass management now.
JVC's CD-4 quad LP formats were never clear. Folks didn't
Brent: Stereo has succeeded without that "huge handicap,"
want an army of speakers invading their living spaces, and
and despite the fact that audiophiles have always had to jam
the biggest problem of all was that quad mixes were unitheir pristine signals through questionable analog midrange
formly lame. No doubt SACD and DVD-A player-compatand treble management — je, apassive speaker crossover.
ibility issues will also lead to confusion, and, based on the
Stereo doesn't need bass management — most stereo
DVD-As I've heard so far, the knob-twirlers are still pretty
systems have more or less full-range speakers, or speakers
clueless. Oh man, the mix on Lyle LovetesJoshuaftidges Ruth
that don't require the services of asubwoofer to sound reaurs 5.1 CD is an abomination.
sonably well-balanced. Idon't know anybody with astereo
Brent: But times have changed, Steve. Technology has
system that needs bass management.
changed. It's easy to do multiple formats in asingle player —
Brent: You must not have too many friends.
in the fourth quarter of this year, consumers will be able to
Yeah, I'm atotal audio dweeb, so I'm hip to the fact
buy a$300 player that does both DVD-A and SACD, along
that budget home-theater sub/sat speaker systems absolutely
with DVD-Video, CD, and MP3. And most of the speakers
require bass management to sound even halfway decent.
Iremember from the quad days were big, boxy three-ways.
Brent: Most folks have little Sharp or Sony shelf systems,
Four of those was too much for most people, but with the
and the speakers in those systems don't have any more bass
sub/sat systems you can buy today, the "speakers invading
than an NHT SuperOne. Most of that stuff doesn't go
the living space" issue is long dead.
below 80Hz. And most of the budget home-theater sub/sat
I'll admit that some of the 5.1 mixes out there are pretty
systems have bass management built into the speakers.
wacky. But many are wonderful — the Corrs, Deep Purple,
And most audiophiles wouldn't be caught dead with
Foreigner, Aaron Neville, and Yutako Sado DVD-As, just to
those things. Brent, there are two kinds of people in this
name afew. Those mixes are entirely coherent from amusiworld: listeners and non-listeners. The listeners, aka audio50
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or monopole surround speakers flanking the sweet spot,
philes, are probably outnumbered by the non-listeners by...
way up near the ceiling. That system's gonna sound like a
Idunno, some vast number. The non-listeners don't need
mess when it attempts to play one of those "middle-of-theDVD-A or SACD. Hell, they're thrilled with MP3.
band"-perspective surround discs. Even noncritical listeners
Audiophiles drive the quest for better sound, and the last
will notice that it doesn't sound right. We both know that
time Ilooked, we were die-hard two-channel people. It's
music surround systems are at their best only when the
awfully ironic — DVD-A and SACD surround were
monopole surround speakers are located behind the sweet
designed for an audience that doesn't give acrap about
spot, at the same height as the front speakers. That's impossound quality.
sible in the overwhelming majority of real-world rooms.
Brent: Audiophiles drive the quest for better sound? Iwould
Brent: Yeah, it's tough to exactly duplicate, in the same
have agreed with you 10 or maybe even five years ago, but
room and with the same system, both the movie dubbing
it seems to me as if audiophiles are now driving the quest for
stage and the 5.1 music-mixing environment. But it's not
ever more esoteric systems. Dolby just did aroom at the
hard to get extremely satisfying sound for 5.1 movies and
Festival du Son et de L'Image up in Montreal, and most of
music in the same system. My system does that, and it's not
the focus there was on tube amps —single-ended tube
weird or wacky-looking or even super-expensive. And why
amps, for that matter. You're telling me that guys who listen
is it suddenly so vital to do this by-the-book ITU setup for
to 2W amps over speakers that look like tubas are going to
5.1 listening? Idon't know asingle audiophile whose home
make or break any new format?
system even remotely resembles a typical two-channel
Maybe. Sony courted audiophiles, and our percepmusic-mixing environment.
tion of SACD — make that uvo-channel SACD — has been
Steve But they don't need to. Come on, Brent, they've got
overwhelmingly positive.
the stereo mixing thing down, and most stereo mixes transBrent: Because Dolby licenses MLP, we get reports on how
late to awide variety of systems. On the other hand, the
many DVD-A players have been sold, and the numbers are
gung-ho surround recording/mixing engineers are in deep,
very good. Read some of the chat forums on the Internet and
deep denial about the realities of music surround. They do
you'll see that today's early adopters — the people who made
agree on one thing — you need five identical full-range
DVD-V such ahuge success — like DVD-A and are buying
speakers and asub to hear 5.1 correctly. Hello —outside of a
the players.
pro environment, no one is gonna sit inside an array offive
Yeah, and today's DVD-A and SACD players lack
identicalfull-range speakers.
bass management. And they're likely to be used with underWhat's more, most folks have their couches up against the
nourished sub/sat speaker systems.
wall, so the ITU, behind-the-couch position is impossible.
But we've already beat the bass-management thing to
death. Let's move on to another
underlying problem with surround:
"The root question for this story is: Does adding more
trading off quality for quantity. More
is just more, and spreading your budspeakers and/or channels get us any closer to
get —whether it's ahome theater in
abox or amegabuck high-end sysa more realistic experience?" —
tem — over 5.1 channels instead of
two always diminishes the quality
Steve Guttenberg
of the components. Fact is, folks
don't triple their budgets when they
There's no way for any but the most dedicated surround fans
get into surround—they just buy more stuff for the same
to wind up equidistant from all five speakers.
dollars. They buy 5.1 crappy little speakers instead of two
Brent: And they won't care. If anybody who was arock fan
decent speakers. They wind up with compromised 22-lb,
in the 70s hears "Highway Star" from the Deep Purple
100Wx5 receivers instead of areasonable stereo alternative.
DVD-A on a5.1 system, they'll be blown away, even if the
Ihaven't taken apoll, but Idoubt most Staeophile readers are
speakers aren't positioned just so. These kinds of issues were
itchin' to more than double the price of their systems to
there with DVD-Video, too, but people didn't say, "Gosh, I
move up to DVD-A or SACD surround. See the sidebar to
can't decide whether dipoles or monopoles are better for
check out Steve's and Brent's $10k systems. — Ed.
Dolby Digital, so I'll just stick with VHS." They went out
Brent: Okay, the guy who owns two Krell Master
and bought 20 million DVD-V players — so far.
Reference amps and a pair of Wilson Audio Grand
Steve: Yessiree, and those folks can just punch up one of
SLAMMs doesn't want to go out and buy three more of the
those groovy DSP hall modes and get their surround jollies
same. So?
for free. Non-critical listeners will be happy with any ol'
Okay, let's move on to the average Joes
sound spewing out of their 5.1 speakers. Hey, let's just go
Brent ... the guys who like bands like Foreigner, Deep
back to DynaQuad. For 25 bucks you can get pleasant
Purple ...
surround from stereo sources.
What, no Rebecca Pidgeon fans?
The root question for this story is: Does adding more speakBrent: Come on.
ers and/or channels get us any closer to amore realistic expeAnd they'll have their home theater set up in more
rience? All this talk about re-creating space is pure bull; all we
or less the classic home-theater configuration: aset of dipole
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they'll realize it's better than what they're used to. A good
center speaker with adedicated center-channel feed is
better than two speakers reproducing aleft-plus-right
signal. With stereo speakers, you have comb-filter effects
that are absolutely, positively unavoidable. The sound from
one speaker arrives at the closest ear about amillisecond
before sound from the other speaker does, so you get
reinforcement or cancellation of certain frequencies. It's a
huge flaw of stereo that can be completely avoided through
use of acenter channel.
Steve: But Brent, center speakers are, with few exceptions,
rarely the equals of decent main left/right speakers. Most
trim'n'stylish centers lack the dynamic and bass-ic capabilities of their frill-sized brothers. Even if they're fairly
decent designs, their sound suffers once they're sitting on
top of or below amassive reflector of sound — aTV or
projection screen. So most of the theoretical advantages of
center speakers won't be realized. Full-range —or even
nearly full-range — center speakers with response down
to, say, 40-50Hz aren't ever going to be all that common.
Brent: Center speakers are colossally better now than they
were five years ago, and they'll continue to improve. If you
use five identical satellites, this is acomplete non-issue. And
those big tower speakers that audiophiles love —like Thiel
72s, Wilson Grand SLAMMs, or JMIab Grande Utopias —
have midrange drivers and tweeters that sit atop front baffles
that are just as massive, from an acoustic standpoint, as aTV.
Ihaven't heard anyone saying those speakers
sounded screwed-up.
Besides, Steve, you know as well as Ido
"I think engineers are scared of the center
that stereo doesn't work at all outside the
sweet spot.
speaker because it's not what they're used to."
Steve: And neither does 5.1. Ifind my
exact front-to-rear position to be absolutely
— Brent Butterworth
critical. And since the geniuses who design
the hardware haven't yet figured out away
to give us something as mundane and
obvious as afront/rear balance knob, the rear speakers are
channel, so the center image still moves when the listener's
always too loud or too soft. As soon as Ihear the front
off-center. Sorry, 5.1 doesn't free us from the tyranny of the
image straying over to the rears, it's all over. If someone's
sweet spot. Yes, you can sit somewhat off-center, but the
sitting off to the right side of the couch, they're gonna hear
left/right information will still be affected.
more from the right surround speaker. Igotta wonder
Brent: Only acouple of weeks ago, you were sitting right
about the people running the 5.1 show —do they ever use
next to me in apanel discussion where Frank Filipetti —
these things? Bring back the joystick!
the guy who does the James Taylor stuff— made abig
Brent: With amultichannel system, you can sit anywhere on
point of saying he mixes vocals exclusively into the centhe couch and you'll get asolid center image, and you'll get
ter. He even played acut to demonstrate what he was
an ambient effect from the rear. It may not be perfect if
talking about. How'd you miss that? Oh, Iforgot—
you're out of the sweet spot, but outside the sweet spot,
there were eight panelists speaking, and you have only
stereo is essentially mono. You're hearing the speaker nearest
two ears!
you and not much else.
Steve: And my two semi-golden ears weren't sitting near
There's one issue we haven't even touched on yet, and
the sweet spot, so the imaging of that JT demo was way out
that's that 5.1 gives the artists awhole new palette to work
of kilter.
with. It's anew means of expression. When the electric guiBrent: I've demoed the 5.1 mix on the James Taylor DVD
tar came out, there were lots of big-name, respected guys —
for literally thousands of people — very few of whom got to
Django Reinhardt, Andrés Segovia, etc.—who thought it
sit in the sweet spot —and everyone seems to think it
completely unnatural and unmusical. But look what hapsounds great. Maybe they should have had asign at that
pened. We developed an appreciation, even apreference for
panel that said, "CHECK YOUR AGENDA AT THE DOOR."
it, and it spawned whole new art forms.
Right now, Ithink engineers are scared of the center
Steve: Listen, I've heard my share of surround demos at
speaker because it's not what they're used to. But soon
ever get is multiple mono. Too many engineers are addicted to
massively complex and utterly dead-sounding recording studios—to what end? To capture James Taylor singing and playing his guitar. They close-mike everything, then process and
reverb the sound up the wazoo. The "space'n'ambience" are
added after the band's back on the bus.
Brent: Now you're reflexively ranting against processed
sound, and that is no more or less an issue with five channels than it is with two. Yes, five-channel mixing is more
complex, but it can be done in apurist fashion with very
little processing. For proof of that, check out the Yutako
Sado DVD-A or any of Tom Jung's DMP surround mixes.
By your reasoning, stereo should have failed because it's
more complex than mono. The jump from mono to stereo
was even worse than from stereo to 5.1.
Steve: That may be true, but there are plenty of early stereo
recordings that still sound great today. At its best, stereo can
project an amazingly three-dimensional soundstage. Funny,
nobody's hankering to dredge up too many of the hundreds
of quad mixes and rush them out for 5.1 release. Stereo can
provide all the information we need about the ambience of
the recording venue.
Brent: Stereo can indeed give you agreat soundstage and
sense of space — if you have avery good system and
you're sitting exactly in the sweet spot in aroom with
good acoustics.
Steve: But nobody's putting vocals exclusively in the center
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perspective, in which anything goes. It's in the experimental
studios and shows and here at home, but I
just don't get it.
phase, which Ifind exciting. The paradigm hasn't emerged.
I'm disoriented by the "center-of-the-band" perspective.
Steve Apparently not. When are they going to get it?
Once Istart to question the mix —"Why did they put that
Surround's been around for along, long time — Disney
trombone in the right rear channel?" — the music's hold on
released amultichannel version of Fantasia in 1940 — and
me is diminished. It's the same deal in the rare live concert
by the early '50s, we had in place adiscrete six-track film
situations where they have musicians behind or to the sides
format: 70mm. So the engineering community has had
of the audience. Ineed to see the band.
more than 60 years of experience to perfect their craft, yet
The "ambience-in-the-rear" approach is definitely better,
the surround aesthetic never translated to music.
but as soon as Ihear the break between the front and rear
Interesting. Idunno, maybe Tom Holman's 10.2 system
soundstages, it's all over. Nobody ever brings this up, hut
would do it for me. Just kidding.
dealing with front and rear room acoustics is a much
Brent: A lot of my job now is dcmoing DVD-A for people
tougher nut than plain old stereo. In order for surround to
at shows. It's an easy sell. At the Festival du Son et de
really work, we need acontinuous soundfield, and that's
L'Image, out of about 1000 people who heard our demo,
not gonna happen with just 5.1 speakers.
one guy didn't like it. But he also told me he finds his Mark
Brent: There are great 5.1 mixes, so the format works.
Levinson No33s "inadequate." Maybe you don't like it, and
We're going through alearning curve, just as they did with
maybe you never will, and yes, there are some crummy
stereo. You remember the old Ping-Pong stereo mixes ...
mixes out there, but by and large, people love 5.1.
Ialso remember that they nailed stereo right from
Steve Ya think so? What's really driving the introduction
the beginning. Those Living Stereos and Mercurys from the
of 5.1? What advantages do SACD and DVD-A offer the
'50s still sound amazing today.
average consumer? I've checked with my sources at afew
Brent: Twenty years from now, when Ivisit you in the
retirement home, we may be talking about
how great the Emerson, Lake & Palmer DVDA mix was...
"High-end retailers tell me there's virtually
[sighs] Ikinda doubt it's gonna work out
that way.
no interest in 5.1." — Steve Guttenberg
Brent: For me, it took 12 years for stereo to
realize its potential. And that record was...
[pausefor dramatic emphasis] Led Zeppelin II.
high-end retailers, and they tell me there's virtually no
[laughs] But we're not starting from ground zero with
interest in 5.1. There's no awareness or demand from the
5.1. There's already awealth of great quad and movie soundgeneral public, and the record companies aren't doing
tracks in the can, so right from the get-go, 5.1 mixes should
much. So who's really pushing the format?
be pretty damn good.
Brent: Give it achance. DVD-A software didn't hit until late
Brent: Quad, quad, quad ... that doesn't count, Steve. This is
last year, and, as we speak, there's still no multichannel
5.1, not 4.0. Really, there's not awhole lot of 5.1 vocabulary
SACD software. The early days of DVD-Video were no difto draw on. We're just now starting to understand how to do
ferent — Iremember mainstream press articles saying, "You
it. People are trying out the concert-hall perspective, with
don't need DVD, because it's too expensive and there's no
ambience in the rear; the rehearsal-room perspective, with
software." Well, now it's $99, there arc thousands of pieces
instruments surrounding the listener, and the electronica

Dueling $10k Systems
To put things in perspective for those trying to decide
between atwo-channel system and a5.1-channel system,
Steve and Brent have included sample systems that show
what the shopper can expect to get for $10,000.
Steve's $10k audiophile-oriented system stresses musicality and imaging over wham-barn home-theater sound:
Digital source: Arcam FMJ CD23 CD player ($1999).
Integrated amplifier: VTL IT-85 ($2495).
Loudspeakers: ProAc Response 2.5 ($4500/pair).
Cables: Interconnect Harmonic Technology PrecisionLink. Speaker: Harmonic Technology Pro-11Plus 11 ($500).
Brent's $10k system provides musicality and imaging for awhole couch full of listeners — and if you
hook up aTV to it, you can watch movies, too.
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Digital source: Rotel RDV-1080 DVD-Audio player
($1499).
Preamp/processor: B&K Components Reference 30
($2798).
Amplifier: B&K Components AV5125 ($1298).
Bass management: Outlaw Audio ICBM ($249).
Loudspeakers: Monitor: Audio Silver Si (4) and Silver
Centre 10i ($2597).
Subwoofer: Atlantic Technology 272 PBM ($899).
Cables: Interconnect: Monster Interlink 400 Mk.II and 400
Subwoofer. Speaker: Monster PowerLine 2 Plus UL CL3
Rated ($590).
—Steve Guttenberg & Brent Butterworth
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does for tube amps, Steve — heavy discounting is the norm
in mainstream consumer electronics. These things are a
pretty easy sell, if you demo them. Listen to the Deep
Purple mix. It's so much cleaner in 5.1 —you can hear alot
more, more than in any stereo mix. You learn alot about the
band from the 5.1 mix.
Steve: Remixing stereo material to 5.1 is akin to colorizing
black-and-white films.
Brent: No, it's like putting a magnifying glass to the
material.
Steve: Aargh! Hey, Neil Young's ahuge booster of DVD-A,
and he's promised to leave his stereo material in stereo —
24-bit/192kHz stereo, that is. Now, that's something Ican
get excited about. He'll use 5.1 on his new stuff.
Brent: Ican't wait to hear Led Zeppelin II in 5.1.
Steve. Iget nauseated just thinking about it. It debases the
music just to sell it all over again. I'll go out on alimb and
predict that, one year from now, the DVD-A/SACD surround software situation won't be much better. Yes, there'll be
alot more DVD-A/SACD hardware in the field, but the software will remain in very short supply. It'll mirror the ongoing
situation with DTS — there's plenty of
DTS-compatible hardware, but the software is pretty rare. My friends in the mas"Stereo's a very practical and affordable
tering studios have yet to report any
radical upswing in 5.1 jobs. Face it — twoformat. But it's had 40-plus years, and it's time
channel music isn't going away.
Brent: It'd be silly to think it is —stereo's a
for a step up." — Brent Butterworth
very practical and affordable format. But
it's had 40-plus years, and it's time for a
step up. Why shouldn't people have options?
want this thing to fly, they'll absorb some of the extra costs
Steve: Hey, man, Iplunked down my hard-earned money
and roll these puppies out at $19.98.
and bought an Audio Pulse surround processor back in the
Brent: Let's take a hypothetical. Let's say we want to
mid-'70s. Yeah, Iread the Stereo Review writcup and swallaunch anew music format, and we're going to price the
lowed that line of BS about how when they switched off
software at twice what the existing software formats cost.
the Audio Pulse, "the sound collapsed into the front speakWe're going to price the first players at about aseventh of
ers." Sure, when Ifirst hooked it up Iplayed the surrounds
what it'd cost you to buy anew Honda Civic. The softway too loud, and so Ikept lowering the levels until Ibareware won't play on any existing equipment. To truly
ly heard the surrounds. After aweek or two, Istarted to
appreciate what this format can do, you're going to have
become aware of the rears, so Iturned 'em down again. I
to buy new speakers. Most of the early software doesn't
kept turning them down, and finally off. Sweet relief! So
sound very good.
yes, my introduction to surround was atraumatic episode,
Is this format marked for death? Hardly. Steve, Ilied —
and Inever recovered. Ilost apile of dough on that one.
this isn't hypothetical. I'm describing the launch of an actual
Stereo's been very, very good to me, and Idon't want to go
format: the CD.
back to Surround Hell.
Steve: Looking back on the introduction of the "Perfect
Brent: Now we're getting somewhere! You lost money on
Sound Forever" CD, it's easy to see why it was so successful.
surround sound decades ago and you're still harboring
Most folks — non-audiophiles —didn't like LPs. They were
resentment because of it. Steve, Ithink this issue is best left
wowed by the smaller size of the CD, the lack of noise, it
to you and your analyst —it has no place in Stereophile. Let's
was more durable, the high-tech aspect was cool, and they
just end it here.
sounded better than the typical cheesy turntables of the
time. Switching from CD to SACD/DVD-A doesn't offer
Steve Guttenberg is afreelance writer who has contributed to anumequivalent advantages.
ber of magazines, including Stereophile, Audio, Home 'Theater,
Brent: CD launched in 1983 for $1000. Ibought my JVC
Tracking Angle, Fi, Positive Feedback, Listener, and The
DVD-A player in 2001 for $450.
Absolute Sound. His association with Chesky Records stretches
Steve .What was the list price of that machine?
back adozen years.
Brent: Around $900.
Brent Buttenvorth is director ofconsumer technolqQ marketing/or
Steve: So they're blowing them out.
Dolby Laboratories, and was editor-in-chief of Home Theater
Brent: JVC tells me they're selling all they can make. List
magazine and senior editor efVideo magazine.
price doesn't mean the same thing for DVD players that it
of software, and millions of people who ostensibly didn't
care about audio or video have DVD players. There's also
the car market, in which surround sound is just starting to
happen. Surround sound is anatural for the car —an environment in which stereo doesn't work well, and in which all
of these setup issues you're talking about go away, at least
with the factory systems.
Steve: If the consumer-electronics community had any
sense, they would have stuck with Dolby Digital and made
5.1 music videos. That makes sense. Take the picture away
and 5.1 is just super-stereo. The general public is clueless
about stereo imaging, and they surely won't hear surround
imaging —unless there's avisual anchor to cue them. Face
it, 5.1 is just abigger image.
Brent: I'll never convince you of the advantages of 5.1. [sighs]
Steve: Hey, never say never, but Inever felt shortchanged by
any halfway-decent stereo recording. And remember, DVDAs are hardly auniversal solution; they won't play in my
boombox or DiscMan, or in current car systems, and they
cost more. Consumers sure as hell won't cough up an extra
$5—$7 over the price of aCD for 5.1.1f the record companies
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Who else wants to escape
from Audiophile Prison?
Iserved my time as an Audio-

•Why does a

phile. 30 years. It went on for

speaker measure well

so long, Ididn't even realize

but sound mechanical?

what Iwas missing....
They had me fooled
Igot mixed up in the wrong
crowd. Iwas one of Them.
An Audiophile. Don't get me

•Why do Ifeel relieved when Istop listening?
Now Here's the Big Lie
Horn speakers "color" the sound. No self-respecting
Audiophile could possibly listen to horns.
Listen, Iwouldn't come near ahorn. But almost

wrong. We meant well, it's just

by accident Iheard the Avantgarde Hornspeakers. I

that we were—well, we were

was confused. They didn't have any of the horn col-

misguided.

orations I'd been told to expect.

As Audiophiles, we had to
accept certain "truths."
•Listen critically. See if you

Instead, they were fun. Even CDs I'd almost
thrown away became compelling. And the secret
began to unfold...

can hear more of the little
sound effects in your record-

Here's the scary part—

ings—chairs creaking, cash reg-

The most obnoxious speaker colorations are still

isters ringing, doors closing,

out there. They're way worse than the Audio Police

back walls of concert halls, "air

will admit. Nobody's doing much about it, either.

around instruments," etc.

Two of the worst colorations come from compres-

• Search for that one perfect
record. Find that one elusive

sion and room reflections:
The truth is, compression always destroys the

record or CD that will finally

music. There are many forms of compression. All are

be good enough for your sys-

deadly. Here are afew:

tem. Remember, regular records or CD's are only good
for mid-fi systems.
• Every month anew speaker review will lead
you to Audophile heaven. Last month's speaker just
isn't good enough.
Guess what? None of that stuff was true. We were
brainwashed.
I've escaped from Audiophile Prison. Given another

•When you compress the dynamics you alter the
performers' intent. Remember, the dynamic shifts in
music are the primary carriers of its emotion. No
emotion, no fun, no involvement.
• The harder aspeaker has to work to make the
music, the higher the compression. Low efficiency
speakers just have to work harder to produce sound.
You get temperature and displacement compression.

chance. So it's my duty to reveal the real story...

And high coloration.

What the Audio Police don't want you to ask

HUGE and no one is talking about them. We're told

What about reflections? These colorations are
Audio is like real life. Simpler is better.

that wide dispersion is good. It "improves" the

• Why do "high-end" speakers make all the

soundstage. But the reflections off the side or back of

Audiophile sounds, but they sound boring?
• What happens to the delicate musical signal
when it runs through acomplex speaker crossover?

any speaker are gross colorations of the direct sound.
Just ask any recording engineer how much of your
room reflections he wants in his recording. NONE!

When grown men cry

effortless ebb and flow that speaks to your heart.

When music's dynamics are rendered faithfully,

Avantgarde Hornspeakers give you that feeling. Oh,

you're moved. I've seen grown men cry openly

they'll play all the Audiophile sounds. But they won't

at asad song when they listened to my DU0s.

compress your music, and they won't add nasty re-

I've also seen huge grins, toes tapping, heads

flections. You get presence, drive, and musical integrity.

swaying. The things we normally see at

You won't just hear the music, you'll feel it.

live concerts.
Icall this the Concert Experience'

Get the inside story

If you're not getting it in your

Get our FREE InfoPak, with over 50 pages of inside

own home, with your own

information. Call our InfoPak Request Line at 80°-

system, you deserve to hear
the Avantgarde
Hornspeakers.

944-9537. You'll also receive our Top 60 Reference
CD list and our helpful 31 Secrets to Better Sound.
Don't sit there trapped in Audiophile Prison! Get
somewhere and hear these Avantgarde Hornspeakers.
Then you decide who's telling the truth—the Audio
Police or me.
Got aquestion? Or, you'd like to hear the Avantgardes in the Atlanta area? Call us at 770-777-2095.

ífir &ffia
Jim Smith, President

It's About the Music...

Who wants to pay more and enjoy it less?
Remember the Audiophile Creed. "The best highend systems are so revealing that only afew recordings are good enough to be enjoyable."
That's another reason you'll fall in love with the
Avantgardes. They don't 'bite.' All you'll need is a

Avantgarde-USA iic

fair recording that has agreat musical message. Just

6445 Calamar Drive

ask reviewer Robert Deutsch (Stereophile, Sept. 2000).

Cumming, GA 30040
770-777-2095

Here's what you can do about it

InfoPak Line: 800-944-9537

When you hear aspeaker with all the dynamics

E-mail: hornguys(u aol.com

intact, it's almost overwhelming. Music takes on an

www.avantgarde-usa.com

Mark Levinson's new company is
RED ROSE M USIC

inleyraledamplifier

solid state
50 Watts per channel
4line inputs
4.5" wide, 10.5" deep, 8.25" higl

S2,000

Mark Levinson. founder of
Red Rose Music, made a
commitment to offer the
finest quality of sound and
construction at prices you
can afford.
Now there is no need to
compromise. The Rosette
and Classic put it all
within reach.
Another company may own
his name as atradename,
but only Red Rose Music
has the full-time involvement
of Mark Levinson the man.
Get his new SACD
recordings made with Sony's
DSD system, and all info on
Red Rose at our web site.

RED ROSE M USIC

Classic
/1(112d6U11/ 14.6012

speat,,er

7.3" x14.6" x44.8"
90dB
4Ohms

4000

per pair

Red Rose Music
943 Madison Ave.
at the Whitney Museum
NY NY 10021
(212) 628-5777
www.redrosemusic.com
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N A WORLD WHERE "CLASSICAL" INCREASINGLY MEANS "CROSSOVER,"
BRANFORD MARSALIS AND THE ORPHEUS CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
GET IT RIGHT. W ES PHILLIPS REPORTS.
O

g

fthe 1990s represent the 20th century's lastminute reiteration of the wide-open financial
markets and bo-do-de-oh-do feel-good times of
the 1920s' jazz age, then the new century's dotbomb blow-outs must be arecapitulation of the
Depression — especially for classical-music marketing executives, who have seen their market
share plummet to a paltry 2.7% of all music purchased
(according to the RIAA's "2000 Consumer Profile").
Hard times, indeed. But while the market conditions that
led to the 1929 crash are well understood, today's classicalmusic industry doesn't seem to have a clue about what
caused its fall from grace. As aresult, most of the record labels
are flailing about, frantically reissuing works that sold before,
and wooing the vast non-classical audience with wilder and
wackier crossover attempts. That's just one reason that
Stereophile, August 2001

Creation (Sony Classical
SK 89251), the new
recording by Branford
Marsalis and the Orpheus
Chamber
Orchestra,
stands out from the pack:
It actually makes musical
and cultural sense.
Whoever conceived of
pairing the talented jazz
saxophonist with the renowned "conductorless"
chamber group was possessed of a deep insight — the Orpheans' democratic approach to performance is not unlike the organic approach an
improviser must cultivate toward his source material. But it
61
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in having you do.' And Isaid, 'I understand; thank you for
was not that insight alone that distinguished Creation from all
the badly conceived projects being green-lighted.
your time,' and Imoved on."
The brilliant stroke was the choice of early-20th-century
Fifteen years later, what has changed?
French works for saxophone (or contemporary arrangements
"This project was just so full of pretty melodies. My producer hates when Isay that — he'd rather hear me talk about
for saxophone of early-20th-century French works). This
how the part from Scaramouche was challenging, which is true.
music was created in that halcyon jazz age, and the lion's
But there are alot of people who are technically proficient
share of the pieces chosen were saturated with ajazz tinge
these days. It's ararer thing to hear aplayer like [pianist]
from their conception. The major works on the recording —
Mikhail Pletnev, who has the technical facility and the ability
Ibert's Concertino da camera for alto saxophone and orchestra,
with its Charlie Parkcresque solo flights; Milhaud's
to play the beautiful stuff really beautifully."
And other than the beauty of the material?
Scaramouche, a suite for saxophone and orchestra; and
"Segue to 1995, when Orpheus was participating in anibMilhaud's genre-busting La Creation du monde—were all as
une to Jobim that Iwas involved in, and Igot to meet Ronnie
genetically encoded with jazz as was Gershwin's Rhapsody in
Bauch, their artistic director. He said he liked my music, and
Blue. As for the rest, new arrangements by Orpheus' music
I
just started listing all the Orpheus recorddirector, Ronnie Bauch, of such stalings Iowned and enjoyed immensely.
warts as Satie's Gynmopédie No3,
He said, 'We should do something
Fauré's "Pie Jesu," and Debussy's
together,' and that pretty much
"Golliwog,g's Cakewalk" reveal a
spurred the idea for me to dust off
sympathy toward the harmonic lansome of the old repertoire Iworked
guage of jazz that other interpretaon in college and give it ashot."
tions have either minimized or
Marsalis sounds casual about it, but
ignored entirely.
the reality is that classical saxophone
Of course, none of that would
and jazz saxophone inhabit almost
have elevated the project above the
entirely different worlds. Just as jazz
category of "good idea" had not the
purists deride the sound of classical
execution been special, but was it
ever. Marsalis was inspired by his
saxophone as "lacking soul," classical
•• IBE CAME
purists are offended by jazz players'
exposure to the collective chamber
lack of classical technique, particulargroup. "It was great to be in asitualy their unwillingness to play
tion where everybody was
•THE GUY W HO COULD
with constant vibrato. Marsalis
involved in the interpretaPLAY CLASSICAL MUSIC
dismisses the purists in both
tion. The rehearsals were
camps with arude noise.
amazing. Everyone was
AND WHO ALSO
" t! I'm not aparticular
vocal about what they
II •
fan o the French vibrato,
wanted and what they
«4
PLAYED WITH STING,'
which Idid not particularly
thought. 'I think it should
employ when Iplayed this materigo this way .... it's not jazzy
WHICH PRETTY '
al. That doesn't mean I'm not
enough ... it's
not
somber
enough ... '
They'd go over every
appreciative of the great saxophone
EFFECTIVELY COUNTERED,
performers, such as Marcel Mul,
measure of every take, and when
they asked me what Ithought,
Sigurd Rascher, Harvey Pittel,
'THE SNOOTY IMAGÈ'
Ijust said, 'Keep on talking! I'm
Eugene Rousseau, or Fred Hemke
just enjoying the process. I'm just
— Iam appreciative of their mastery
OFeLASSICAL MUSIC.
listening to y'all.' "
of the instrument. But generally, I
'
4
4
This isn't Marsalis' first classical
have always felt that, with the exceprecording. In 1986, Sony Classical
tion of those guys, the classical sound
released Romances for Saxophone (SK
was academic. Sometimes Ithink saxo42122), acollection of romantic saxophone players in the classical repertoire
phone works (many with Michel Colombier orchestrations)
encourage abit of introspection or self-indulgence, but the
that was a critical and popular success. Over the years,
music doesn't really communicate with the listener in away
Marsalis undertook challenge after challenge, from headlinthat would incite any emotion. And Ithink that's mostly liming The Tonight Show band, to playing with Sting and the
itations on the part of the people who chose to write for the
Grateful Dead, to teaching jazz at San Francisco State and
instrument. Ithink the onus is on the player to find music
Michigan State Universities. But one thing he didn't do was
that does communicate."
essay asecond classical recording.
So Marsalis has studied the classical instrument?
"My label has always supported my desire to go in different
"I didn't study it that much, but Ihad two teachers who
directions — up to apoint. Ibecame 'the guy who could play
taught me alot. Istudied with Alvin Batiste at Southern
classical music and who also played with Sting,' which pretty
University — not that that was all classical. Ialso studied with
effectively countered the snooty image of classical music.
Florence Bowser, who was abassoonist with the National
Ithink [Sony] counted on my desire to be liked and hoped I
Symphony before she came back to New Orleans and taught
would be satisfied doing projects like [Romancesfor Saxophone]
saxophone at Xavier University. And the rest that Ilearned
all the time.
was stuff that Istole from listening to Wynton [Marsalis] play
"But when Istarted to express the idea that Iwasn't necall those years. Igot alot of information from Wynton."
essarily interested in continuing doing that kind of album,
This is where Marsalis is most vulnerable to criticism for
they just dropped the subject. 'Well, that's all we're interested
his sheer effrontery in tackling this project. "Why, the man's
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studied classical music for only afew semesters!" Ican hear
so they have abreathiness to them that they ordinarily
the purists cry. Well, they're right — he does have only afracwouldn't have. Ithink the fact that Istarted out as aclarinet
tion of the academic credentials that would normally be
player helped me there — Ibecame accustomed to listening
required before attempting such aproject. But his dismissal
to music in playing situations that did not require vibrato
of the French vibrato is aheresy that will offend some critics
because vibrato is discouraged on aclarinet.
far more than others. Ispoke to one jazz scholar and student
"So Ihave no problem, at the end of pieces, for example,
of classical saxophone who felt that Marsalis was swimming
holding the notes for long periods of time without vibrato,
in deeper waters than his classical technique should allow.
only to have the vibrato come in at the end — which is also
Yet for every moldy fig Iencountered I
something you hear great operatic
ran into several enthusiasts. Ispoke to
singers do. Vibrato has become
acontemporary composer who dissuch an expected part of music that
1111
missed any purely technical criticisms
the lack of it can create tension. It's
with ashrug. "Oh, the classical saxoalmost like sitting on aV chord —
phonists are right enough — Marsalis
sitting on V/VII waiting for the
doesn't play in the accepted style. But
•YOU'D BE AMAZED
resolution to I. People are waiting
you have to wonder if the accepted
for the vibrato and you hold it and
AT THE NUMBER OF
style isn't what has kept classical saxhold it and then at the end you give
ophone such adeep, dark secret all
it alittle vibrato. All I'm trying to do
JAZZ MUSICIANS
these years. It's like when Handel was
is make the pieces sound more
accused of plagiarizing someone else's
romantic. They seem so simple and
melody. His response was, essentially,
WHO BRISTLE WHEN
they need to sound simple —but
'So what? Didn't you hear how little
they're alot harder to play than they
he was doing with it?'"
IMENTION THE WORD
seem, especially on asaxophone ...
Marsalis claims he's not all that
holding those fucking whole notes
interested in what others think. "I
CLASSICAL TO THEM.
out is really hard!"
believe the saxophone —parIn fact, the performance of
ticularly the soprano saxoI
T FORCES THEM
Gyttmopédie No3 is one of
phone — has the opportuthe surprises on Creation.
nity to lend anew voice to
à
TO THINK OF
S
I As much as it has been
the idiom, depending on
e
played in rock songs,
the player. I'm areal opera
MUSIC IN TERMS
supermarkets, and comfan, and Ithink that all the
mercials, Marsalis' soprano
time I've spent listening to operas
THAT THEY DON'T
sax performance —not to menand listening to the great sopranos
tion Ronnie Bauch's arrangehas really paid off in the way I
ORDINARILY WANT TO
11 ;
ment — manages to infuse it
phrase things.
with extraordinary freshness.
"One of the things Ihave tried
THINK ABOUT.
î
"The funny thing about the
to do is go counter to the approved
Gymnopédie is that when
`classical sound' for sax. When you
Debussy arranged them, he
listen to symphonic saxophone,
switched the numbers around.
4
they come in with this fucking
He called it No.3, whereas
vibrato from the first note,
Fauré's orchestration calls it No.1,
RtimMttMnMn, so when we played
for whatever reason. On my first
the Gymnopédie, for instance, Itried to
classical release Irecorded Fauré's
use as little vibrato as possible. Iused ajazz technique on the
No.1, and this time out Irecorded Debussy's orchestration of
lower notes called asubtone — rather than just hitting the
No.3. It's the same piece, and we didn't realize it until we'd
lower notes directly, you play the notes with alowered jaw,
recorded it. The good part was that Icould listen to it and say,
'Boy, Isure got better in the last 15 years.' Whew!"
And then there's the title piece. Darius Milhaud's La
Création du monde is frequently cited as the first piece to enter
BRANFORD MARSALIS & THE ORPHEUS CHAMBER
the classical repertoire that drew heavily on the jazz idiom.
ORCHESTRA: Creation
Milhaud composed it in 1923, "fired by his first experience of
Debussy: "The Little Shepherd," "Golliwogg's Cakewalk," from Children's
authentic black jazz in Harlem," according to The New Greve
Corner Suite. Ibert: Concertino da camera for Alto Saxophone 8.
Orchestra. Fauré: "Pie Jesu," from Requiem, Op.48. Milhaud:
Dictionary ofMusic and Musicians. But its position as the premier
Scaramouche, Suite for Saxophone and Orchestra, Op.165c; La
jazz-tinged piece of the accepted canon neglects what aprobCreation du monde, Op.81; "Sorocabo," "Corcovado," "Sumaré,"
"Larenjeiras," from Saudades do Brasil, Op.67. Ravel: Pavane pour une
lematic work it is to pull off in performance. Its drunken
infante défunte. Satie: Gymnopédie No.3.
fugues
owe more to Bach than to the blues, and it breaks out
Branford Marsalis, soprano 8. alto saxophones; Susan Palma-Nidel, flute;
Charles Neidich, David Singer, clarinet; David Jolley, William Purvis,
in atotally unexpected fit of mariachi-flavored brass for no
French horn; Matthew Dine, Stephen Taylor, oboe; Dennis Godburn,
apparent reason. Yet, in the right hands, it can be thrilling.
Frank Morelli, bassoon; Ronnie Bauch, Martha Caplin, Nicolas
"You have to have acertain empathy towards the jazz
Danielson, Guillermo Figueroa, Liang Ping How, Joanna Jenner, Todd
Phillips, Eriko Sato, Naoko Tanaka, Eric VVyrick, violin; Sarah Clarke,
process to be able to play that piece," Marsalis contends. "I
Maureen Gallagher, Nardo Poy, viola; Eric Bartlett, Julia Lichten, Melissa
think Milhaud really had it, and alot of people who have
Meell, Jonathan Spitz, cello; Donald Palma, bass
Sony SK 89251 (CD). 2001. Thomas Maowrey, prod.; Charles Harbutt,
attempted to interpretjazz in classical music haven't had it. He
eng. DDD. TT: 68:36
understood what the musicians were trying to do and he
seemed to have absorbed the cultural intentions of the people
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in the club and in their environment — which is the same
thing he did when he went to Brazil.
"That's not common. People tend to become comfortable
with acertain mode of expression and that seems to inure
them to other ways of expressing themselves. For instance,
classical players might think jazz is just something that doesn't interest them — or the reverse might happen. You'd be
amazed at the number ofjazz musicians who bristle when I
mention the word classical to them. It forces them to think of
music in terms that they don't ordinarily want to think about.
Some of them are just lazy and don't want to do the work,
and some of them are afraid.
"Given that, Milhaud's piece presents quite aproblem for
people who aren't open to the philosophy of jazz, which is
very much the opposite of alot of classical music's philosophy. Création was an attempt to capture America at aspecific
time — and it does. It's aportrait of such aquintessentially
American attitude. Think about America at the end of World
War I, before the Depression — nothing could be finer.
Nobody had acare in the world — everybody was danc-in'
and drinkin' and fuckin' and it was just abig party until the
walls came tumbling down.
"The Orpheus folks were great in that regard. They
embraced Création holistically and ran with it, and they
proved that it's aperfect piece to perform without aconductor. The music takes on so many dimensions — it's so fast at
times and so slow at times, and it should be one of those pieces
where the people playing the solos should dictate the tempi."
He's right. The Orpheus Ensemble plays La Création with
such abandon that it's hard to conceive of anyone not being
won over. Each phrase is shaped for maximum impact, and
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the whole work seems to vibrate with the pent-up energy of
alate night on the dance floor.
"Oh yeah! What was really great was that, in one of the
rehearsals, Al Kay, the clarinet player, just let out this growl
that was so perfect for the jazz of that era, and the whole
orchestra just yelled Whoa!' Itold him, `You definitely need
to keep that shit in.'
"The great thing about touring with them was that we had
so much fun. Iwas nervous about being with such great
musicians, but if Imade amistake, Imade amistake. It happens. Ijust felt very lucky to be in the moment with those
great musicians."
And at day's end, so do those of us who have been exposed
to Creation. Even more gratifying for those of us who care
about such things, Sony got the sound very right with this
release. There is the slightest tendency to spotlight Marsalis,
especially in works such as the title piece, which is not asaxophone concerto, but Marsalis is not as garishly oversized as
most pianists seem to be in so many contemporary pianoconcerto recordings.
But tonally and dynamically, the sound is near demonstration quality—especially the limpid quicksilver of Marsalis'
soprano sax. It does lead one to wonder, given the high profile of the project and all the care lavished on it by Sony: Why
wasn't Creation one of the label's surprisingly few DSD
SACD recordings? It's as though Sony had decided in 1981
not to record Glenn Gould's benedictory Goldberg Variations
with their newly developed digital process.
But that's the only smudge on Creation's escutcheon. It
may not cure what's ailing the record industry, but Ican
almost guarantee it'll cure your depression.
CI
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undiscovered gems.' Robert Harley -Fi Magazine -February 1999.
'Me 1-5 is a high-quality integrated amplifier that will appeal to anyone
looking for ataste of the best' Doug Schneider -Soundstage! -May 1999.
The key components to its sonic character are openness, rhythmic liveliness,
and freedom from noise" P-5003 -Neil Gader -The Absolute Sound -no. 121
'... This is the cream of the crop so far. At its price, it is definitely one to
check out "1-5080 -Steve Lefkowicz -Listener Magazine -Summer 1999.
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Acoustic Signature
Analog One $3500

Acoustic Signature
Impact $3000

er&Eii.E DOCTOR
800.229.0644

The Impact uses
three motors.

Order On-Line! www.needledoctor.com

www.needledoctor.com •e-mail info@needledoctorcom •612.378.0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E., MPLS MN 55414

Nifty Gritty
Mini Pro Fully Auto. $689
/ 1.5FI Semi Auto ...$475
Lehmann Audio
1.5 Semi Automatic $395
Black Cube mm mc $595 1.0 Manual
$239

Rega
Rega
Rega
Rega

RB-900
RB-600
RB-300
RB-250

$995
$695
$425
$325

Record Master . . $259
mu
Monolithic PS-1 .. .$399

Len

!if
L•te

#1 Power Cleaner
$34'
#1 Power Cleaner
$203
#2 Record Preservative $35"
Creek OBH-9 mc ..$249 #2 Record Preservative $212
#3 Record Cleaner . 52e
Creek OBH-8SE mm $325
#4 Stylus Cleaner
$le
Creek OBH-8 mm ..5199 #5 Stylast Preservative $28'
#1 & #2 Combo Kit
$63 AO SorboGel Mat ..$95
#I, #2 & #3 Combo Kit .583"
#2 &#3 Combo Kit ...fur
#4 &#5 Combo Kit . ..$41"
.$125

New From Pro-led t"The
Phono Box" mm/mc $120

Lyra
SPT
$45
Stylus
Cleaner

5350 SE 90W int. .$1500
4330 mk2 40w int. .$595
Interconnects Meter Pair
AO Anaconda _5995
AO Python
$495
AO Viper
$195
AO Coral
$12S"
AD Diamondback .$89"
AO Copperhead ...$49"
AO Sidewinder . .529"
AO G-String
$19"
Ili%

KIM3ER KABLE

Sound
Organization
Z560 ..$350
5 Shelf
55.1 lb. 35.411
x14.2"d x
18.1*Vti
Sanus
Euro

--i1111111Inee

4472;1100
$330
5 Shelf

161111 '

"fa
-11111Ril

Sanus

Silver Streak $240 lm pr
Hero
$150 lm pr
PBJ
$84 1
m pr

Accurate
$180
4 Shelf

sophon Europa $10,000
Grado
RS 1 .4695
RS 2 ..$495
SR325 $295
SR225 $200
SR125 $150
SR80 ..$95
SR60 ..$69

Monster HTS2000 .$199

$240
5 Shelf

Al
$500 8 pr

DISC GUARDS .510 10 pk

Ultra Highend Speaker Cable

Benz ABCD-1 . ..$175
MC Cartridge D-Mag

A

Kab Strobe Disc ...$85

u 3 op
,

AO Binding Post Wrench $8
/- •

Orbitrac
39.
Stereophile
Rec .Comp.
Music Hall MMF-5 .$495
Music Hall MMF-2.1$299

Monster
X-Terminators

oudioquest

Zerostat 3

$60

a.4

$49

DB Protractor

$25
Pro-ject 1.2
$319
Pro-ject Model 2 .4499
Wood Classic ...$750
Perspective
$999

Discwasher 04

Discwasher
D4 Fluid
$3"

Stanton STR8-80 ..$299
Stanton STR8-60 ..$229
Stanton STR8-50 ..$159

Discwasher
SC-2 $9"
Stylus Cleaner

weiONOMINNININI44 411.

Sota Reflex Clamp .5189
Sota I-Clamp
$68
J.A. Michell Clamp $50
e

e

$60 4pk

•

Discwasher VRP Rice
Paper Sieves ..$49" 100

o
12" Poly/Paper .$44 100
12" Paper Inner .522100

520

Tonearm Cable
AD S-4
Kimber Tak TU

$275
. $200

AO HL -5
$20
Headshell
Leads

J.A. Michell Bolts ..58"

Gold

/19

"Molly Toes" ...$6 each
VIBRAPOO
$6 each

Bedini Clarifier ..5149.
Discwasher
CD Laser
Lens Cleaner
sir
6Brush System
Discwasher
CD Scratch
Repair Kit
$1Cr

CD Stop Light

$19'

Kontak
$40
Contact Cleaner

/m.

Cardas TC2 Torumat
$25 Contact Cleaner . 420'
Stylus Pressure Force Gauge XLO TPC
$1"

Shure

SF-G2

aiSorboGel

Feet
AO Little Feet .$45 4pc
AO Big Feet ...s6e , 4pc
AO Self-Stick Sheet $20
Blu-tak
$10

CD Black Light
$39"
XL0 Test & Burn In ..$30
Chesky
Ultimate
Demo Disc
$15

Prices subject to change without notice. Some pictures are representations of products
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Rega Jupiter S1895 /Planet S950

Order On-Line! www.needledoctor.com

www.needledoctor.com •e-mail info@needledoctor.com •612378.0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E., MPLS MN 55414

Acoustic Signature Final Tool
"Here's a massive table that delivers both deep bass
power and control, and yet also reveals rhythm equally
well. My immediate perception was of power and ease,
as if the Final Tool was completely unstressed and
unflustered by its record-playing duties."
-Paul Szabady, www.StereoTimes.com

Rega Planar 25

Rega Planar 3 $750

Rega Planar 2 .549,
Rega Cartridges

'iv
Bias

Super Bias

S125

S175

i‘s 1
1e
Elys

Super Elys

Exact

r

Marble V

W

Gold

Lyra
Helikon SI,99

Ortolon
Jubilee S1,750

Sumiko
Celibration S1.500

Orto ton
Konnapunk B S950

Grado
Master 8800

DISC
GUARDS •
SIO
10 ,pk

1141

j

\exnk.

1:74e

Ortolon
Kontrapunk A

Dynavector
10X4 $350

Benz-Micro
Gold $350

Dynavector
DV-20X $525

Grado
Sonata $500

Ortolon
X5-MC $325

Shure
V15 VxMR $325

Grado

Goldring

Platinum $300

1042 $300

0M-30 $285

Sumlko

Ortofon
0M-20 $195

Grado
Gold $180

Denon
DL-160 $180

Benz Micro
ACE $550

'e

11
-_4
1Fe

ST RP-137T RCA . .514 pr

ST RP-138T RCA . .514 pr

ST RP-201 Banana .$15 pr
etb,
e
ST RP-202 Banana ..57 pr

Sumiko
BPS $349

-44
ST RP-154T RCA ....59 pr
ST BP-214 Banana 410 pr

ST RP-151T RCA .. .57 pr

ST BP-221 Banana ..$3 pr
-

a-biet%

ST BP-202

Benz-Micro
Glider S»;.5

$10 pr

ST RP-148-2

Th

..77 $13 pr

L

ei

Ortofon
X3-MC $275

Blue Point $249

Audio-Technica
0C-9 $199`

Benz-Micro
MC2011 .5 I
»,

Grado
Silver S150

XI-MC $145

9"

Ortofon

Ortofon

1
0111111
Denon
DL-110 $140

Audiotechnica

Shure

440 ML $99"

M97xE $99"
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'11 never forget my first encounter
with the Krell LAT-1 loudspeaker.
Late one Friday night last fall, on
City Island in the Bronx, it was time for
the monthly meeting of the Westchester Audiophile Society and Iwas
late. Irushed through the door past a
group of audiophiles and headed straight
for the two new black loudspeakers
already set up and ready to play. Music
writer and society member Sid Marks
made asound. Iturned to him and he
pointed across the room: "Go tap on that
enclosure." Iwalked over to one of the
black speakers and did so. There was no
sound —no give, no nothing. It was as if
I'd knocked on agranite boulder. "See
what Imean?" said Sid. Inodded. There
was nothing to add.
Dan D'Agostino, the LAT-1's designer, arrived later and explained the phenomenon. The loudspeaker's name —
the Lossless Acoustic Transducer, or
LAT-1 — refers to its all-aluminum
enclosure, which is sonically inert to
maintain pinpoint accuracy and resolution. Once the music began, the LAT-1
proved fast, highly detailed, ultradynamic, and rich in transient information. D'Agostino said that the LAT-1
would be priced at $37,500/pair.
Would the LAT-1's sonic performance match that of other high-priced

Description: Six-driver, three-way,
floorstanding moving-coil loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (25.4mm)
ring-radiator tweeter with central
waveguide, two 5.25" (150mm)
midrange cone drivers, three 8"
(21cm) long-excursion, reflexloaded,
composite carbon-fiber-cone woofers.
Crossover
frequencies:
300Hz,
2.9kHz. Crossover type: first-order
at 300Hz, third-order Butterworth
network at 2.9kHz. Frequency
response: 38Hz-22kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity:
91dB/2.83V/m.
Nominal
impedance: 4 ohms. Minimum load
impedance: 3.9 ohms. Recommended amplifier power: 100-800W.
Cabinet: aluminum, 1-1.5" thick.
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flagship loudspeakers in sustained listening? Unfortunately, the answer was
not to come that night. The power
amplifiers shut down from low line
voltage and refused to come out of
standby. But I'd been bitten. Imade
arrangements to continue the audition
in my own listening room.
A Bulletproof Design
The LAT-1 gets its solidity, density, and
inertness from aluminum. Unlike the
wooden body of aviolin, which adds
tonality that amplifies and sings along
with the strings, aloudspeaker enclosure's storage and dispersion of such
energy blurs the musical signal. No
matter how well damped, wooden
loudspeaker cabinets tend to store and
then radiate acoustic energy, which colors the sound. Because aluminum does
not store energy in the same manner as
wood, Krell engineers predicted that little or no energy would be lost to the
enclosure, enabling a nearly perfect
"driver launch."
D'Agostino chose aluminum for
other reasons as well. While concrete
and lead are even more inert, cabinets
made of such materials are prohibitively
heavy, difficult to move around factory
floors or load onto trucks, or to export
or to install in homes. Aluminum is

Dimensions: 54.6" (1387mm) H by
14" (356mm) W by 12.5" (318mm)
D. Weight: 250 lbs (113.6kg).
Finishes: Black- or silver-anodized
aluminum.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
PROT01, PROTO2 (listening); none
visible (measuring).
Price: $37,500/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 10. Warranty: 5
years with return registration card,
non-transferable.
Manufacturer: Krell Industries, Inc.,
45 Connair Road, Orange, CT 064773650. Tel: (203) 799-9954. Fax:
(203) 891-2028. Web: www.krell
online.com.

both inert and relatively light in weight.
It combines structural rigidity, resonance
damping, cost-effectiveness, and relative
ease of manufacture. Krell engineers
were already familiar with working
aluminum, whether in a200-lb Krell
amplifier chassis or an airtight, immovable, 420-lb, all-aluminum Master
Reference Subwoofer (MRS).
Aluminum enclosures are easier to
store than wooden enclosures. Krell
orders LAT-1 cabinet sections "just in
time" from amachine shop in Colorado.
This supplier cuts and shapes the raw
aluminum sheets into precisely shaped
enclosure sections (see photo in sidebar,
"A Visit to the Krell Factory"). These can
be stored like planks, not finished speaker enclosures, and thus take up much
less room in the Krell factory. Furthermore, assembled wooden cabinets must
be stored longer, because they require
more time to finish, glue, varnish, and
veneer before the drivers can be
installed. A LAT-1 can be assembled and
shipped in two days.
The LAT-1's aluminum walls vary in
contour and in thickness. The cabinet
top, bottom, back, and front baffle are
cut to size from flat 6061-T6 aluminum
stock. For the curved side walls,
D'Agostino uses extruded 6063-T5
aluminum configured to vary from 1"
to 1.5" in thickness, and with exterior
ribs to eliminate the diffraction of highfrequency wavefronts. These curved
surfaces and the speaker's inner baffles
minimize internal acoustic standing
waves while using a minimum of
energy-robbing internal damping foam.
Computer-optimized geometry for
wall contours, internal port tubes, and
internal baffles were also used to
reduce standing-wave interference. A
separate, computer-modeled subenclosure of 1
/"-thick aluminum houses the
4
midrange and tweeter drivers, and a
foam surround isolates the subenclosure from the main enclosure. The
LAT-1's base plate is asquared-off triangular plinth, wider than the speaker,
that can be fitted with support spikes
with adjusting knobs.
During assembly, each aluminum
Stereophile, August 2001
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piece is rimmed with arubber grommet
that allows the panels to be screwed
together to form airtight scams. Accelerometer data suggested that more
damping was needed, so D'Agostino
added three more internal cross-braces
to further deaden the cabinet's structure.
The finished LAT-1 enclosure is a
dense, nonresonant shell that stores no
acoustic energy.
Despite its weight, the LAT-1's narrow
dimensions give it asmall footprint and
allow the speaker to be easily positioned
in amultichannel setup —as Iheard at
the recent Home Entertainment 2001
show in New York, where Krell used
four LAT-Is: right and left front, right
and left surround. Ifound the LAT-1's

sleek aluminum cabinets much less
obtrusive and visually overwhelming
than other high-end loudspeakers I've
recently reviewed —and there were no
"What's that?" comments from my wife.
The LAT-1's crossover is built on
three circuit boards that extend the full
internal length of the enclosure. The
three-way crossover uses athird-order
Butterworth design at 2.9kHz between
tweeter and midrange, and afirst-order
network at 300Hz between midrange
and woofers. The individual printed
circuit boards are fashioned of '/8"fiberglass with 4 oz copper traces. Large
air-core inductors for the woofers are
wound with oversize wire, while those
for the midrange and tweeter use Litz

wire, which is said to extend highfrequency linearity. D'Agostino explained
that the high-current polypropylene
film capacitors require potting in their
own plastic cases to isolate them from
pressure and vibration. Similarly, the
high-power metal-oxide and wirewound resistors are connected in parallel
to minimize parasitic inductance and
maximize power handling.
Each LAT-1 uses six ScanSpeak dynamic cone drivers, custom-made to
handle high-powered Krell amplifiers.
Set into aD'Appolito array at ear level,
the 5.25" midrange units are positioned above and below asingle 1"
tweeter at the top of the LAT-1's front
baffle. The manual states that the

Measurements

A,
befit the Krell LAT-1's heroic
A construction, Icould find no
significant vibrational modes in its
cabinet. The Krell is avery sensitive
loudspeaker — my estimate of its Bweighted sensitivity came in at
92dB(B)/2.83V/m. However, as
shown by its impedance plot (fig.1),
it is a4 ohm design, drawing 2W
rather than IW from the partnering
amplifier to reach this measured
sensitivity. The minimum impedance is 3 ohms at 1.5kHz, and the
phase angle in the midrange and
treble is generally low. However,
the combination of 5ohms magnitude and 45° capacitive phase angle
at 60Hz means that the LAT-1 requires abeefy amplifier (such as one
of Krell's own).
The tuning of the three ports is
revealed by the saddle centered on
24Hz in the impedance magnitude
plot. But Iwas surprised to see asmall
peak in this trace just above 100Hz.
This suggests some sort of acoustic
problem in this region —a pipe resonance, for example.
The ports' nearfield response is the
lower trace to the left of fig2. Despite
the low tuning frequency, the output
of the ports is not high enough in level
to extend the speaker's low-frequency
response much below 40Hz, as noted
by LG in his auditioning. In addition,
the maximum in the port response is
higher in frequency than the minimum-motion point in the woofers'
nearfield response —which, at 25Hz,
coincides with the tuning frequency
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indicated by the impedance plot.
More significant, there is apeak in the
port output at the exact frequency of
the anomaly in the impedance graph.
While this is too low in absolute level
to be heard as aresonance, it does give
rise to anotch in the woofer output at
the same frequency. The subjective
consequences of this behavior will be
hard to predict, as the room will also
generate peaks and notches in this
same region. LG found nothing amiss
in this frequency region.
Higher in frequency, the port has a
noticeable peak in its output at
650Hz. Icould hear this mode on
pink noise as afaint, flute-like whistle
when Istood behind the LAT-1, but it
faded into inaudibility when Imoved
in front of the speaker.
The top trace in fig2 is the averaged
response on the tweeter axis at 50",
taken without the grille. A slightly
rising trend is apparent in the treble,
broken up by asignificant plateau of
energy in the presence region and a

00•0001. an« LAT I ••••••ne• 110. to...6 Peer .ree,

depression just below. This averaged
response also reveals the top octave to
roll off alittle early, this mainly due to
the tweeter's limited dispersion in the
same region (see later). However, LG
auditioned the speaker with the elegant
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Fig.2 Krell LA7-1, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50" without grille,
averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with the nearfield woofer and port
responses and their complex sum with
the midrange units plotted below
500Hz. IkHz, and 350Hz, respectively.
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Krell LAI-1, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)
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Fig.3 Krell LAI-t, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50" with grille, averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response, with
the complex sum of the nearfield
midrange, woofer, and port responses
plotted below 350Hz.
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Krell
"midrange cones have five doped cuts,
providing strength without the distortion that occurs when the entire cone is
doped.... The segmented cone of the
midrange reduces self-induced resonance ... while its asymmetrical spider
lowers distortion. The dual concentric
tweeter features a waveguide design
that increases dispersion around its axis."
This waveguide helps push the first
resonance point above 44kHz, well
above audibility.
Three custom-designed 8" drivers arc
used for the bass. Each employs acomposite carbon-fiber cone and butyl surround, and acast magnesium-aluminum
frame optimized for use in atuned reflex
cabinet. The drivers have long excur-

grille in place —as will, Isuspect, most
LAT-1 owners, due to the speaker's
somewhat unfinished appearance
without it. Itherefore repeated the
averaged measurement with the grille
in place.
To my surprise, the result (fig3) is
significantly different in shape above
lkHz. The depression/plateau pair in
the low treble has been smoothed out,
but above that region, what was a
smooth if slightly elevated mid-treble
has been transformed into aregular
series of peaks and dips superimposed
on asmooth low-pass function above
10kHz. To further investigate this, I
subtracted the tweeter-axis response
without the grille from the same response with it. The result is shown in
fig.4. Despite its elegant appearance,
the grille presents asignificant acoustic
obstacle to the drive-units. 'This results
in arolloff in the tweeter's top-octave
response, as well as reflections —particularly of the tweeter's output—that
give rise to aclassic comb-filtering of

sions (1" peak-peak) for better power
handling. The LAT-1 sports three
computer-optimized reflex ports, each
with an internal aluminum port tube.
The LAT-1's bar-and-rubber-cord
grille was inspired by that of the Sonus
Faber Amati Homage. D'Agostino
admired the design so much that he
wrote to Franco Serblin, president of
Sonus Faber, for permission to use asimilar approach in the LAT-1. The rubber
strings decrease the reflective surface
area while matching the ribbed configuration of the loudspeaker's enclosure. To
attach the snap-on grille, you anchor the
bottom bar, stretch the rubber cords
until they're taut, and snap the top bar
into place at the top of the front baffle.

the audioband's top two octaves.
How audible will this behavior be?
The reflections themselves fall within
the time window where the car-brain
integrates sounds as all being part of
the first arrival, and so will not be
heard as separate arrivals. In addition,
the measured peaks and dips above
10kHz occur in aregion where the
ear's sensitivity is reduced —technically, they are all in just one "critical
band" — meaning that the measured
comb-filtering's audibility will be
minimized. As LG was impressed by
the Krell speaker's natural tonal quality
in the treble, Imust assume that the
grille plays an essential role in the
LAT-1's frequency shaping, or "voicing." And, it must be remembered, so
does the speaker's off-axis behavior.

LAT-1

The knurled binding-post lugs on the
LAT-1's rear panel can be easily tightened without using pliers or wrenches.
Only two posts arc supplied; biamping
is not possible.
The LAT-1's glossy, detailed, wellwritten owner's manual gives clear
instructions for setting up the LAT-1's
three spiked feet. These options are
important for sound quality if the loudspeaker is to be placed on acarpeted
floor. The steel spikes have rounded
tips, so they're less likely to damage the
floor. 11w two rear articulating spikes
have aturning knob for precisely leveling the LAT-1 to optimize imaging and
to reduce vibrations. While the two rear
spikes can be installed by one person,

Because of the Krell's 250-lb
weight, Icould not maneuver it onto
my speaker-measurement turntable
(whose stepper motor would not have
been able to handle that mass anyway).
My measurements of the LAT-1's offaxis behavior therefore had to be
arranged by acombination of moving
the microphone and rotating the
speaker on the wheeled dolly on
which I'd had the speaker unpacked.
There is therefore probably more error
in the precise lateral off-axis angle than
with the other speakers Imeasure, and,
outside of 15° off-axis, Ispaced the
measurements at 15° increments
rather than the usual 5°.
The result, with the grille on, is
shown in fig.5, with the off-axis traces
normalized to the tweeter-axis re-

t--90.00
--60.00
.--30.00
0.00
30.00
6.00

deg

MLSSA
300.0
Feequenoy File

1000.0
Display

10000.0
log

-7.61 dB, 11719 Hz
Fig.4 Krell LAT-1, effect of grille on
tweeter-axis response (5dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig.5 Krell LAI-1, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response ey-5° off-axis, reference response, differences in
response 5.-9e off-axis.
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(Indigenous Australia IA2003D),
which rattled all the loose objects in
my listening room.
Deeper bass was not as prominent.
The repetitive bass-drum beat on "Cosmos Old Friend," from the Sneakers
soundtrack (Columbia CK 53146), or
the final organ chords of Elgar's The
Dream of Gerontius, Part 1(Test CD 2,
Stereophile STPH004-2), were subtle
and well below the level of the other
music. The 32Hz double-bass notes in
the opening of Strauss's Also sprach
Zarathustra were inaudible Clime Warp,
Telarc CD-80106), even though Iwas
hitting 104dB peaks on the orchestral
climaxes. The synthesized deep bass
was distinct, tuneful, but light in "No
Sign of Ghosts," from the Casper soundtrack (MCA MCAD-11240) —not the
dense, ponderous notes I've heard from
other full-range loudspeakers.
Yet pipe-organ enthusiasts need not
despair. Everything Icrave in deep
bass — shuddering air, room lock,
sense of pressure and tension — was
present in spades when the LAT-1 was
played at high levels. The sustained
deep pedal notes in "Gnomus," from
Jean Guillou's organ arrangement of
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition
(Donan 1)0 R-90117), had mass, heft,
majesty, and presence, reaching 104dB
on the RadioShack meter. Gigout's

Standing, A&M CD-5136), or Patti
Austin's dark, smoky vocal on "Only
You," from Arturo Sandoval's Hothouse
(N2K 10023).
Male vocalists fared just as well,
with no midrange anomalies, suckouts, or other colorations. Time after
time, the LAT-1 came through. Willie
Nelson sounded rich but free of honk
on "Getting Over You" (Across the
Borderline, Columbia CK 52752). SimiMale vocalists fared well,
larly, Harry Connick, Jr.'s tenor on
with no midrange
"Don't get Around Much Anymore"
(When Harry Met Sally..., Columbia
anomalies, suckouts, or
CK 45319) had none of the darkness
and overrichness Iroutinely hear from
other colorations.
lesser loudspeakers.
Instrumentals were stunning, both in
sheer clarity and in timbral accuracy.
The mando guitar on "Prayer in Open
quiet and still, with no sign of even
D," from Emmylou Harris' Spyboy
the slightest vibration.
(Eminent EM-25001-2), had a crysThe LAT-1's midrange was transtalline shimmer and silken tonality that
parent and timbrally accurate, with no
remained separate from Harris' thin,
smearing or congestion. Vocalists
tremulous voice. Notes: "I'm hearing
came alive in my room as the speakers
harmonies and timbres Inever knew
created awide, seamless soundstage,
were there. Nothing, but nothing, is
giving no hint of their position in the
getting between me and the music
room. Selection after selection was a today. Ican understand Harris' lyrics
rave, whether Patricia Barber's breathy
while following the bass line better than
voice on "Use Me" (Companion, Preever before."
monition/Blue Note 5 22963 2),
My favorite jazz selection, "Tile
Suzanne Vega's holographic sonic
Mooche," from Rendezvous: Jerome
image as she sang "Tom's Diner" (Solitude Harris Quintet Plays Jazz (Stereophilc
Grand Chorus in Dialogue on Pomp and
Pipes (Reference Recordings RR58CD) filled the room with deep,
shuddering chords. Although the
LAT-1 moved air and objects playing
these deep organ-pedal notes, the
speaker enclosure itself remained

A Visit to the Krell Factory

A.
Iturned my Porsche Boxster S
A into the Krell Industries parking lot, Ifelt right at home. Sitting
by the entrance were two new
392hp BMW M-5 sedans. One was
the property of Krell's CEO, Dan
D'Agostino, the other the pride of
COO Dean Roumanis. But I'd been
invited to the factory to see aLAT-1
loudspeaker being assembled, not to
ogle cars.
Inside, Iwas given atour of the
40,000-square-foot factory by Bill
McKiegan, Krell's director of North
American sales and marketing.
McKiegan explained that each Krell
product is made by a"cell" of workers who stay together and assemble
one product at atime. Cell workstations were busy assembling power
amplifiers, including the 650-lb
Master Reference Amplifier (MRA).
Bill held up the output printed
circuit board for one channel of the
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MRA, complete with its 88 bipolar
output devices —it measured about
3' by 4'.
Later, we were joined by Dan
D'Agostino, apowerfully built man
with the huge chest and gait of a
weight-lifter. He had no trouble picking up the massive aluminum panels
used to build aLAT-1. At one point,
he lifted aunit to show me the internal crossover network with the huge
air coils and the banks of potted
WIMA
capacitors.
D'Agostino
explained that every LAT-1 crossover
is electronically tested before it's
installed. Then, the completed speaker's impedance curves are measured,
as well its wideband pink-noise and
swept-sinewave responses. It is then
given alistening test and partial breakin before being packed and shipped.
When Iasked why the LAT-1 was not
biarnpable, D'Agostino explained that
the crossover is designed to work as a

whole circuit rather than as individual
sections. "Although Iwould love to
sell more amps, the LAT-1 sounds
better as is, with one larger amp."
At the end of the tour, we went
downstairs to Krell's listening room.
The system included LAT-is for the
right and left front channels, aLAT
center-channel speaker, and aMaster
Reference Subwoofer. Bill put on the
Fight Club DVD and played the planecollision scene. The LAT-is conveyed
the suddenness and explosion of the
collision, while the deep bass was well
handled by the MRS.
Dan walked me out to my Boxster.
He stood back and told me that it was
an excellent car, but afew modifications would significantly increase its
power and speed. It was clear why the
speed of the LAT-1's bass had come
naturally to its designer.
— Larry Greenhill
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Krell
STPH013-2), also benefited from the
LAT-1's low distortion. It conveyed the
raspy, honky timbre of Marty Ehrlich's
alto sax, the silver shimmer of Billy
Drummond's introductory cymbal
work, the blattiness of Art Baron's
trombone, and the transparent clarity
of Steve Nelson's vibraphone.
The speaker's treble spectrum was
clear and extended, with no brightness,
hardness, or edge. Bells had alustrous
sheen, as heard on Dvorák's Carnival
(Wolfgang Sawallisch/Philadelphia
Orchestra, from Nature's Realm, Water
Lily Acoustics WLA-WS-66-CD). The
Japanese and Korean temple bells on
Mark Levinson: Live Recordings at Red Rose
Music (Red Rose Music RIM-1) were
reproduced with aremarkable transparency and sense of ease.
The LAT-1 maintained good image
stability at high volumes, with awide,
well-defined sweet spot in which
images snapped into focus. For the
first time, Inoticed individual voices
in the male chorus singing "Lord
Make me an Instrument of Your
Peace," from John Rutter's Requiem
(Reference Recordings RR-57CD).
Jose Carreras' tenor was centered in
front of the chorus in the opening
"Kyrie" of the Misa Criolla (Philips
420 955-2), while Richard Thompson's electric guitar appeared just outside the right speaker in the instrumental finish of "Why Must IPlead,"
from Rumor and Sigh.
Throughout my listening sessions,
the LAT-1 refused to compress or distort. This was evident during Tito
Puente's timbales solo, "Tito," on
Sandoval's Hothouse. The LAT-1s
projected an image of the timbales
spread across the soundstage, Puente
moving back and forth among the
three drums. Each drumstroke was
lightning-fast, with no decay or congestion —just the explosion of metal
rim struck by wooden drumstick.
Other instrumental transients, from
trumpet blasts to rimshots, were reproduced without compression. The
sound in my room was tremendous —
clean, fast, loud, dynamic —at levels
I've heard from only one other loudspeaker, the Revel Salon.
This ability to play loud without
distortion or compression allowed me
to enjoy the greatest musical dynamic
range I've experienced in my listening
room to date. Listening to "The
Maker," Emmylou Harris' showstopper
on Spyboy, at high levels was abrandnew experience. The LAT-1 sure
delivered the goods! Explosive rimshots
Stereophile, August 2001

erupted out of the transparent, multilayered tapestry of vocalists, synthesizer,
guitar, and crowd noise. Icouldn't
believe how clear the sound was, so I
cranked the KCT preamp's volume
control even higher.
That did it. The next rimshot threw
the 15-amp circuit breaker in my garage
and stopped the music. 1put on my
shoes, went into the garage, flipped it
back on, and continued the listening

LAT-1

The soundstage attained awidth and
depth not heard with CDs. Taylor's
voice assumed asolidity and reality
that were light, airy, well-defined,
and rich in natural timbre. "Gaia"
was particularly open, extended, and
effortless, with aremarkable smoothness. Isat back, grew contemplative,
and was at peace.

Final thoughts
What audiophile will be most happy
with the LAT-1? Anyone who demands the absolute peak of midrange
What audiophile
clarity and bass speed. The speaker
never came between me and the
will be most happy with
music. Iwas drawn into the music by
the LAT-1's lucent midrange, fast
the LAT-1? Anyone who
mid-bass, and powerful dynamic
range. The LAT-1 revealed to me —
demands the absolute
and the revelation was startling —just
how significant an improvement over
peak of midrange clarity
CD the SACD format can be. Ialso
and bass speed.
found a refreshing pace in my jazz
records and drum solos. Those who
crave big dynamic range in their listening rooms will thrive on the LAT-1's
session. Later that night, Iplugged the
110dB, compression-free sound. But
Krell FPB-600c into my 200 amp line. I because the LAT-1 rolled off in the
wasn't about to forgo the joys of full
deepest octaves in my listening room,
dynamic range!
pipe-organ aficionados might need to
Toward the end of the listening supplement it with a Krell Master
sessions, the LAT-1 opened adoor in
Reference Subwoofer.
my listening experience. Ihad been
Is the Krell LAT-1 worth its incredisent anew multichannel SACD of ble asking price of $37,500/pair? For
James Taylor's Hourglass (Columbia
the strong of back and deep of pocket,
the answer is aresounding Yes. For
ASC 67912). Iset the Sony SCD0555ES carousel SACD player's
the rest of us, the newly designed,
bass-management system to feed
two-way LAT-2 might prove an
full-range signals to the two front acceptable alternative at aquarter the
loudspeakers with no center channel.
cost. Stay tuned.
MI

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek LP12
turntable with Lingo power supply,
Linn Ittok tonearm, Spectral moving-coil cartridge.
Digital sources: Krell KPS-28C
CD transport, Sony SCD-0555ES
SACD player.
FM tuners: Day-Sequerra FM
Reference Classic, Rotel RH-10,
Magnum Dynalab MD-102 and
Model 205 Sleuth RF amplifier.
Preamplification: Krell KCT
CAST preamplifier, Mark Levinson
ML-7A with L-2 phono section,
Margulis and Duntech MX-10
moving-coil preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No334, Krell FPB-600C.

Loudspeakers: Revel
Ultima
Salon, Velodyne HGS-18 subwoofer.
Cables: Balanced interconnects:
Krell CAST, Bryston, Krell Cogelco
Yellow, PSC Pristine R30 silveralloy. Single-Ended interconnects:
Randall Research, Mark Levinson
HFC (with Camac connectors),
Totem Acoustic Sinew, Coincident
CST Interface, Ultralink Performance Audio. Digital: Silver
Starlight 75 ohm, Ultralink 75 ohm
coax. Speaker: Levinson HFC-10,
PSC Pristine R-50 biwire double
ribbons, Ultralink Excelsior 6N
OFHC, Coincident Speaker Technology CST 1.
—Larry Greenhill
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Audio
radiator tweeter, developed by Vifa, that
appears to be essentially flat to 30kHz
and is said to extend all the way out to
40kHz. The version used by Audio
Physic appears similar to that used by
Krell in its new LAT-1, that Iheard
demonstrated at the Home Entertainment 2001 Show in May.
This brings up an important point:
Just because two drivers look the same
on the outside doesn't mean they're
identical inside. Vifa's ring tweeter is
apparently available at several different
levels of performance and price. A modified version of the expensive edition is
used on the Avanti III, mounted on a
custom precision-turned, diamondfinished aluminum front plate.
Gerhard's take on metal-cone drivers
has shifted 180° since he designed the
Virgo. Back then, he told me he was
more comfortable with paper cones;
that while metal had certain theoretical
advantages in terms of stiffness and low

mass that could lead to improved
dynamics and linearity, its resonance
problems had not yet been sufficiently
addressed to make it worth using.
While the latest generation of 5"
SEAS aluminum-cone drivers attracted
Gerhard's attention for the Avanti III's
midrange, resonances at the top of the
frequency range made such drivers
unacceptable —until the design duo of
Gerhard and Diesterich began to apply
various materials at different tensions to
the cone's underside circumference,
where it attaches to the surround. During my visit to the Audio Physic factory,
Iwatched and listened as various materials, including plain old rubber bands,
were applied to the cones. The results
were dramatic — even when the raw
driver, sitting on atest bench, was driven by a portable transistor radio.
Unmodified, the driver had acharacteristic "pinging" sound. Modification in
place, the "ping" was gone.

Physic

Avanti

Ill

Ultimately, AP developed amaterial
and an application methodology, Active
Cone Damping (ACD), that SEAS now
incorporates in its manufacturing process —but only for drivers destined for
Audio Physic. The midrange driver
used in the Avanti III is aheavily modified version of SEAS's original design.
The Avanti III uses two pairs of sidemounted, 61
/
2"Peerless woofers (for a
total of four woofers per speaker) in
push/push configuration, as originally
introduced on the first Avanti, and two
floor-firing ports. Side mounting allows
for anarrow, graceful front baffle, and
AP claims the driver placement helps
equalize pressure on the cabinet walls
for lower distortion and better dynamic
performance.
The crossover points are 200Hz
(6dB/octave), 500Hz (6dB/octave), and
22kHz (18dB/octave). Why three
points? Because the amount of radiating
surface required increases as the fre-

Measurements

The

Audio Physic Avanti III's Bweighted sensitivity was afairly
high 88.6dB(B)/2.83V/m, fractionally but insignificantly below the
specified 89dB/W/m. However, its
plot of impedance magnitude and
phase against frequency (fig.1) revealed it to be a"4 ohm" design; je,
it actually draws 2W from the
amplifier to raise the rated soundpressure level. The speaker's minimum impedance is around 3.5
ohms in the low bass and upper
midrange, which should not present
problems to good 4 ohm-rated
amplifiers. While the phase angle is
generally benign, there is acoincidence of low impedance and high
phase angle around 20Hz. Fortunately, with the exception of classical
organ recordings, there is rarely
any significant music energy down
there —but the Avanti would hardly
be the speaker of choice for fans of
organ CDs, in any case.
The traces in fig.1 are free from
discontinuities that might otherwise
indicate the presence of cabinet resonances. Unfortunately, an equipment
failure meant Icould not perform
any accelerometer measurements of
the Audio Physic's beautifully curved
enclosure walls. However, listening
to the cabinet with a stethoscope
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while the speaker reproduced swept
sinewaves and pink noise indicated
that it was basically free from vibrational resonances.
The Avanti's downward-firing
ports mean that the exact tuning of
the reflex-loaded woofers will change
according to the gap between the
base of the speaker and the floor.
For my measurements, Iplaced
the speaker's feet on 1" blocks of
Styrofoam, which gave the saddle
centered at 29Hz in the fig.1 magnitude trace, indicating the ports'
tuning frequency. But there are
some other twists in the traces between 40Hz and 160Hz that suggest
something else is going on.
On the left side of fig2 are shown
the individual responses of the
side-mounted woofers and the
downward-firing ports, taken in the
nearfield; ie, with the microphone
capsule very close to the radiating
element. (To measure the port, I
placed the mike on the floor, adjacent
to the edge of the cabinet.) As expected, the minimum in the woofer
response at 29Hz coincides with both
the maximum in the port output
and the frequency of the bass saddle
in fig.1.
But look at the notch around
100Hz in the woofer and port re-

sponses. There is presumably some
kind of anti-resonance at this frequency, and it shows up as well in the
complex sum (taking magnitude,

IOW

41)
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Fig.1
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Audio Physic Avanti Ill, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

Fig.2 Audio Physic Avanti Ill, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with the nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 750Hz and
275Hz, respectively.
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quency decreases. The dual midrange
drivers arc not there to double the midrange energy. The design uses the
lower-midrange driver only in the narrow band between 200 and 500Hz,
while the more powerful uppermidrange unit, fitted with dual magnet
assemblies, covers 200Hz-22kHz. The
radiating arca is thus increased in the
lower midrange without encumbering
the rest of the response range with unnecessary mass.
The compact, curvaceous cabinet,
sourced from aDanish company that
builds enclosures for many big-name
speaker companies (some of which
make their own drivers), is both aesthetically pleasing and technologically
advanced. It's surprisingly light, yet extremely rigid and well-damped. The
midrange drivers and tweeter occupy
isolated chambers within the raked cabinet, which is extensively braced and
rounded at the rear to avoid the parallel

surfaces that can induce standing waves.
A slanted (7°), dual-layer baffle features
afront panel of solid, laminated wood
specially contoured to minimize diffraction and refraction. This panel's com-

Contrary to a
popular misconception,
Audio Physic speakers
are not specifically
designed for nearfield
placement and listening.
plex design is the result of the patented
Hornflex process, which uses acomputer program to transfer the three-dimensional shapes onto the two-dimensional
patterns used in the actual manufacturing process. The speaker's rear is fitted

with asingle pair of gold-plated binding
posts. A biamping option of dual pairs
of posts is available at extra cost.
Setup
Contrary to apopular misconception,
Audio Physic speakers are not specifically designed for nearfield placement and
listening, though the setup procedure
outlined on Immedia's website (www.
immediasound.com) is recommended,
and works well for other loudspeaker
brands as well. Though Ilisten in the
nearfield because of how my room is
configured, Iwas unable to set up the
Avanti Ills using Audio Physic's methodology. Instead, Iplaced the Avantis
where the Sonus Faber Amati Homages
usually reside (9' apart, 8' from the listening position, 21
/
2'
from the sidewalls,
and about 21
ht from the front wall), then
moved them slightly forward to account
for the acoustic center of the sidemounted woofers. Iended up with the

Measurements
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Fig.3 Audio Physic Avanti III, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 90 °-5 ° off-axis, reference response,
differences in response 5°-90° off-axis.
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phase, and physical separation of the
drivers into account) of the port,
woofer, and midrange outputs (top
trace in fig2 below 350Hz). Both
ports and woofers can be seen to roll
off smoothly above their passbands,
however, and while there is asuggestion of apeak in the woofer response
at 500Hz, this is suppressed by the
crossover. (The changeover between
the woofers and the midrange units
appears to be set at 200Hz.) That
Michael found the bass alittle lean
comes as no surprise; the ports seem
to be doing little to support the
speaker's midbass output.
Higher in frequency (fig2), the
Avanti is basically extremely flat in its
tweeter-axis response. However, very
slight lacks of energy can be seen in
the lower midrange and at 4kHz.
The former occurs in aregion where
the frequency resolution of my quasianechoic measurement technique is
poor. This is also the lower crossover
region, and aregion where the room
acoustics and boundary conditions
will have an effect. Nevertheless, it
does look like the upper midrange is
slightly exaggerated; in my own auditioning of the Avanti in Michael's
room, Ifelt its balance to be slightly
on the forward side.
The Avanti's use of small-diameter
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Audio
speakers toed-in so that the tweeter axes
crossed just behind my head.
As with the Virgo or any other revealing speaker, setup of the Avanti Ills
proved critical in maximizing highperformance results. Tiny changes in
placement yielded enormous sonic differences, especially when it came to
locking in the incredible image focus
and soundstaging precision these speakers were capable of delivering. Of
course, you never know how well apair
of speakers can perform until you try to
improve on what you've already
achieved. Sometimes you've already
reached the upper limit of aproduct's
performance capabilities and are wasting your time. In the case of the Avanti
Ills, Ithought I'd mixed them out only
to find that Icould take them astep further. Ialso found that the speakers were
ruthlessly revealing of acartridge's vertical tracking angle (VTA) and other
minutiae of analog setup.

midrange units, anarrow baffle, and
sensible crossover implementation
endows the speaker with superb
lateral dispersion (fig.3). The even
spacing of the contour lines in this
graph and the smooth, well-controlled off-axis rolloff in the top two
audio octaves are virtually textbook;
no wonder MF found the Avantis to
offer "incredible image focus and
soundstaging precision," something I
heard for myself in his room.
In the vertical plane (fig.4), the
response doesn't change significantly
over quite awide angle, though if you
sit very low, asuckout begins to appear
at the upper crossover frequency.
In the time domain, the Avanti's
step response (fig.5) indicates that the

Physic

Avanti

III

The narrow Avanti III sits on apair
of metal stabilizer cross-braces with circular feet at each end. Port clearance
seemed insufficient on my Berbercarpeted floor using the short threaded
points supplied, so Iasked and quickly
received alonger set. It's acultural issue:
Apparently, Europeans mostly have area
rugs and set the speakers on hardwood
floors, which is why AP also supplies
tiny, cupped, felt-bottomed feet.

er, and cables, Show attendees got to
hear areasonably close approximation
of my review system, including electronics, tonearm, and cartridge. If you
heard AP's system at HE 2001, you got a
taste of what I've been hearing for well
over amonth. Yummy.
Igot to spend the first day after the
Show at home with the new Hovland
Sapphire tube amp. Even under lousy
Show conditions, that system had
sounded very musical to my cars. At
home in my acoustically tweaked
Listening
room, the Avanti Ills, driven by allIended up having the Avanti Ills for
Hovland electronics, sounded even
two extended periods of time, before
and after HE 2001. After three weeks of more impressive. Ispent the rest of the
month with the Avanti Ills driven by
extensive listening, Ihad to ship them to
my reference Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista
New York City, where they were used
in one of the Sound By Singer rooms at 300 power amplifier.
the Show, driven by Hovland electronWhen I'd parted company with the
ics, an Accuphase CD player, and an
Virgos, I'd willingly given up some
Immedia RPM-1 turntable with RPM- of their astounding imaging and sound2toneann and Helikon cartridge. Aside
staging prowess to get the Sonus
Faber Amatis' rich, voluptuous, swoonfrom the amplifier, turntable, CD play-

three upper-frequency units are
connected with the same positive
acoustic polarity, even though, despite
its sloped-back baffle, the speaker is
not time-coherent. The woofers are
connected with inverted acoustic
polarity, which leads to a smooth
hand-over of the step wave from the
midrange units in fig.5, which in turn
implies good frequency-domain integration between the units.
Finally, the Audio Physic's cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.6) is
simply superb! Other than some
well-suppressed delayed energy at

53kHz, which Isuspect is due to a
metal-cone mode, the graph is beautifully clean, which correlates with
the speaker's clear presentation and
absence of treble grain.
The three earlier Audio Physic
speakers from Joachim Gerhard
that Itried — the Tempo, Step, and
Virgo —all impressed me with their
solid engineering and excellent
sound quality. The Avanti III exceeds
my expectations.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.5 Audio Physic Avanti III, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.6 Audio Physic Avanti Ill, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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Audiophile equipment a&
accessories at treat I
rices!

ACOUSTIciO!ZDS'7
The worlds largest

supplier
ofnow
audiophile
LPs
&CDs
offers
SENNHEISER

Recording engineers and audiophiles agree. this combination is a winner!
Lyra Stylus Perlormance Treatment helps keep

"I'm stunned by their lowered noise lloor. Impressive
gains in perceived bass response and asense of air
and sparkle. The Sennheiser HD 600s are amustaudition product, even, dare Isuggest, amust-own."
— Wes Philips of Stereophile

The most tireless hstemng combination available in
headphones. This dynamic pair is equivalent to or
better than most costly top-of-the line speakers."
— Recording engineer David Baker

your cartridge's stylus scrupulously clean
SSFr =S44.99
The Aunes Media Isolation Bearing offers state-of the-art vibration isolation performance in arugged,

Musical Fidelity 8-CAN V2 Headphone Tube Amplifier ,s an improvement on their already-excellent headphone amp, the
X-CANS This product now raises the standards of excellence in tube-based audio components The X-CAN V2 brings
natural, neutral and spacious sound that is clear and not restrictive The amp has the raw power adequate to drive any

compact package
SAURIOS M1B =S299.99 (set of three)

headphone load This head amp provides accurate reflection Your music will always sound lust like your source be that
good or bad This tube amp uses the saine preamplifier circuit as Musical Fidelity's legendary NuVista preamp
SMFXCAN =5269.99

e

Sennheiser HD 600 Headphones The HD 600 is an audiophile-quality, open dynamic, hi-fi/professional stereo headphone.
The advanced diaphragm design eliminates standing waves in the diaphragm material Features include lightweight aluminum
voice coils and high-quality open metal mesh earpiece covers. The headphone cable is adual-sided. detachable OFC
copper for very low noise and reinforced with Kevlar for durability This package comes with amini jack plug plus a1/4
inch stereo jack plug adapter tor use nth tull-sqe
components Class AStereophile rating

Shure Stylus Tracking Force Gauge
is ahighly accurate beam balance
instrument designed to measure the
actual downward force exerted by a
stylus on arecord over the range of 05to 30grams
SSHURESFG-2 =$20.00
Aesthetic Cartridge Demagnetizer keeps your

SHD600 =5350 00
•
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See our flyer for a wide selection of Audioquest music titles.
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SorboGel Record Mat greatly
improves the sound of any

Big d Little Feet are the
standard by which other energy-

turntable with aglass or
metal platter

absorbing feet are measured
SBIG FEET =568.99
SLFEET= $44.99

La

SREC MAT =$89 99

eg , RECORD CLEANING MACHINES

PT-94. Tonearm includes cable
derived from the Anaconda
interconnect. Higher performance

Record Brush Over one million
polished carbon fibers gently
remove particles of dirt from
record grooves

upgraded appearance.
SPT 9. =S694.99

analog front end sounding its best
SABCD-1 5179 99
Cardas Caps fit over unused Female racks in
your stereo system. keeping RFI distortion out
and your noise floor lower
SCCAPS =535 99 (pack of 12)

First Impression Music Power Outlet
Model 880 High performance wall-mounted
aids in reducing electromagnetic interference
SOUTLET =560 00
The Van den Hut Polarity Checker measures voltage,
and comes with an instructional
sheet describing residual ground
current minimization procedure.
SPOL =$30.00

SAO BRUSH =$15.00

We also sell VPI turntables.

HW 16.5 Cleaning Machine
Semi-automatic operation with high
torque turntable motor. Self-leveling
suction arm with easily replaceable
suction tube. 15.5" wide.
14.25 -deep. 9-high.
SVPI 16.5A =5429.99 (USA)
SVPI 16.5 =$500.00 (Euro.voltage)

. marvelous and magnificent

HW 17 Cleaning Machine
Fully automatic with auto-fluid
application and bidirectional rotation
Self-leveling suction tube arm.
Dust cover included. 22 'wide, 8" high.
SVPI 17F =5949 00 (USA)
SVPI HW17/FE =51.040 00
lEuro voltage)

a bargain at twice the price. — Stan Ricker, Mastering Engineer

..a killer."
— Sam Tellig of Stereophile

PH-1 Stereo Phono Preamplifier Designed by
Ron Sutherland with adjustable gain and load
settings to lit any cartridge
SPH1 =51.200 00

"I have heard nothing better at less than $4,000.
In fact it is up there with the best at any price."

VPI Strobe Disc calibrates accurate speed on turntables
SSTROBE =517 99
Rice paper sleeves back in stock!
VRP Record Sleeves provide ultimate protection
SVRP -50 520 00 (50 sleeves)
SVRP-100 =535 00 (100 sleeves)
SVRP-500

$150 00 1500 sleeves)

Denon Audio Check provides the essential test
signals for the turntable alignment. amust-have
disc for any analog turntable owner
LP =ADEN 7001 =535 00

11,1
'
:.....,

surfaces. Equally effective in removing dust from
plastic dust covers. Use of the ZeroStat gun prior
to playing arecord reduces "snap, crackle and
pop" from electronic discharge of surface charge buildup.
SZEROSTAT =559 95

— Larry Kay of Fi Magazine

TURNTABLES Other brands of turntables and cartridges also available.

Lyra
Flehkon

factory Atrue audiophile turntable at abudget price.
SMMF-2 =$299.00

Cartridge
(4mV
output)
is asingle piece body milled
from solid aluminum

Music Hall MMF-5 is atwo-speed, belt driven turntable It has aunique
two-plinth design with six rubber springs separating the bottom

SHELIKON =51.995 00

platform from the top. giving the turntable an extra level of isolation
SMMF-5 =5499 00

Shure
V15VxMR

Rega P3 with RB-300 Arm
The P3 has to be the ultimate budget
turntable This turntable has been going for more than 20 years and
recently received acomplete redesign
SREGA3 =S750 00

To order, or for aFREE catalog, call

Orbitrac 2features an updated, compact design
including an attractive storage case, two 1oz

CARTRIDGES

Music Hall MMF-2.1 is abelt-driven, two-speed turntable with a
high quality tone arm and aGoldring Elan cartridge mounted at the

(3.0 mV
output)
is one of the best performing
cartridges on the market
SSHUREV15VXMR =5274 99

1-800-716-3553

ZeroStat Gun produces static reduction for hours
without leaving polymer residue behind on record

spray bottles of Alison cleaning solution, a
cleaning brush to revive the cleaning cloth pile.
two lint-free cleaning pads. and anonskid
cleaning base.
SORBITRAC 2=534.99
The VTL Book is essential reading
for audiophiles interested in vacuum
tube technology
SBK 10 =520 00
The LP Is Back contains everything the serious
LP music collector needs to know
SBK AA49

57 95
KeepTrak Keeps track of recordings, videos or
anything you want to catalog Download afree
demo from www.acousticsounds.com
SKEEPTRAK

559 95
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Physic

Avanti

Ill

The Avanti Ills disappeared even
more effectively than did the Virgos;
having not lived with that sensation for
two years (at least not to the same
degree), Ispent many, many late nights
catching up on it. The Avanti Ills managed to delineate and differentiate the
positions of lateral images with even
greater precision than the Virgos had (as
Iremembered them playing very familiar recordings), while rendering those
When recordings
images in greater relief against blacker,
clearer backgrounds.
had been artificially and
Iplayed the original UK LP edition
of the Beatles' Abbey Road straight
unpleasantly brightened,
through one night at relatively high
SPLs and was enthralled by the speakthere was no escaping
ers' ability to let me follow each Beatit in the playback
le's vocal line with ease, though they're
mixed together spatially. The distincthrough the Avanti Ills.
tive vocal timbres seemed to hold together with greater authority than I
remembered ever hearing, and Inoted
that Ringo's drums were rendered
unusually cleanly, without comprestainty. Along with its superb clarity, the
other standout quality of the Avanti that sion or edginess. Top-end extension
was satisfyingly open and airy, without
remains with me was its top-to-bottom
rhythmic coherence. Its ultrafast, ultra- etch, and without the highs pulling
apart from the musical mix — though
detailed top end was matched by its
when recordings had been artificially
tight, nimble, well-damped midbass and
and unpleasantly brightened, there was
bass. Where the Virgo is warm and
somewhat hung-over in the bass, the
no escaping it in the playback through
the Avanti
Avanti was lean and muscular —which
If you're getting the idea that Ireally
is not the same as "thin." The Hovland
preamp brought anew level of micro- loved the Avanti III, you're correct. It
offered superb dynamics at both ends
dynamic bass control to my system. The
Avanti III brought that subtle, rolling of the scale and never sounded compressed, even when played at ultra-high
sensation of ultra-low-level bass articulation and control to new heights of SPLs. Its tonal coloration was impressively low. In fact, aside from aslight
delicacy and detail.
but very noticeable leanness in the midbass that seemed to drop off afew dBs
over the entire range (and could have
Associated Equipment
been aroom-related issue), the Avanti
ranks with the Infinity Prelude as,
Groove DIN/RCA and RC.A/RCA.
Analog sources: Simon Yorke,
subjectively, the least-colored speaker
Interconnect: Harmonic Technology
Acoustic Signature Final Tool turnI've reviewed.
Pro-Silway II and Magic. Speaker:
tables; Graham 2.0, Immedia RPMOne-third-octave tones on Alan ParHarmonic Technology Woofer. AC:
2, Triplaner VI, Rega RB300
sons' Sound Check CD (Mobile Fidelity
(Incognito rewired), SME 309 tone- JPS Labs, Electra Glide Fatboy,
SPCD-15) indicated aspeaker with a
PS Audio Lab, Wireworld Electra
arms; Lyra Helikon, Helikon mono,
superbly flat in-room response, and I've
Series III.
Clearaudio Insider, Transfiguration
never heard sweep tones reproduced
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
Temper Supreme, Sumiko Celebrawith such evenness. 'This speaker should
P300 and P600 AC regenerators,
tion cartridges.
produce asuper-clean waterfall curve;
Sounds of Silence Vibraplane active
Digital source: Marantz SA-1
its off-axis response seemed to be free of
isolation platform, Symposium TungSACD player.
sonic bumps and bruises, making sidePreamplification: Hovland HP- sten Rollerblocics, Grand Prix Audio
chair listening apleasure. Iknow — I
Monaco amplifier stands, Walker
100 preamplifier, Audio Research
often had to give up the sweet spot!
motor drive, Finite Elemente Pagode
Reference Phono amplifier.
The Avanti bettered the Infinity Preand Zoethecus equipment stands,
Power amplifiers: Hovland Saplude in the midrange, however, being
phire (prototype), Musical Fidelity A.R.T. Q dampers, Walker Valid
somewhat more revealing and delicate,
Points, ASC Tube Traps, Shakti
Nu-Vista 300.
and definitely more detailed and less
Stones and On-Lines, RPG BAD and
Loudspeakers: Sonus Faber Amati
Abffusor panels.
—Michael Freiner
congested. Female vocals, for example,
Homage.
had aclarity and focus that easily surCables: Phono: Hovland Music
passed what Iremembered the Prelude

inducing delicacy and inner detail. I'd
traded brisk athleticism and excitement
for raw, seductive sex. The Avanti III
delivered all that I'd given up and more,
with surprising ease — in fact, without
ever pausing for abreath.
If cleanliness is next to godliness, the
Avantis were next to godlike — so clean,
so detailed, so revealing —and yet, when
everything (including the source material) was right, so rich, so fundamentally
correct and satisfying. Take Willie Nelson's "Stardust," from the album of the
same name (Columbia JC 35305 or
Classic Records' 180gm vinyl reissue):
The Avanti Ills delivered the track with
each element neatly separated yet seemingly connected to a delicate whole.
Nelson's voice was out front, compact
and hovering vividly in three dimensions. His chest was present, but without
"chestiness." As Nelson varied the volume of his voice within the phrasing, he
seemed to pitch slightly forward and
back. There was no "overhang" to the
voice. It was there in bold relief, with
nothing but black beyond, all the way to
the drum kit. The drums, crisply rendered but not overcooked, were punctuated by woody rimshots, the pop of each
of which was followed by agentle trailoff. The cleanliness of the brush and
cymbal work was memorable. Booker
Ts juicy-toned organ hovered in the distance, and the closely miked acoustic
guitar picked the melody smartly in
midfield. Each cleanly delineated musical development had aconsequence that
the ear could follow, even as new events
piled on in rapid succession.

Stereophtle, August 2001

Within this simple, spacious arrangement was awide variety of tones, textures, and, especially, events. The Avanti
delivered each the way acold, clear
night delivers the stars. But don't think
I'm implying that the Avanti sounded
cold. Hardly. With clarity and focus
comes an inviting, almost warming cer-
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wvenr.elusivedisc.com

The recommended destination for recommended components!
And your online or on the phone source for audiophile Hardware and Accessories!
AudioPrism

audioquest

Benz-Micro Cartridges

All
Models

We're holding all the aces! The new Benz-Micro Ace

«ado
I

Glider Series 2 •Newly redeslanecll
his is a killer canridge....more lifelike. more
holographic, more involving.... 'nine musical ...the
Glider is way recommended." -Li
lip,u
Sterrophile. Auto '9A. lid. Pi IA KUL!
Reference Series 2 -Newly redesianed!
Coming in lust under the Rubs. the Bel creuse rs tir
ot cartridge lsir the 1111.11es. Sporting the Ill, SOIL,
2 enhancements. the RelCrence has ne,er sounded
better' Nim unIr Ariser windings' BULL!
Pubv/Rubv H Series 2 -Newly redesigned!
il ii/-'ulisrrr's flaeship ,arir
iris ice Le r
ssnerr
2enhanceinenrs' \\adable sir bOlil IrruIr.11Id
oulp111 C0111 .1,111.111011s 1,1 lit ts
anti rl ssrerrrs
SCALL!

cll..

Phono Staaes

lie new lien/Micro Ace plionoeann4c
ills the gap between the MC GoId/Silser
and the acclaimed Glide series Asailahle
in three ouipta levels how. nk.sdium and high
for easy matching to any phono stage. the
Ace is as musical as ii is sersatile.11aiklmade
in Swig/eland with legendary Beni-Alien,
pn.scision. Ask about the factory authorized
trade-in program! SCUM

SCALL!

vemS

Phenomena -Features
fully adjustable loading
8. gain, discrete circuitry
and both moving coil/
magnet inputs! Optional
battery pack NOW
AVAILABLE! SCALP

'•

'

SCALL!

Aries

temearnt packages! SCALL FOR PRICING!
HW-19 lunlot - A totally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined for direct coupling to
Lokaschek PP1 r9 •This
flagship phono stage
features high gain, low
noise circuitry and is
designed to be used with
low output moving coil
phono cartridges. This is
an ultra high quality
no sta
I

u1111 reflex clamp :old Fust,, ,,,r. Fully upgrade:1111e to FIW-19 MarkIll ($5991 /HW-I9 Mark
IV ($1199) SCALL FOR PRICING!
14W-19 Mark Ill acrylic motor & annboard, black acrylic 10lb platter and
spring suspension SCALL FOR PRICING!

IV steralefie RKOMMENDED

11W-19 Mark

ILL! tL .11

rated in TAs issue 106'10 and 12
12.5' 5CALL FOR PRICING!

All models are
also available
in Solid Oak
Cabinets
8 220v versions!

Aum fluid application. scrubbing, & rotation.
CONP0110111 SCALL"

MODEL MINI-PRO 1 - nri scrubs & vacuums both sides sinuiltaneouslv:

scum

We also carry the full fine of Nifty Gritty replacement parts and accessories!

Vibrapods!
$6.00 c-10

Allsop Orbitrac 2Record Cleaning Kit
._ ,,,,,,, ,..i,„„,,• ,,,,„ ,
e, 1:1"

produced' An

.
,...ilule necessity lor any analog lover wonh his/her salt. tse it as apre-cleaner st pill
,ir vacuum machine. in if your on a budget and don't hase a vacuu,I,..,
m
oun
iii.c ii in. your main cleaning device. Includes all you need to get c,
•.',1unc jsnl.. ne.nuctp.re. :)nnt .-,.. 1hc hcsi pan is ilin' is, 4csod>

EIgs

Ihe rotten of the ‘, PI Magie Brick $69.99 Strobe Disc -Sri turntable Ap , S 17.99

$34.99

'RD.
46013

FRONTAGE

ANDERSON,

IN

vis-4

Express Machining Litt2/The Heavyweight

& palpable. & highs
NIellnaled mine refined&
sweet. The hass definitely
improved •il was deeper
& tighicr ith bener
Lift 2
S99.99

Ultra Dual
Beam Clarifier

!.
haws .tial light theasy
counterweights. Replace >0111
stock counierweight with the
heas sweight on ;OW RB250/
R113i10/AQPT6 for improsed
ét. tracking!

a
Heavy
weight

$79.99

Rive R3230 to RB300 end stub $34.99!

Sumiko Turntables 8i Phono Cartridges
NEW!- Perspective

NEW! -Wood Close
Aluminum align.,platter st igh
sinyl maithreaded record
clamp.rigid aluminum sub-

ii.ii.iii,d aluminum planer
with vinyl makihreaded
record clamp.adjustable
let°

cone feet, rigid aluminum
.
chasis.precision Swiss
sub- chassis. precision Swiss
.MI"; '.
hearing in the toneann.
toneann hearing, female
e"
-----`
er
Female, chasis mount RCA
SCALIA
chasis 'wont RCA jacks'
SCAM
connector...wood plinth!
We carry the full line of Sumlko turntables & phono cartridges, please call for pricing!

The new Celebration Pearwood Signature is here! -$CALL!
High Quality Record Sleeves -Call for larger quantities!

Inner, lootSso.00,giftr: 100/520.00

ORDER TOLL FREE:
'I -800-782-3472
Fax: (765)608-5341 Info: (765)608-5340

4020

Ji1W-17F record cleaner
SHR•nrinil JJJ .ti liquid
pump: Applies liquid and
scrubs record at same
time: Bidirectional
cleaning: push-bution
Émurals. Full automatic
operation.

SCALL FOR PRICING on the HW- 16.5 8. 17F, both available In 110 or 220volt

iii work with a sariet) of components Iroin CI) plasers io subs, oofers! The>

f. ,,,„e
„,.„

fully upgradeable lo new 10.5/

VPI Turntable and Record Cleaner Accessories

lise models amid:1111e

di.,..ii Il' .. leaning ..> stein

Nersions

11W-1&5 record cleaner
"...hare found die lilt' -10.5
to be an outstanding
perfiemer The record
surfaces are microscopically clean & arc
priViIIP

ONLY

ESfflERECOMMINDMIX10~11111 %NAM

.1, lll1111

an Lls's grooves. Soundstage is wide & deep with air &

unmatched. Also available in 12 & 12.5 version for TNT. 5-star

S149.99!

MODEL 1.5 -Awn, ..wbbing. &row:ion. slide -oui waste fluid ea., KRIM

conte with a30 day mime!, hack guarantee and are ords

'Ill

separation between instruments. Feeling of image solidity & top to bottom
coherency

St nchninous Brise System
ip speed (mum! ler & power fihe SCall!
11\% •19 St mul alom 111•1(..1 SCOM I
Mrin/SS record clamps $08111 Cross check les el $9.99

MODEL 1.0 •Manual fluid application.brushing & rotation while reclaiming.

›.
...„.,........,L,„L
e@ltib(.

,,sscinbly. 20 lb black .1. -nhe platter.
COMPONENT,: SCALL FOR PRICING!

The irviW Memorial 1011 NEW! 10.5 - vPl has designed an all-out
_Hirt reference that is extraordinary in its ability to extract

"I've tried better tables, a
cartridges, pt-camps, cables, and isolation schemes,
...mine hase e‘er d'en me the kinds of improsements in noise raluction, clarity.
and elimination of mid.to-trehle ringing that thew record,leaning machines has,
...If you listen to records, sou need arecord-cleaning machine. Period." -(
-ores
Greenberg, Siereophile, May '94, Vol.

e

Aries leattors aTNT 3platter. hearing & motor

are finished in black acrylic and an, upgradeable! Truly im
turntables for the new millennium! Ask about our Aries/JMW

Nitty Gritty Record Cleaning Machines

Give Life to the Music with

sisee.

Aries Basic Feature's an IIWI9JR platter. beating, 2piece clamp & rmr

NEW! oudioquest cables & more

4

Øp

,n,goe Both

Inter
Is '`." 1.. 1.1 '
Speaker tal ilis
1,2.Type4.CV-I.Slate.Fiednick.t iranne.Gihraltar.Caldera,Volcano.
Fs I
I
\II MOW & Video Cable also asailable:
Ilardwarr & Accessairim,_,
VI9+ & Extreme Tontume. -Killer new aims! $CALL1
Resort' Brush: Arm stai Carbon Fiber $14.99. ItF Shipper, RI & 1)igigal Noise Filter Get ot.1 ,549.99
Sterboticl
Feetise 14, 534.99 SorbirGel Big Feel
1,

leLLar• _,p_nt

$,24.99 each!

and NEW! Arles Basic - Near TNT performance! Requires

only a22' .s

Graham 2.0 Tonearms. Package prices
are available for all models' Basis record
s•lamps also available' GULL FOR PRICING!

MODEL 1.5FI

Quiet Line 2 --...squeklies AC-honk:
wise right at the outle, audibly lowering
your s> stem's 1111i,e floor ROM WA,. SICli, ,pilde
Pat
hue

VPI Turntables 8t Record Cleaners

Models 1400, 2000 thee Mai and Debut
available with Rega 1211250, .tt to. 900 :old

ir

Foundation •"Clarity. dyllallUCN.
imaging. & apparent power all
Unmixed substantially, so much NO I
deemed the Foundation Ill an
"essential component" and mailed
AudioPrism acheck. - liarr,Willis.
Sr s
""/"4 li, '
1 A" 12

Stoplight Pens, Black light Mats, Ise Bearings and The Wave Guide available: SCALL

Basis Audio Turntable Packages!
M

BEST PRODUCTS' BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE' GUARANTEED!!

AucJioPrisrn power conditioning

Available

We are the #I Benz Micro retailer in the World!

I

NITTY GRITTY

Hours: M-F 9am-6pm & Sat 1lam-4pm EST

e-mail us at: ElusDisceaol.com

hicianese resealable outer 100/$30.00

FULL
1$e° U.S.A. / $s" INTL.
CATALOG FREE WITH ORDER!!
DOMESTIC SHIPPING: (Average cost based on weight)
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 LP/CD: S5-S7 (add. LP/CD .S0c ec
UPS 3-Day Select - 1.3 LP/CO •S10-S12 lodn. LP/CD S1.00 each
U PS 2nd Day Air: 1-3 LP/CD: .$15-517 (odd. LP/CD 51.50 each)
FOR SHIPPING

ovrswir

THE U.S. CALL E-MAIL

OR FAX FOR YOUR OPTIONS AND C037-3,!

Audio
delivering. But the Infinity, with its
built-in powered 12" subwoofer,
stomped all over the Avanti in the deepbass department. Though the Avanti III
is rated at 28Hz-40kHz, -3dB, in my
room its response at 25Hz was audible
but minimal, and 30Hz was only somewhat better.
Because of its audibly flat and extended HF response and seemingly lean
midbass, the Avanti III could sometimes sound somewhat thin overall —
even, some might say, "analytical" —
especially if you're used to or crave
whomp-'em stomp-'em room-warniing
bass and midbass.
Certainly the Avanti III's overall
character wasn't as "rich" as, for example, the Amati Homage's. The lack of
midbass warmth could also contribute
to the sensation that the speaker
couldn't fill amoderately large room.
In fact, it's recommended for rooms of
210-460ft2 with ceilings of average
height. My review pair had no problem filling my moderately sized, 15' by
21' (315ft2)space.
There's asolution to the bottom-end
problem: Add asubwoofer. There are
two new subwoofers coming from
Audio Physic, but they weren't available
for this review; Iused the older AP
Rhea. The Avanti III's clean and subjectively flat low-end response, which
sounded as if it rolled off evenly below
40Hz, meant that dialing-in the subwoofer without overlap was not difficult. The result was bottom-octave
extension without midbass muddiness.
Ihear you: "$11,000 and Istill need a
subwoofer?" Well, you don't need a
subwoofer with the Avanti III. There
was plenty of satisfying, well-defined,
nonmechanical deep bass, but not of
the stomach-socking sort. The bass
definition Igot was of the "six-pack
stomach variety": tight and exceptionally
well-defined. Bass of the stomachsocking variety will require a subwoofer. So will reproduction of the
biggest organ pipes.
But if your main concern is with the
Avanti III's rhythmic talents, don't
worry about asubwoofer. The speaker's
abilities to swing, carry abeat, and communicate rhythm and pacing were
absolutely first-class. In that regard, the
Avanti III beat the Infinity Prelude, the
Virgo, and the Amati Homage, which
rhythmically delivers a mature and
satisfyingly wet kiss compared to the
Avanti's muscular teenaged tongue.
High clarity, ultra-low distortion,
accurate timbrai and rhythmic presentation, breathtaking soundstaging (width,
Stereophik, August 2001

Physic

Avanti

III

Truly flat response should open up
the timbral palette, not create acold,
sterile, monochromatic musical world.
The Avanti III proved that. It easily
delineated the delicate individual instrumental colors within an orchestra's
massed strings, for example, while
preserving the coherence of the whole.
The difference between spurious "detail"
created by response peaks and genuine
detail created by flat response was made
clear by the Avanti III's performance in
the mid- to high-frequency range.
Though not particularly large speakers, the Avanti His produced avery
Rhythmically the Amati
large, airy sonic picture while managing
to "disappear" from sight, even when I
Homage delivers a
stared at them. Not since Iowned the
Virgos have so many newcomers sat in
mature and satisfyingly
the sweet spot to listen, only to say,
"Where's the music coming from?" —
wet kiss compared to
or to point to the amplifier between
the Avanti's muscular
them and say, "Is it coming from there?"
Audio Physic speakers are noted for
teenaged tongue.
their holographic imaging and superb
three-dimensional soundstaging. No
one will be disappointed by the Avanti
Ills' spatial performance, which is not
only exceptional but among the very
fine Solid Air (Island ILPS 9226) with the
best I've heard. Istared them down with
recent Simply Vinyl reissue revealed
the lights on and they still managed to
subtle but striking differences: By itself,
exit the building, leaving me in the presthe SV reissue sounded like an outstandence of amusical event that asserted
ing recording. The original, however, put
itself with uncommon ease.
holographic, 3-D Martyn in aspace —
The Avanti III proved to be alowmy room —and nude the reissue sound
coloration, low-distortion, high-percardboard-cutout two-dimensional by
formance speaker free of glaring tonal
comparison. This difference was audible
through the Amati Homages, but not glitches or rhythmic discontinuities.
While, like the Virgo, it brought a
with the same stark, vivid clarity.
great number of strengths to the table,
Listening to the Avanti Ms late into
it was the Avanti's overall balance that
night after night, Iexperienced new
impressed and kept me coming back
insight into the physical and emotional
for more, night after night. Aside from
underpinnings of some of my favorite
recordings. The mental nourishment aslight leanness in the midbass, that
missing bottom
octave, and poorly
was accompanied by waves of sheer,
designed gold-plated binding-post
sensual sonic pleasure. How much
knobs that feature finger-shredding,
more do you expect aloudspeaker to
pain-inducing ridges, the Audio Physic
communicate?
Avanti III is asuperb-sounding loudspeaker that I'm betting will measure
Conclusion
as impressively as it sounds.
Rather than beat you over the head
Iperiodically begin to think I've
with aplay-by-play of what my usual
reference recordings sounded like
stripped all of the hidden detail from the
pits or grooves of my favorite recordings,
through the Avanti III, I've tried to
but then along comes acomponent like
convey the big, generalized picture.
the Avanti HI to reveal new details and,
Like the Infinity Prelude, the Avanti
III proved that it's possible to design a more important, fresh musical insights.
Longtime Virgo owners waiting for
flat-response loudspeaker that does not
something meaningful to move up to
sound antiseptic, bright, or hard — one
within the Audio Physic family can
that still manages to communicate the
stop waiting—the Avanti III is
meaning and mystery of music while
markedly better in every way. Anyone
presenting a vivid, accurate, and
else looking to drop $11k on apair of
detailed picture of what has been
loudspeakers should consider the
recorded or what is being reproduced.
Avanti III as well. It delivers.
CI
VTA set too high? You'll know it.

depth, and height), three-dimensional
imaging, natural focus without hyper
edge-definition —you should hear all of
these attributes and many others if you
audition the Avanti Ills in awell-set-up
demo. But most important, the Avanti
III delivered music with ease. And despite
their analytical honesty, and unlike some
other analytical speakers, they did so
without imparting amedicinal aftertaste.
Comparing an original UK Island
pressing of John Martyn's exceptionally
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The following AudioUuest albums are pressed on 180-gram virgin vinyl
at RTI and mastered by Bernie Grundman. All have great sound.

—

mites mu

In liàIE1

muse

I, MII

FREE

HO-180

Buy 1LP from tins box, get 1of equal or lesser value free!

Or

_
FREE L

DCC 180-Gram LPs
ith 5100 purchase

We bought the remainder of Audioquest's out-of-print LPs.
This may be your last chance to own these albums!
Free LP offer good only on selections in this box.
Sasha Matson Steel Chords (2 LPs)
Les Arbuckle featuring Kenny Barron No More No Les
Rob Mullins Band One Night In Houston
Larry Willis Sextet ATribute to Someone
James Newton Suite for Frida Kahlo
Mokave Afrique
Edward Simon Group Beauty Within
Bruce Katz Band Transformation
Kei Akagi Mirror Puzzle

$7:

LP= AADQ 1013
LP =AADQ 1019

$7.50
$7.50
$7.50 •
$7.50

LP =AADQ 1020
LP =AADQ 1022
LP =MN 1023
LP =AADQ 1024
LP =MOO 1025
LP =AADCI 1026

$7.50
$7.50 ,
$7.50
$7.50 ,

LP =MOO 1028

Robert Lucas Usin .Man Blues

LP =MOO 1001

$12.50

Gary Bartz, Cecil McBee, Larry Willis Steal Away
Mighty Sam McClain Give It Up To Love
Bennie Wallace Quartet The Old Songs
Robert Lucas Layaway

LP =AADQ 1009

$12.50 '

LP =AAD0 1015
LP =AADO 1017

$12.50
$12.50

LP =AAD0 1021

$12.50

Jorge Strunz & Ardeshir Farah Misterio
Trio Galanteric 18th Century Music for Lute & Strings
Mokave Volume 2
Victor Lewis Family Portrait

LP =AADO 1002
LP =AADQ 1005
LP =AADCI 1007

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00

Robert Lucas Built For Comfort
Ronnie Earl & The Broadcasters Still River
Ronnie Earl, Pinetop Perkins, Calvin "Fuzz" Jones,
Willie "Big Eyes" Smith Eye To Eye

LP =AADQ 1010
LP =MOO 1011
LP =AADQ 1018
LP =MOO 1043
,

$15.00

$25

Tchaikovsky: Francesca Da Rimini Fantasia for Orch. Op. 32/
Hamlet/Stokowski/Stadium Symphony Orch of N.Y
Strauss Don Juan Op. 20/Salome/Stokowski/N.Y. Stadium Orch
Ray Heindorf & WBO For Whom The Bell Tolls
Copland Appalachian Spring Ballet/LSO/Susskind
Copland Billy The Kid/LSO/Copland
Maxine Sullivan & Her All Stars ATribute To Andy Razaf

ADCC
ADCC
ADCC
ADGC
ADCC
ADCC

1001
1002
2023
2034
2035
2038

Classic Records 180-Gram LPs (RCA Living Stereo)

$30

Overture Overture Agoult, NSOL
Shostakovich 1st Symphony/Martinon, LSO
Tchaikovsky Capriccia Italien/Kondrashin, RCAVO
Sibelius Symphony #5/Gibson, LSO
Elgar Enigma Variation/Monteux, BSO
Dvorak Slavonic Dances/Martinon, LSO
Festival Reiner/CSO
Rachmaninoff Rhapsodie Paganini, Rubinstein/Reiner, CSO
Schumann Carnival/Rignold, BONO
Prokoheff Concerto #2./Frager/Leibowitz, PCO

2134
2322
2323
2405
2418
2419
2423
2430
2450
2465

ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC

MCA
HEAVY

VINYL

"Music erupts out of total silence from these thick, 180-gram virgin vinyl discs
with avelvety smoothness, spaciousness and ultra-high resolution that stuns even
the most committed CD die-hard. "— Michael

Fremer, Stereonhile, The Tracking Angle

$15.00

BUDDY HOLLY/ Buddy Holly
1P =AMCA 11161 S30 00

Limited Edition Gold CDs, below cost of regular CD!
These prices good for selections in this box only.

THE WHO /Who's Next
LP =AMCA 11164 $40.00
CD =CMCAG 11312 $25 00

Steve Miller Band Fly Like An Eagle
Frank Sinatra Duets
Sonny Rollins The Sound of Sonny

CDCCG 1033
CDCCG 1053
CDCCG 1092

Badfinger No Dice
John Coltrane w/Red Garland Trio Traneing In

CDCCG 1095
CDCCG 1098

Bill Evans Quartet Interplay

CDCCG 1102

Bonnie Rail Luck Of The Draw
Wes Montgomery Full House

CDCCG 1107
CDCCG 1109

Art Pepper Intensity
The Cars Greatest Hits
Judy Collins Colors Of The Day/The Best of
Jim Croce Words And Music

CDCCG
CDCCG
CDCCG
CDCCG

1114
1123
1130
1134

DAVE MASON /Alone Together

BUDDY GUY!.. Walking Through The Woods

LP =AMCA 11319 511 99

LP = AMCA 11165 $11 99

Equipment
John

Report
Atkinson

Sony ES SS-M9ED loudspeaker

T

he occasion was the 1999 Consumer Electronics Show, and I
had sought out the Sony suite at
Bally's — the word in the Las Vegas
bars where audio journalists hung out
was that Sony was demonstrating the
production version of their SCD-1
Super Audio CD player. Iwas glad I'd
made the trek along the Strip: As I
reported in the May 1999 Stereophile,
the sound of aDMP recording—of
unaccompanied choral music recorded
and mixed in DSD by Tom Jung —
was breathtaking, Ifelt, with an exquisite sense of space. It was definitely the
best sound at the CES.
The playback system consisted of two
new Sony speakers driven by Pass Labs
monoblocks and preamplifier. The
speaker was the SS-M9ED, part of
Sony's ES series of high-performance
components. Other than the addition of
aball-shaped supertweeter module and
ahigh-gloss lacquer finish, it looked
very similar to the SS-M9, which Ihad
favorably reviewed in the September
1996 Stereophile.
Inext heard the SS-M9ED at HI-FI
'99 in Chicago, where Sony was again
demoing the SCD-1. Again Iwas impressed, so Iasked for areview pair.
These actually arrived at Stereophile's
Santa Fe offices at the end of 1999, but
the relocation of the magazine's editorial department to New York and the
inevitable delays in fashioning anew
listening room in my new Brooklyn
home meant Icouldn't start on the
review until October 2000. Various
things and other reviewing responsibilities then conspired to keep the review
from being finished until Memorial
Day. My apologies.

Description: Four-way, reflex-loaded,
floorstanding loudspeaker. Drive-units:
1" (25.4mm) ceramic/carbon-dome
supertweeter, 1" (25.4mm) soft-dome
tweeter, 5" (127mm) plastic-cone
midrange unit, two 8" (203mm) plastic-cone woofers. Crossover frequencies: 200Hz, 2kHz, 22kHz. Frequency
range: 29Hz -100kHz. Frequency re-
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The ED
When Sony decided to
launch their ES loudspeakers in 1995, they gave exPolk engineer Dan Anagnos aclean slate. Though
the original ES SS-M9 was
athree-way floorstanding
design, conceptually it was
a two-way minimonitor
within whose enclosure
twin woofers had been
added. The goal was to
combine the sonic advantages of afull-range design
with those traditionally
associated with a minimonitor: high loudness
capability, excellent bass
extension, midrange neutrality, and well-defined
stereo imaging.
As Isaid above, the
new M9ED speaker
looks superficially similar
Sony ES SS-M9ED loudspeakers
to the M9. However, in
Dan Anagnos' words, "it
point not possible in the past. Four basic
is really acompletely new, ground-up
design with entirely different goals and
tenets formed the foundation of our
design philosophy for the M9ED:
objectives. We began this design with
"1. Exercising engineering as an equal
an enclosure of the same approximate
combination of science and art —being
size and shape as the SS-M9 and avery
similar drive-unit configuration (albeit creative and innovative by applying
with significantly demur drive-units)
science in aconstructive, imaginative,
because the SS-M9 was asuccessful and
and artistic manner.
"2. Emphasizing 'Simplicity of Deproven design platform."
Having access to high-resolution
sign' or a 'Less is More' philosophy
throughout.
DSD-encoded recordings during the
design process was apparently amajor
"3. Applying afanatical attention to
detail and never compromising; implebenefit. According to Sony's white
mentation of the design being equal to
paper, "By utilizing source material with
much higher fidelity than CD, we were
the direction or objective of the design.
able to refine the M9ED's design to a
"4. Utilizing a Balance' of DeSI:ell

sponse: 26Hz-25kHz, ±1.5dB. Sensitivity: 86dB/2.83V/m. Nominal impedance: 4ohms (2 ohms minimum).
Amplifier requirements: 50- 400W.
Dimensions: 44.25" (1125mm) H by
15.75" (400mm) W by 21" (555mm)
D. Weight: 127.6 lbs (58kg) each.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
800007 &8.

Price: 816,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: not disclosed.
(The ES SS-M9ED can be specialordered from any Sony ES dealer.)
Manufacturer: Sony Corporation, 1
Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel:
(201) 930-1000. Fax: (201) 9304748. Web: www.seLsony.com/SEL/
consumer/ss5/.
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propylene capacitors rather than single,
large-value electrolytics, and, with one
exception, air-cored inductors. The
tweeter and supertweeter filters use
what Sony terms the "Perfect Lay,
Hexagonal Winding, Litz Wire Inductor." Seven separately insulated pure
copper wires are twisted and wound in a
computer-optimized manner, to eliminate proximity and skin effects. All the
crossover components arc damped, as is
the printed circuit board that carries
them, and the board is mounted with
shear-loading thermoplastic grommets
and aluminum ferrules to further
reduce vibrational effects.
The pyramidal cabinet, constructed
from 1" MDF and beautifully finished
in gloss-black lacquer, is equally complex.
Extensive use is made of damping and
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bracing to minimize panel resonances,
and the 1.6" front baffle is constrainedlayer-damped; it it is made of asandwich of two MDF panels with a
layer of high-loss thermoplastic
damping material between them, and
has profiled edges to optimize highfrequency dispersion. The midrange
units have their own internal chamber,
and the twin flared ports that load the
woofers are dimensioned and placed so
that the natural pipe resonances arc
more than one and ahalf octaves above
the 200Hz crossover frequency to the
midrange units.

had to sit slightly closer than that, at 9'.
The supertweeters' mounts can be
rotated with aneat geared mechanism,
which allowed them to be aimed precisely at my ears. Dan Anagnos had
warned me that while the review
samples did have some play time on
them, the ES SS-M9ED requires "a substantial amount of additional aging time
before any serious listening." Itherefore
tried to accelerate their break-in by
facing the speakers together, hooking
them out of phase, and playing the
"Special Burn-In Noise" track from
Stereophile's Test CD 3overnight for a
few nights.
Setup
Once that was over, Istarted off
The Sony's flush-mounted drive-units
with the SS-M9EDs quite aways out
arc arranged to lie on avertical arc 3 into the room, where their imaging
meters (9.75') from the listener's ears. I was startlingly holographic. The down-

Measurements
passband, with the ports peaking just a though the bass seems alittle shelvedmeasurement assumes a2-pi envilittle above the woofers' minimumdown -remember that this kind of ronment for the LF units, which
motion point of 26Hz. (At this frequency, the pressure on the backs of the
woofer cones from the port resonance
is sufficiently strong to hold the cones
motionless.) Below that frequency, the
ports and woofers all roll off with a
12dBloc-tave slope, but because the
ports are out of phase with the woofers,
dll
-90.00
0.0
the combined output rolls off at
-60.00
-6.0
-30.00
24dB/octave.
-12.0
0.00
This can be seen in fig.4, which
-1E1.0
30.00
shows the complex sum of the low-24.0
6404.00 deg
frequency nearfield responses (taking
MLSSA
both phase and drive-unit path dif300.0
1000.0
10000.0
Frequency File
log eeeeee nog - Hz
(Smoothed to 0.10 octave)
ferences into account) and the
7.76 dB, 3551 Hz
8.888 deg
farfield response on the main
tweeter axis, averaged across a30°
Ag.5 Sony ES SS-M9ED, horizontal response family at 50", from back to front: responses 90°-5°
off-axis; reference response on tweeter axis; responses 5*-90° off-axis.
horizontal angle. The 6dB-down
point of 28Hz is almost exactly the
tuning frequency of the ports, and

dB

-90.00

00

-60.00

-6.0

-30.00
0.00

-18.0

30.00

-24.0

60.00

deg

MLSSA

Fig.4 Sony ES 55-M9ED, anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 50", averaged across
30° horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex
sum of nearfield midrange, woofer, and
port responses plotted below 300Hz.

90

300.0
Feequenow Ftle
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10000.0
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Fig.6 Sony ES 55-M9ED, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 90 °-5 ° off-axis; reference response;
differences in response 5°-90 ° off-axis.
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side was that the midbass sounded very
lean, and while ultra-lows could be
heard, there was no real power to
them. Imoved the speakers back as far
as they would go, butted up against the
Mark Levinson No.33 monoblocks,
which in turn butted up against the
small armoire that resides in the center
of the front wall and houses my musicediting computers.
This is where the SS-M9EDs sat for
most of my auditioning, and while
there was now atrue sense of lowfrequency power, the balance was still
on the lean side. Idid find some judicious boosts (no more than 4d13) of the
50Hz and 63Hz bands with the ZSystems rdp-1 digital equalizer very beneficial. Finally, however, Ihad to move
the bulky Levinsons out of the room

while Ispent some time with the active
Meridian 8000 speakers (review to
appear shortly). When Imoved the
Sonys back into the room (a small
criticism: the M9ED's mass and unusual
bulk make it very hard for one person
to move and handle it without help), I
left the Levinsons in the closet and set
up the venerable Krell KSA-50 Iusually
use for speaker measurements. (This is
the very same sample Ibought following my review for Hi-Fi News back in
August 1983, and had updated to the
then-current spec in 1986.)
Using amuch more compact stereo
amp allowed the speakers to be moved
farther back from the listening position, so that the woofers were now 36"
from the sidcwalls and 45" from the
wall behind them. This brought about

will result in a slightly elevated
measured response for an anechoically
flat bass alignment — the overall
graph is astonishingly flat. Perhaps a
very slight rising trend is apparent
through the treble, though not nearly
enough on its own to explain the lean
balance Iperceived in my listening
room. The supertweeter appears to
peak alittle between 20 and 30kHz,
but this is probably subjectively irrelevant. Sony claims that the supertweeter gives effective output to well
above 50kHz, but Iplot my response
graphs up to only 30kHz, the effective upper band-limit of my 1
/"
2
B&K mike.
The very slight upward 6It in the top
two audio octaves can also be seen in

the lateral-dispersion plot (fig.5). However, as is apparent from fig.6, which
shows just the differences between the
off-axis responses and that on the
tweeter axis, the speaker becomes quite
directional in the same region, which
will ameliorate the subjective effect of
the on-axis excess of energy. Note how
evenly spaced the contour lines are in
these two graphs, something that
always correlates with stable, precise
stereo imaging. However, fig.6 does
reveal aslight flare at the bottom of the
main tweeter's passband. This is partially due to an on-axis depression filling in
to the speaker's sides. But all things
being equal, this wider dispersion in
the presence region, where the ear is
most sensitive, might make the Sony

ES

SS-M9ED

asignificant change in the SS-M9ED's
perceived balance in that while this
would never be a mellow-balanced
speaker, its leanness was reduced. This
was how Iended up doing most of my
serious auditioning.
Sound
"Coherent." That was my first impression of the big Sonys, and it only deepened as my auditioning proceeded.
Whatever the recording Iplayed, Igot
the feeling that Icould peer into the
depths of the soundstage, unencumbered by loudspeaker artifacts. Icould
clearly hear the reflections of the piano
sound defining the size of the small hall
in which Ihad recorded Robert Silverman's Beethoven sonata cycle (Orphetim
Masters KSP 830). The repeated eighth-

sound, if not exactly bright in live
rooms, then definitely balanced on the
side of clarity and forwardness rather
than reticence and distance. Couple
this with the overdamped bass alignment, and Ithink this explains the
ultimate lack of warmth Inoted in
the SS-M9ED's presentation.
The same wide dispersion is also
seen in the vertical plane (fig.7),
though the on-axis peak above 20kHz
drops back above and below the main
tweeter axis. As the crossover between
the tweeter and supertweeter is set at
22kHz, perhaps what we're seeing
here is evidence that this crossover is
optimized for the best integration
slightly below the main axis. This is
sensible, given that that axis is 39"
from the floor when the speaker is
fitted with its carpet-piercing spikes.
It's in fig.8, aspatially averaged plot
of the M9ED's balance at my listening
position, where you'll see the best correlation between what Iheard and
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Fig.7 Sony ES SS-M9ED, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 15*-5' above reference axis; reference
response; differences in response 5*-10" below reference axis.
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Fig.8 Sony ES SS-M9ED, spatially averaged,
'4-octave response in JA's room.
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If your last hifi purchase had your household looking
like ascene from aJerry Springer show, complete with
finger-wagging and head-wiggling, we have asolution:

BUY VALUE

•....lt• - tr,SIIPC-

...or move to atrailer down by the river.
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS AQ-100.)

$749

30w/ch integrated amp •Four El-34 output tuheç
"Listen to it and keep your body still... if you can! ...Because this amp
looks so good, we had dared to expect more. We weren't disappointed."
Ultra High Fidelity Magazine

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 85w/ch Integrated amp
-...iimmaill111111•111111111t
..

411111111111111It

$995

Dual mono w/two toroidal transformers •Full remote control
Preamp out •Superb MM/MC phono stage
"...this is an amplifier capable of performing well beyond it's price.
We guarantee you won't be disappointed."
Best Buy and five star winner •What Hi-Fi Magazine Awards 2000

AUDIO ELECTRONIC SUPPLY AE-25 Super Amp $1
KT88 Triode connected •Point to point wiring

SoundStagd

200 REVIEWERS'
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AStereophile 2000 budget component of the year runner-up!

All considered, the Njoe Tjoeb represents a
fantastic bargain — aclear 100 on our value
for the money scale. —Dick Olsher, Senior Editor,
www.enjoythemusic.com

Niue Tioeb (New Tube) 4000 $
57n
7

4.9 OUT OF 5 STARS ON

www.audioreview.com

New dual mono op-amps, atube outputstage with twice the filter caps. Jitter reducing Supercrystal, toroidal transformer,
AC Noise Killer, and digital out. Visit our web site at www.upscaleaudio.com to find out more information, and to order.
IN STOCK: Audible Illusions, Sonic Frontiers, Audio Electronics Supply, Avantgarde, Bel Canto, Balanced Audio Technology, Cary, Sunfire, Manley, B8K, Anthem, Chong, Tannoy,
Nordost, Coincident Speaker Technology, Rega, Basis, Benz, PSB, Kimber, Sumiko, DH Labs, Plinius, Soliloquy, PS Audio, Antique Sound Labs, Musical Fidelity, Acoustic Energy, Ah!
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•
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www.upscaleaudio.com
250

Spring T rrace • Upland,

A 91784

Sony
In fact, this was perhaps the Sony SSM9ED's most convincing attribute:
individual sonic objects within the
soundstage didn't interfere with others,
even when they coincided in frequency
range — female voice and electric guitar,
for example, or electric guitar and
electric guitar. In B13. King's guest spot
on Jimmy Smith's "Three O'Clock
Blues," there arc some tasty secondguitar lines from Phil Upchurch. Very
reminiscent of the kind of linear
comping Eric Clapton did so well on
the Fresh Cream album, Upchurch's
figures occupy the tenor range where
bass, organ, and King's "Lucille" guitar
also have energy. Yet just as in real life,
the Sonys allowed me to focus on lowlevel details such as this even with louder
instruments present in the mix.
This impressive clarity and freedom
from treble grain allowed the Sonys to
stay out of the way of complex classical
scores. A big fan of the BBC's series of
CD releases of broadcast concerts, I
recently picked up the 1969 John
Barbirolli performance with the Hallé
Orchestra of Mahler's Symphony 3
(BBC Legends BBCL 4004-7), considered by Mahler scholar Deryck Cooke
to be the finest ever laid down on tape.
The long and winding resolution of the
final movement, Sehr langsam, concludes with abrass choir overlaying the
scrubbing strings and pounding timps
with atriumphant D-major resolution
of the work's D-minor tonality. Without the speakers crossing that important line between "revealing" and
"ruthlessly revealing," Icould hear tiny

details of the ensemble, such as the
slight comb-filtering that occurs when
two trumpets play in unison. Yes, you
could also hear the analog tape hiss on
this 32-year-old recording, but that
don't bother me none.
Ihad been very impressed by the
bass performance of the original SSM9. Too many loudspeakers are tuned
to produce "impressive-sounding low
frequencies. Yet if you listen to much
live music, you quickly become aware
that real bass doesn't boom or roar.
Instead, there is asharply defined edge
to the onset of the bass sound, with
then aliterally visceral impact. This was
how the M9ED presented low frequencies. Dutch bassist Tony Overwater's
double bass on OP, his SACD tribute
to Oscar Pettiford (Turtle TR0008), for
example, sounded, to use that much
abused adjective, "fast."
The bass guitar's low B string on
guest artist Keb' Mo's "Over and Over,"
on Smith's Dot Coin Blues—this song
was ahighlight of Mo's Saturday-night
gig at Home Entertainment 2001 in
May — had the authentic mix of fruity
body and finger-on-string starting transient via the Sonys. Returning to that
Mark Levinson double-bass recording
on the Red Rose Music SACD, it had
sounded alittle overcooked through the
otherwise superb Revel Ultima Studios.
Via the Sonys, this was the best Ihave
heard reproduced double bass: intimate
yet powerful, rich yet controlled.
About the Sony's midrange Ihave
nothing to say. 'There was no coloration
in the usual sense of the word. Whether

Associated Equipment
Digital sources: Mark Levinson
No31.5 CD transport and No30.6
D/A processor connected with Illuminations
Orchid
AES/EBU
datalink; Sony SCD-777ES SACD
player, Accuphase DP100/DC101
SACD transport and processor;
Technics DVD-A10 DVD-Audio
player; Dell 866MHz Pentium III
computer fitted with Digital Audio
Labs CardDeluxe and R/vIE
Digi96/8 Pro soundcards connected
to dCS 972 upsampler via 75 ohm
S/PDIF and Canare 110 ohm
AES/EBU datalinks, running Windows Me, WinAmp 2.5, Acid 2.0,
and CoolEdit 2000; Apple Macintosh 8100 80MHz fitted with two
Sonic Solutions SSP3 digital audio
workstation NuBus cards, connected
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to dCS 972 via four 15' TosLink
optical links.
Preamplification: Mark Levinson
No.380S, Z-Systems rdp-1 digital
control center (updated to handle
96kHz sources).
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No.33H monoblocks, Krell KSA50.
Cables: Interconnect: Madrigal CZ
Gel-1 and AudioQuest Python balanced, Canare unbalanced. Speaker:
AudioQuest Sterling and Gibraltar.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
300 at 90Hz (preamps and SACD
players only), Audio Power Industries 116 Mk.II and PE-1 AC line
conditioners (not power amps), ASC
Tube Traps, RPG Abffusors.
—John Atkinson

ES

55-M9ED

it be Chico Freeman's tenor sax on the
Red Rose disc, Maarten Orstein's different-sounding tenor sax on the Tony
Overwater SACD, or Sonny Rollins'
horn on the new XRCD2 remastering
of Way Out West (JVC VICJ-60088),
instruments were reproduced with the
maximum differences apparent between
their tonal colors. Just as they should be.
Just as they are in real life.
The SS-M9ED's dynamics were
excellent, in both the macro and micro
senses. "Macrodynamics" is easy to
define: the ability of acomponent to
play loud without strain. The concept of
"microdynamics" is more difficult to
grasp; Iuse it to mean acomponent's
ability to preserve the subtle dynamic
relationships that exist in and perhaps
even might be said to dtline the music.
To illustrate what Imean: While waiting
for finished copies of Robert Silverman's Beethoven sonatas set to arrive
from Orpheum Masters, Iheard on
WNYC a performance of Sonata
No.31, Op.110, by Wilhelm Kempff.
Now Kempff is regarded as one of the
last century's great pianists, but having
been immersed in Op.110 while mastering the Silverman performance, Iwas
puzzled by what Iwas hearing.
Just before the great fugue resumes
after the G-minor Arioso in the last
movement, there are 10 repeated Gmajor chords marked "crescendo."
Kempff plays these with very little
differentiation between each chord
(other than the introduction of the B
natural in the bass for the last four
chords). Time passes, but Iam left pondering the musical meaning of 10
almost identical, equally loud chords. By
contrast, in his set, Bob Silverman
shapes the entire phrase dynamically so
that the subsequent diminuendo on the
rising G-major arpeggio leads inexorably into the inverted reiteration of
the fugue (now in G rather than A-flat).
This is the kind of musical detail that
the Sony speaker got right but many
lesser speakers obscure, to the detriment
of the musical flow.
Conclusions
At $16,000/pair, the Sony ES SSM9ED is expensive enough that any
faults at all should deny it arecommendation. But when I considered the
speaker performance area by performance area, Icould find nothing to criticize. Other than its fundamentally lean
balance, its level of coloration is vanishingly low, and its performance at the
frequency extremes is almost beyond
criticism, especially in the treble. Its
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bOX d(•lull. Ill every individual area,
this is a(
.
:lass

Aloudspeaker.

Yet iii 51n
"'Y YerY 1"'snive feelings
about the SS-\1)H ), particularly with
respect to its superb sense iI coherence
and its gram-tree, transparent highs. I
was ultimately left vague lc ilissatistied
with its presentation.

Is

this is aClass A

balance is so revealing. so accitfinc. that it
seems almost churlish to end my review
by deciding that the speaker's balance
lacks sufficient warmth for ultimate
comfort. It's not alone in this: Iliad
similar feelings when Iauditioned the
superb-souncling Audio Plivsic Avant'
III. which Michael Fremer revtews elsewhere in this issue. But Inv friend and
erstwhile Stereophile writer 'Wes Phillips
summed up the S011y's presettt1I1o11 be st
after iii evening ‘ve'd spent auditioning
some of our favorite CDs ,nid some
SA( 'I Is:

-This

ic-

is aspeaker whose

hieveiitetii must be respected. liut

it

sure is aspeaker that's hard to /ore -

The name says

loudspeaker.

POVVERFUL•MUSICAL•ACCURATE

In every individual area,

As 1point out in the -...casurements
m
sidebar, the Sonv's overdainped. slightly
shelved-down haY, alignment is not
optimal for its alr e.
i
d\ l
ea n... so undin g

were
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audioadvisor. corn
No one ever said that purchasing and

Find out what over 21111,000 satisfied
customers have come to rely on.
OVER 20DO AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS,
RACKS, ACCESSORIES AND MORE.

which is less tightly controlled in the

circumstances, the SS-N1)1i1 )might wcii
be .1 speaker that you it'd/ It.ve.

rri

largest seller of high-end components by

AudioQuest Gibraltar speaker cable,

things superbly well that Iurge you to
listen to it for yourself. Under the right

rf

l\I

direct mail and applied it to our web site

audition them in a very different room.
The low frequencies also became better
fleshed our when Iused the fairly new

This superblv well-engineered Ii ,11dspeaker tri nit Sony has mach an impressive design pedigree and J1 es
many

f
r
i,\

years of experience as the world'

IIt ,

bass than the Audioitiest Sterlini: Ihad
or4.,,inally been using.

rJ

ti

video systems would he easy. Until now.
At audioadvisor.com, we've taken our 77

behind them. It's possible, therefore,
that Inv feelings of tlissaticfaction with
evaporat e

1_

1
I_ __J J
(

maintaining top-of-the-line audio and

room, particularly as, CVC11 thang the
compact Krell. Icouldn't arrani_i,c for the
speakers to get close eni,ugh t
o th e
iii

the sonv, wo uld

I
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DAILY UPDATES ON DEMOS,"B" STOCK

2729 152nd Avenue NE

ITEMS, AND DISCOUNTED

Redmond. WA 98052
TEL (425) 869-8482
FAX (425) 869-1873

PRODUCTS.

Order online via our secure server. Or cruise our site
for detailed product into, then call 800 942.0220 to talk
to one of our resident experts.

www.audioprism.com
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check out our catalog online at

www.amusiodirecb.com
POWER UNE CONDITIONERS
Audio Prism Power Foundation 3
$599 99
Lightspeed 6400 line conditioner
Call
Monster HIS-5000 Power Center ....$539.99
Ouantum Symphony
PS Audio P300
Multiwave

rfflgr
(»Mt/
,
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QUEEN: A NIGHT AT THE OPERA LP

PATRICIA BARBER:
NIGHTCLUB
Barber makes a set of standdros she has been playing live for years
all her own on her newest disc, Nightclub. Each song is invested with aprofoundly ravishing and haunting melodicism. A must for fans! CD. $14.99.
180g LP $29.99. Companion, Modern
Cool and Café Blue discs also available.
CDs $14.99, 180g LPs. $29.99.

software
The following LPs and CDs are just a
sampling of what we carry. Call for a
free catalog.
Acoustic Disc CDs
$13.99
Alert Holly Cole Canadian CDs
$18.99
Analogue Productions 180g LF's
$27.99
Audioquest CD Blowout! .. S5 99/$7.99
Blue Note LPs
$17.99
Chesky CDs
$1399
Classic Records LPs
912.99/926.99
DCC LPs
$24.99
Music Direct is the exclusive worldwide
distributor of DCC LPs.
DCC Gold CDs
$2499
Decca LPs
$28.99
DMP CD Sale
14.99/17.99
Save big on select titles!
Dorian xCDs
$13.99
EMI Pop Vinyl Sale!
$19 59429.99
First Impressions XRCDs
$29.99
Groove Note LPs
927.99
Harmonia Mundi COs
$15.99
Hyperion 20th Anniversary CDs
$13.99
JVC XRCDs
$25.99
Mapleshade CDs
$13.99
MCA Hendrix Heavy Vinyl
Call
Mobile Fidelity LPs
Call
We still have many Anadisc 200 LPs!
Mobile Fidelity Gold COs
$9.99 &up
We have the world's largest inventory! Call
lor acomplete listing
Mosaic LP box sets
Call
Naim CDs
$17.99
Original Jazz Classics LI's
Reference Recordings CDs.
Simply Vinyl 1809 LPs
Sony Gold CDs .
Speakers Corner LPs
Sundazed 1809 LPs
Super Analogue Ifs
Turtle CDs
Vivante L.Ps
Water Lily CDs

l'

$9.99
$1399
$29.99
$24.99
$29.99
$14.99
527.99
$18.99
$29.99
$14.99

DCC could not have made abetter cnoice tor its
first new LP release Mover ayear. The bombast
with asense of humor culminates on the pseudo-operatic masterpiece 'Bohemian Rhapsody."The meticulous productions are brought
dazzlingly to life, as always. by Steve Hoffman.
$24.99. Also available on gold CD, $24.99.
DVDs
Chesky
Classic Records
WEA Audio
Whirlwind Audio/Video DVDs

$24.99
$24.99
$22.99
$29.99

SACDs
Audioquest
$26.99
Chesky
$24.99
EIMP
$26.99
Sony
$19.99
Tetare
S24.99
Turtle
$27.99
Vanguard
$27.99
In addition to items featured here, we carry
one of the country's largest inventories of
domestic and import vinyl CDs, and other products from: Analogue Productions, Alto Analogue, Audioquest, Clarity, Delos, Dorian, First
Impressions, GRP, John Marks Records, M-A,
Mercury, Sheffield Lab, Sony, Stereophile,
and Tel arc.

hardware and
accessories
ANALOG
PHONO CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica 0C9 cartridge
$199.99
Benz Glider2 cartridge
Call
Clearaudio Arum Beta cartridge
Call
Dynavector DV-10x4
$34999
Grado Reference cartridges
Call
Shure V15VxMR
$27499
Sumiko Blue Point Special
$349.99
TURNTABLES
Michell Gyro SE Mark II w/ RB-300 arm....Call
Music Hall MMF-5 turntable
$499.99
Rega Planar 32000 turntable
Call
New Improved Model!
Rega Planar 25 turntable
Call
VPI Aries turntable
Call
PHONO PREAMPS
Lehmann Black Cube phono stage
Call
Monolithic Sound Phono preamp
$399.99
McCormack Micro Phono Drive
$594.99
Musical Surroundings Phonomena
$59999

CUSTOM POWER CORDS
Music Direct is proud to recommend the
Golden Ear award-winning power cords from
Custom Power Cord Company. The Top Gun
and its high current brother, the HCFi. reduce
RFI noise better than any other cord on the
market, leaving just the music. Call for pricing on various lengths.

ANALOG ACCESSORIES
Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
$179.99
Allsop Orbitrac 2
$39.99
Cardas Sweep LP
$23.99
Disc Doctor record brushes
$34.99/Pr
Disc Dr. Miracle Record CIng Fluid $21.99/pt
Express Machining Heavyweight.. ...$89.99
For Rega tonearms. VP! version $99 99
Gruv-Glide II
$2499
HiFi News Test LP
$29.99
Hunt Brush
$19.99
Last Record Preservative
$29.99
Last Stylus Cleaner
$17.99
Milty Zerostai
559 99
Nitty Gritty 1.5 Fi record cleaner ....S449.99
Record Research Labs LP-9 .
$24.99
Ringmat 330XLR
$79.99
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
$19.99
VPI 165 Record Cleaning Machine $429.99
Free Shipping on 16 51
VRP record sleeves
100/934.99
DIGITAL
CD/DVD HARDWARE
Rega Planet 2000
Monolithic P3 Power Plant
MSB Link Dac Version 3
MSB P1000 Power Supply .
Perpetual Tecnologies P3A DAC
CO/OVO UPGRADES
Audio Prism CD Stoplight
Bedini Ultra Clarifier II
Mango Audio Orpheus CD mat
Optrix CD cleaner

Call
$349.99
$359.99
$269.99
$699.99

5259.99
S1194 99

MISCELLANEOUS TVVEEKS
Amin; Aounives Damping Slivers
$999
Audio Prism Quietline Filters
$2750
Audioquest Sorbogel Little Feet
$44.99
Audioquest Sorbogel Big Feet .
&68.99
Black Diamond Racing cones (3l.
$5999
Brightstar Big Rock 1
$174.99
G&D Transforms Mobie
$249.99
Grado SR60 headphones
$62.99
Highwire Powerwrap
$49.99
Kontak cleaner
$39.99
McCormack Micro Headphone drive _9794.99
Nordost ECO3 anti-static spray
$39.99
Purist Burn-In CD
$129.99
Rightway Audio Suspendons lea)
$29.99
Ringmat Statmat II
$39.99
Sennheiser HD600 headphones
Call
Sennheiser F10580 headphones
$199.99
Shakti Stone
$199.99
Shako On-Lines el
$99.99
Signet Cleaning Tools (pkg of 4)
$11.99
TeknaSonic C-10 Vibration Absorber $9999/Pr
UFO Ultimate Field Optimizer
$299.99
Versalab Closeout'
50% oft retail
Vibrapods
$599
X10 TPC wipes (pkg of 101
$9.99
Music Direct also features accessories end
hardware from: Arcici, Argent, API, Audio
Prism, Audioquest, Basis, Bedini, Benz Micro,
Black Diamond Racing, Bright Star Audio,
Caig, Creek. Echo Busters, Enacom, Grado. Last
Lightspeed, Mango, Monster Cable, MSB
Technology, Nitty Gritty, Perfectionist Audio,
Rega, RingMat, Roomtune, Salamander,
Sennheiser, Shakti, Shure, Sota. Standesign,
Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Vans
Evers, VPI.

the fine print

We re open Monday alai Friday, 9a •6p and
Saturdays 10a -3p, Central time. For a
catalog. leave your name and address on our
voice mail. There is a$5 charge for catalogs
mailed outside North America, refundable on
your first order.

$17.99
$149.99
$79.99
$16.99

CABLES AND CONDITIONING
POWER CORDS
Custom Power Cord Top Gun AC cord .9561.99
Shunyata Black Mamba
$699.99
Synergistic AC Master Coupler
Call
DIGITAL CABLE
Dynamic Design Climax
$99.99
Creative Cable Green Hornet
$299.99
INTERCONNECTS
Audioquest
Call
Creative Cable 3.0 M
$374.99
Discovery Signature
$450.00
Synergistic Kalvirinçenni• P1
Call

musicdirect
long-playing records
compact discs
DVDs SACDs
audio system accessories

800.449.8333
318 North Laflin Street
Chicago, Illinois 60607
in Illinois: 312 433-0200

Call for our free 2001 catalog!

fax 312 433-0011
e-mail: mdCamusicdirect.com
www.amusicdirect.corn
secure web ordering!
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Report

Jonathan

Scull

Conrad-Johnson Premier
16LS preamplifier

I

like stories with happy endings.
My Conrad-Johnson story began
in the mid-'80s, by which time Ihad
ademo PV-5 hitched to aused ConradJohnson MV-50. Made anice combo.
They powered arewired pair of B&W
Matrix 802s, aWell Tempered Record
Player, and an early CD player.
The "old look" MV-50 was fitted
with abeat old set of Mallard EL34
tubes. One night, while K-10 had the
music cranked way high, one EL34 let
go with aspectacular light show. It was
just the tube, but Iclucked It'etlitlly over
the amp, all the while muttering about
"power requirements." And that's how
we wound up with our first Jadis Defy
amp at exactly double the power. But
that's another story.
Inevitably, Imoved on from the PV-5.
My first step up was to aPV-9, 1 after
which Imoved into asuccession of
Convergent Audio Technology preamplifiers, then Jadis preamps and amps,
and eventually found myself in my
present state of grace. Which brings us
to the Conrad-Johnson Premier 16LS.
Was Thomas Wolfe wrong? Can you
go home again?
New components, new sound
Conrad-Johnson's $4495 Premier 17LS
preamplifier, which Brian Damkroger
reviewed in the May 2001 Stereophi/e, is
C-J's most affordable implementation
of the engineering advances made with
their Anniversary Reference Triode
(ART) preamp. The 17LS uses but four
6922s to implement the "composite
triode" topology that C-J is committed
to.2 The Premier 16LS uses six 6922s,
but it's not just about the tube count.
C-J says the 16LS is "very nearly a
single-chassis stereo version of the
ART." A lofty claim.
Conrad-Johnson's "composite triode" philosophy boils down to an
audio circuit with asingle triode gain
stage comprising anumber of 6922
1wvvw.conradjohnson.comiltjust_sounds_righticlas
sic-products.html.
2Reviewed by Wes Phillips in the May 1998 Stenvphile.
The review can be bond online in the archives sectiim
of www.stereophile.com.
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Conrad-Johnson Premier 16LS preamplifier

dual-triode tubes. The more tubes in
parallel, the lower the output impedance. And yes, the use of asingle stage
means polarity is inverted at the preamp's output.
The "composite triode" output stage
is backed by zero loop negative feedback and no additional audio circuits,
such as the often-implemented cathode
follower. Either solid-state or tube, this
functions as abuffer as well as lowering
output impedance.
But, like most things, it's not all black
or white. Victor IChomenko of Balanced

Description: Single-chassis, remotecontrolled, tubed line-stage preamplifier. Tube complement: six 6922
dual-triodes. Inputs: five unbalanced
(RCA), two processor loops. Outputs: two unbalanced (RCA) plus
processor loops (RCA). Frequency
response: 2Hz—>100kHz. Gain:
26dB. Maximum output: 15V. Distortion (THD or IMD): <0.25% at 1.0V
output. S/N ratio: hum and noise,
96dB below 1.0V. Output impedance: 700 ohms. Polarity: inverts

Audio Technology, for instance, thinks
that the idea that an amp's input impedance must be at least 10 times the preamp's output impedance doesn't give
the whole picture. He points out that
the interaction of the two is also much
affected by the type of capacitor used
and its implementation at the output of
the preamp.
In the event, the scant paperwork
available for the Premier 16LS indicates
that its arrangement of six dual-triodes
achieves a"suitably low output impedance while reducing the number of

phase of all inputs at main outputs.
Dimensions: 19" W by 3.5" H by
15.75" D. Weight: 25 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
2901191.
Price: 87995. Approximate number
of dealers: 85. Warranty: 3years to
original purchaser, tubes excluded.
Manufacturer:
Conrad-Johnson
Design, Inc., 2733 Merrilee Drive,
Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703) 6988581. Fax: (703) 560-5360. Web:
www.conradjohnson.com.
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active stages to the absolute minimum of
one. DC voltage to this stage is supplied
by cascaded discrete voltage regulators
designed to isolate the audio circuit from
the power line by maintaining virtually
zero impedance at all audio frequencies." As Lew Johnson described it, there
is also what you might call the inherent
buffering of the preamp to consider, duc
to its input and output impedance. Thus,
no cathode followers required.
"To reduce infrasonic noise, tube filaments (heaters) operate on a DC
voltage supplied by aseparate discrete
regulated power supply," according to
the manual. The 16LS was absolutely
the quietest tube amp I've ever auditioned, even when the gain was way up

on the soon-to-be-upgraded Premier
Fifteen phono stage Ihad on hand.

The 16LS's input selection
and gain are managed
by an array of
microprocessor-controlled
relays that are kept out
of the signal path.
The 16LS's input selection and gain
are managed by an array of micro-

processor-controlled relays that are
kept out of the signal path. Level and
balance can be adjusted in 99 steps,
achieved with a"precision, low-noise,
metal-foil resistor network" handily
controlled with the remote and the
loudly clacking relays.
The technology behind the interface isn't hype; the loudly clacking
relays, increasing the volume faster as
the button is held down, give acontemporary aerospace feel to what's
basically old technology. The relays for
source selection arc right at the input
connectors, minimizing crosstalk and
keeping signal paths shorter. To minimize tube microphonics, critical audio
circuitry is mounted on asubchassis

Measurements
easurement-wise, ConradM Johnson's
Premier 16LS was

very similar to C-J's Premier 17LS,
which Brian Damkroger reviewed
for Stereophile in May, in that many
of its "static" parameters varied
with the setting of the volume control. Fortunately, because of the
very high voltage gain — amaximum of 26.6dB, due to the lack of
loop negative feedback — the volume control will be used in aposition where things are basically
okay. Fig.1, for example, shows how
the high-frequency rolloff changes
from when the volume is set to its
maximum, "99" (lower traces), and
to the unity-gain position, "66."
With the control at "99," the highs
are down by avery audible 3dB at
19kHz, whereas at "66" they are
just 0.5dB down at 58kHz.
Like the 17LS, the 16LS inverted
signal polarity. The input impedance
with the volume control set to "99"
was ahigh 64k ohms across most of
the audioband, dropping to just below
20k at 20kHz. With its extra tubes,
the 16's output impedance at 1kHz
was slightly lower than the 17's, at 743
ohms, and even lower —474 ohms —
at 20kHz. At 20Hz, however, it rose
to ahigh 1.8k ohms, which suggests
that the Premier 16LS should be used
with power amplifiers with input
impedances greater than 10k ohms, if
the bass is not to start sounding lean.
This is shown graphically in fig.2,
which plots the C-J's response into
loads varying from ahigh 10k ohms,

100

where the infrabass is down just
0.5dB at 12Hz, to 600 ohms, where it
is 3dB down at 30Hz. (Also shown in
this graph is the fact that the ultrasonic response is more extended into the
lower loads, due to the lower source
impedance at high frequencies.)
The Premier's A-weighted signal/noise ratio (ref. 1V output with
the volume control at "99" and the
inputs shorted) was an excellent
82dB, though this worsened to
54dB with an unweighted measurement covering a 10Hz-500kHz
bandwidth, due to the presence of
both ultrasonic and infrasonic noise.
The channel separation was good
below 1kHz, and showed some
dependence on the volume-control
setting, particularly in the R-L
direction. This can be seen in fig.3,
where the L-R leakage (solid trace)
varies from -90dB with the control
at "66" to -49dB with it at "99."

v

There is much less variation in the
other direction. It should also be
noted that the linear increase of
crosstalk with frequency in this
graph is due to the usual capacitive
coupling between channels.
Fig.4 plots the percentage of
THD+noise present in the 16LS's
output against output voltage, into
three loads: 100k, 10k, and 1k ohms.
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Fig.2 Conrad-Johnson 161_5, left-channel
frequency response (from top to
bottom at 20Hz, bottom to top at
20kHz) at volume-control setting of '
.
66'
into 10k, 3k, Ik, and 600 ohms
(0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.1

Conrad-Johnson 1615, frequency
response (from top to bottom) at
volume-control settings of '•66 . and 99"
into 100k ohms (1dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).

Fig.3 Conrad-Johnson 1613, channel
separation (from top to bottom) with
volume control at ''BB" and •'66"
(10dB/vertical div., R—L dashed).
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Conrad-Johnson
that's isolated by asuspension system
that insist be released from its compressed state during setup.
Parts quality in the upscale 16LS is
"an exact match for the unprecedented
level specified for the ART. Each part is
selected on the basis of both sonic
performance and durability. All audio
circuitry (including the level control) is
executed entirely with precision metalfoil resistors and polystyrene capacitors.
Tubes have been carefully hand-selected
for minimum noise and microphonics.
The regulated power supplies use the
saine type metal-foil resistors as the
audio circuitry. Capacitors for both
audio circuits and DC power supplies
arc exclusively polypropylene and poly-
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Fig.4

Conrad-Johnson 16LS, THD+N (%) vs
output level (V) into (from bottom to
top at 1V): 100k, 10k, and lk ohms.
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Fig.5 Conrad-Johnson 16LS, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 2.2V into
100k ohms (linear frequency scale).

the Power button and its LED.
Above this row of buttons on the
left arc two red-tinted "portholes"
showing the volume reading of each
channel. A third porthole, somewhat
more to the right, picks up the signals
from the remote control. To either
side of the volume readouts are
Very Philip Johnson...
source-selection LEDs: to the left,
Input LEDs; to the right, Source, EPL
The preamp is somewhat deco in overall styling, while still retaining asense of 1and 2, Mute, and Standby.
The all-aluminum chassis is "prothe modern. The faceplate resembles
tected" with a"durable epoxy paint
the ART's and is made of thick extruded
finish ... the tubes housed in an ataluminum. Along the lower left front
are an array of buttons: Source, EPL 1 tractive cover outside the chassis
allowing easy access by loosening two
and 2 (External Processor Loops), and
screws." The pagoda-like structure on
Mute, as well as Volume up and down.
the 16LS's right front surrounds the
To the right of the tubes and below are

Below about 900mV into the two
higher loads the reading is dominated by noise, revealed by the upward
slant of the traces with decreasing
voltage. (The noise remains constant, and so steadily becomes an increasingly larger proportion of the
measured percentage as the signal
decreases.) Above 1V, the reading is
dominated by true distortion. The
oscilloscope display indicated that
this was almost pure second harmonic, resulting from the parallel
triodes' slightly "bent" transfer
function. The THD increases
smoothly with increasing output
voltage up to 15V or so into these
two higher loads. The kink in
the traces at this level is due to the
negative-going half of the sinewave
starting to round off. ("Clip" is too
harsh aword for what appears to be
relatively gentle change.)
The minimum distortion percentage is just above 0.2% into 100k

Foos/Mao
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Fig.6 Conrad-Johnson 16LS, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC- IkHz, at 2V into
10k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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16LS

styrene. Switching relays arc sealed
with gold-plated silver contacts. Input
and output connectors are machined of
oxygen-free copper and gold-plated
with aspecial process eliminating the
use of magnetic materials." Look,
they're serious about it, okay?

00
foon000r

Premier

ohms, 024% into 10k ohms —a
little higher than the 17LS's —and
remains constant with frequency
across the audioband (not shown).
However, into the 1k load (top trace
in fig.4), the minimum distortion is
0.4% at alow 350mV output, and the
proportion reaches aquite audible
1% at alow 13V. As with the output
impedance discussion above, amplifier loads of less than 10k ohms are
contraindicated for the 16LS.
At 22V —about the highest output level the Premier 16LS is going to
be asked to deliver — the distortion
into 100k ohms rises to around 03%.
But, as shown in figs. 5and 6, this is
still pure second harmonic, which is
subjectively benign at low levels and
even preferable at higher levels, provided it isn't accompanied by significant intermodulation distortion.
Fig.7, taken at the same overall level
into 100k ohms as fig.5, indicates that
the lkHz difference product with an
equal mix of 19kHz and 20kHz
tones reaches -54dB (02%), which is
probably acceptably low.
Somewhat surprisingly, the Premier 16LS measures alittle worse
than the less-expensive 17LS. However, also like the 17LS, the 16LS's
high potential voltage gain means
that, in real-world situations, the
subjective effect of the preamplifier's
measured failings will be minimal.
—John Atkinson

Fig.7 Conrad-Johnson 16IS, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 2V into 100k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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ASC Tube Traps
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Audio Research
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Basis
Benz Micro
Billy Bags
Boulder
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CAL
Classé
Clearaudio
Dunlavy
Dynaudio
Equi.Tech
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Goertz
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MartinLogan
Magnum Dynalab
McCormack

MIT
Nordost
Owens Corning
Princeton
PS Audio
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Runco
Sennheiser
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Stewart

New MIT Oracle interconnects. Bigger sound, better boxes.

Tara

The updated Oracle networks in these reference quality interconnects

Theta

provide tight, deep, focused bass images, astonishing midrange clarity,

Totem

and subtly beautiful air around each instrument. Simplified network

Transfiguration

enclosures and hook-and-loop wraps ease installation. Size them up
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for yourself in our acoustically designed and meticulously constructed

Z-Systems
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Conrad-Johnson

Premier

1615

arc advised to keep their composure.
Manual: "These rings will minimize
the effects of airborne microphonics
on the tubes."
Don't forget to remove the transit
screws that hold down the 16LS's circuit board. This is exactly what Lew
Johnson himself forgot to do when he
came over to install the preamp with
the help of local C-J man-about-town
Tor Sivertsen! The transit screws are
easy to identify and unscrew. Please do
so for best sound.
C-i's entire Premier
Another consideration: electromagnetic interference (EMI). While C-J
series of composite-triode
says they've gone to great efforts to
prevent this, when it comes to the
preamps is very sensitive
16LS's susceptibility to radio-frequency
to interconnect
interference, they've elected not to
compromise "accurate reproduction of
capacitance.
recorded music ... by the application of
heavy-handed RFI filters, or by using
grounding practices that reduce RFI at
captive screws and you can lift away a the expense of degraded audio performance." Okay, Irespect that.
layer or two of Special Pagoda HeatIn fact, C-J's entire Premier series
sinking Materialn' (just kidding) and
of composite-triode preamps is very
lay in the tubes as marked. Note the
Setup and other considerations
sensitive to interconnect capacitance,
First, one must prepare the Premier presence of damping material on the
something made very clear in the doc16LS for active duty. If your dealer hasn't underside of each tube-guard plate.
Once the tubes are socketed, fit apair umentation. So I stuck with lowinstalled it for you, find agood location
capacitance interconnects: Cardas
of the supplied silicone-rubber rings
for the preamp. While schlepping the
Golden Reference and Synergistic
around each of them. They slide right
16LS around the loft, Inoted that it was
Research Designer's Reference, Dison, like contracep — er, you know
heavy, wide, and flat. The top cover was
crete and Active Shielding. Once
atouch resonant, so after listening for a what Imean. Place them at the oneagain, Active Shielding really floated
and two-thirds positions of the tube's
while, I dropped a Silent Running
length. That's the manufacturer's
my boat.
(www.silentrunningaudio.com/vr.htrn)
instructions, I'd like to point out;
Conrad-Johnson suggests keeping
isoDome on it, as much to balance the
objectivists and other Show Me types
interconnect lengths to 3m or less to
tangle of heavy cables plugged into its
avoid typical EMI-induced problems.
Heavily shielded cables are best, in their
view. And now, Ichuckle, from the
Associated Equipment
manual: "Physical location and cable
`dress' can be an important factor in
Speaker: AudioQuest Everest, CarAnalog source: Forsell Air Force
minimizing hum pickup." Did somedas Golden Cross. AC: PS Audio
One turntable and toneann, vdH
one say "Fine Tunes"? C-fs notion is to
Grasshopper IV GLA cartridge.
Lab Cable, Synergistic Research
position the 16LS well away from the
Designer's Reference Master CouDigital source: Linn Sondek CD12
power amp while keeping the AC cords
CD player, Accuphase DP-100 plers2,Coincident CST, Audience
"dressed to remain at least 4" (10Onsm)
PowerChord. Digital: XL0 The
SACD/CD transport and DC-101
Limited, RCA and. AES/EBU.
away from input/output cables."
DAC, dCS 972 and Purcell D/D
At the back of the chunky, wide, case
converters, dCS Elgar Plus D/A Accessories: ASC Studio Traps,
you'll find only single-ended connecArgent RoomLenses, API Ultra
processor.
tors, plus astandard 15A IEC mains in.
Preamplification: Lamm L2, BAT Enhancers, PS Audio P300 and
P600 Power Plants with Multiwave
The five line-level inputs are all electriVIC-50SE, Krell KCT preamplifiers;
Conrad-Johnson Premier Fifteen
upgrade, AudioPrism Quiet Lines,
cally equivalent to each other. Next on
the rear panel are the EPL 1and 2ins
Signal Guard platforms, Silent
phono preamplifier.
Running VR platforms and
and outs, on RCAs. Inever used 'ens,
Power amplifiers: Cary CADisoDomes, Black Diamond Racing
but you- can for tape recording. Or they
280SA V12, Forsell Statement, Krell
shelves and cones, DH Labs Cones
can be pressed into service as two addiFPB 350mc monoblocks.
and Squares, Nordost Pulsar Points,
tional line-level inputs!
Loudspeakers: JMIab Utopia.
Cables: Interconnect: Synergistic Bright Star Air Mass and Big Rock
The preamp outputs are recommencombo, and PolyCrystal amp stand,
ded for amplifiers with at least 20k
Research Designer's Reference
equipment racks, cones, and cable
ohms or higher input impedance: Krell
with Discrete and Active Shieldtowers.
—Jonathan Scull
350Mcs, check; Cary V12, check;
ing, Cardas Golden Reference.
Forsell Statement, check; Linn Klimax
(10k ohms), never mind.

6922s, each tube jacketed with its own
pair of anti-resonance rings, supplied
by Conrad-Johnson.
Because it's basically asingle-chassis
ART, the Premier 16LS's overall feel,
cosmetics, and control interface are also
very ART-like. It's anything but boring,
ordinary, or typical, and definitely not
styled to "disappear" into your livingroom décor. Audiophile droolage is
sure to be induced in your audio buds.
The tubes in the four-plate, pagoda-like
cover make it all look abit '60s —very
Philip Johnson, to get architectural
about it.
It has a nice, heavy, substantive,
milled-from-aluminum champagnecolored remote, so... would it lei!!
Conrad-Johnson to put some soft feet
on it? Ididn't feel at all happy plopping
the remote on the beautifully finished
flat top of aJMIab Utopia. C'mon, gentlemen, soft footers to protect your
customers' fine foinacha 'n' speakahs, if
you will!
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single-ended rear as to damp vibrations.
Putting DH Labs' jumbo cones under
the 16LS allowed me to swivel it well to
the right on the Silent Running VR
Series base I've spiked to the top PolyCrystal shelf, the easier to flash the 16LS
with the remote.
Before plugging in the 16LS, add the
tubes. The "tube guard" is what C-J
calls the pagoda-like cover. Loosen two
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BREAKFAST AT
TIFFANY'S
HENRY MANCINI
AND HIS
ORCHESTRA

extended resolution cd

JVCXR-0212

A large part of the success of this wonderful 1961 film
featuring Audrey Hepburn was due to the music
(including

listen and compare

-Moon

River -Icomposed and realized by the

great Henry Mancini. Mancini won five Grammys for his
work on this soundtrack. This XRCD was mastered from
the original three track master tapes. Booklet contains
complete listing of musicians.

XRCD allows the listener to hear the recordings as

the Reel revelutiee ii

d lecheoloey

the artist and producer intended ...to hear the sound
of the original master tape. The gains in clarity,
transparency, dynamics and warmth can be heard

"CHARADE"

CHARADE

HENRY MANCINI

HENRY MANCINI

by all, on every CD player, without the need for

AND HIS

any add-on converter or additional equipment.

ORCHESTRA

Coming soon! Great classical titles

Ca•y
Grant

Audrey
Hepburn

JVCXR-0213

from the vaults of RCA on XRCD!
This is Mancini at his peak. If you've seen this movie
DEBUSSY — LA MER
IBERT — PORTS OF CALL
CHARLES

MUNCH/BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

JMCXR 0003

DEBUSSY — IMAGES FOR ORCHESTRA
GIGUES — IBERIA /RONDES DU PRINTEMPS

featuring Cary Grant and Audrey Hepburn you need no
further convincing of the effectiveness of this soundtrack. What you may not realize is how strong these
pieces are individually. This XRCD was mastered from
the original 1963 three track tapes. Booklet contains
complete listing of musicians.

CHARLES MUNCH/BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
JMCX R- 0004

BARTÓK — CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA
FRITZ REINER/CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
JMCXR 0007
RESPIGHI — PINES OF ROME /FOUNTAINS OF ROME
FRITZ REINER/CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
JMCXR 0008

CHET ATKINS
IN HOLLYWOOD
JVCXR-0214

To order by phone please call (toll free):

1-866-JVC-XRCD
To find out more about XRCD or to place an order
on-line, visit our web site at: WWW.XRCD.COM
info@xrcd.net
JVC Disc America Co., 2750 Barrett Lakes Blvd., Kennesaw, GA 30144

JVC

This is guitar legend Chet Atkins in front of full, lush
string arrangements by Dennis Farnon and his Orchestra.
This session from 1958 was recorded direct to two track
tape in Hollywood. Chet is amazing and this recording
will prove it...twelve tunes with something for everyone.
Hear this longtime audiophile favorite in glorious XRCD
sound! Booklet contains complete listing of musicians.

Nor did male vocals take aback seat.
One of the most enjoyable discs Icame
across at the Home Entertainment 2001
Show in May was Freddy Cole's Rio de
Janeiro Blue (Telarc CD-83525) —very
open, very fast, very focused, and agreatsounding recording on the dCS Purcell/Elgar Plus combo. Turns out Cole
is Nat's brother, and he sounds it. Freddy is all dapper ease, as described in the

wraparound, completely circumaural
sound. That's what Ilive for. Iwas so
happy.
Listening to Rapsodie, Irealized that
there were no obvious transition points
anywhere in the audible frequency
range, no "knees" above or below
which there were any sonic anomalies. I
had the same feeling whenever using
any of the other amps Ihooked up to
the 16LS.
There was aslight but important
organic bloom to the presentation of
The 16LS embodied a
the 16LS that the BAT VK-50SE
"lacks," if that even is a"lack." It's .1
strong, musical, organic
question of each designer's skill and
particular vision of what's musically
sense that was
right. In any case, the 16LS embodied a
strong, musical, organic sense that was
super-enjoyable
super-enjoyable and made me want to
and made me want
hum along with the music. Perhaps the
bass was ahair less controlled when
to hum along
compared to the super preamps I
mentioned, and perhaps it wasn't as
with the music.
transparent, dynamic, or quite as
extended as those same devices, but it
had an overall hugely successful blend of
booklet. Try "Delirio" (I would like a ingredients that spelled td-u-s-i-c.
Just to check myself, Iflipped back
title like that!): Once again, the palpafor alittle more SACD —Thelonious
bility and sense of participation were
Monk's Straight, No Chaser (Columbia
incarnate before me. That's the kind
of playback Ilove most. In abig way,
/Legacy CK 64886). Yes, the ease and
this track also shows off the Cary's
loveliness that are SACD shone right on
transformers and how low they'll go.
through the 16LS. So I'm happy to add
(J-10 buries his many chins deep in his
"transparency to the source' to my list of
neck to intone "and that's waaaaay what the 16LS did right—building very
down!") And the 16LS was passing 3-D and palpable images in awide,
that signal with no problem. This is a quiet, transparent soundstage, especially
new recording mastered entirely in
with SACDs.
DSD, so it oughta show off what the
Between tracks, there was no tube
roar. In fact, the only roar was one of
new technology can do. It does.
approval —mine. Bravo!
The 16LS's overall voice is important to note. Ifound it ahell of alot
Final considerations
more preamp than the rather more
primitive PV-5 — or the PV9, for that
The Conrad-Johnson Premier 16LS, the
matter. The 16LS had much more
Mark Levinson No32, and the Lamm
extension and detail, its imaging was
L2 all carve the same hunk of sonic meat
way better, its air was off the meter,
with much the same stroke — as does
and it was atouch — perhaps ahair —
the less expensive but competitively
more restrained dynamically than the
priced BAT VK-50SE. It's all in the flick
Lamm L2, the Mark Levinson Referof the wrist at the end of the cut that
ence No.32, or the BAT VK-50SE.
determines the difference in sound. One
But not more than the Krell KCT,
is slightly more acerbic and two are
which shares that same let's-not-beatmore emotionally removed, but the
up-on-anyone quality that makes lis16LS was more kind and gentle without
tening to music such fun.
smothering the listener.
Setting up the 16LS to play SACDs,
The Conrad-Johnson Premier 16LS
Idropped in Boulez Conducts Ravel created not only a palpability of
(Sony Classical SS 89121) and listened to
soundstage in our listening room, but
track three: my favorite, Rapsodie espag- apalpability of life in which Iluxuriated.
nole. Iwas so impressed! It was like stuff- Ahhh ... the openness, the ease, the
ing my face deep into aclean, soft down
accessibility were so fine that it made
pillow and wrapping it up around my
me wonder why it can't always be
ears. Idon't mean for asecond that it
like this.
sounded muffled —I mean that it was a
Very highly recommended.
111
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"If Ihadn't known it costs just $299/pair when 1first heard
it, Iwould have estimated its price as at least twice that."
— John Atkinson, Stereophile Vol. 23/No. 5, May 2000, page 93.

The Aegis One
$299/pair

((( iME )))

The Aego 2Speaker System

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

$599

Acoustic Energy •Alon •Anthem •Arcam • Bell'oggetti •
Beyer •Cambridge Audio •Celestion •Denon •Dreamvision
•Dynamic •Elite Video •Faroudja •Fujitsu •Gallo Acoustics
• Jolida • Lexicon • Loewe • Luxman • McCormack •
McIntosh • Miller & Kreisel • Mission • Montana • Niles •
Ortofon • Panamax • Paradigm • Paradigm Reference •
Parasound • Pioneer Plasma Monitors • Premier • Rogue
Audio •Sennheiser •Sierra •Soundolier •Spendor •Stewart
Toshiba
• Synergistic Research •Teac •Tweak •Thorens •
HDTV •Tributaries •Vidikron •Xantech •Zenith HDTV

AUDIO•VIDEO SALON
PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY & COST EFFECTIVENESS

212-249-4104
1553 Second Avenue, New York, NY

10028

Established 1969 •www.aysalon.com
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Record

Reviews

Recording of the Month
JANE MONHEfT: Come Dream With Me
N-Coded Musk NC-4219-2 (CD) 2001. Joel Dom, prod.; Carl Griffin, exec.
prod.; Todd Parker, eng.; Steve Mazur, asst eng.; Gene Paul, sonic supervision. MD? TT:52:49
Performance***
Sonics****

ent on Monheies stab at
"Rainbow" continue in the
remainder of the album's
selections. Another Men
tune, "Hit The Road To
nthe world of vocal music, it's all been about one song Dreamland," benefits from
as of late: Harold Arlen and E.Y. Harburg's heart- McBride's steady bass work
(rightfully prominent in the
wrenching 1939 showstoppe4 "Over the Rainbow."
mix) and the reserved but
Forever associated with Judy Garland thanks to the definitive
version she delivered in the film, not to mention her count- superlative talents of her
less subsequent live performances of it—a towering legacy backing band.
that's no doubt discouraged more than one fainthearted
The third track, "Spring
singer from even attempting it —the sad, daydream lullaby is Can Really Hang You Up
The Most" (with only
now all the rage again among singers old and young.
The tune's current renaissance began when the late Eva Barron and astring section
Cassidy cut an interpretatively wondrous guitar, vocal, and as accompaniment) is the
strings version in 1992. Without question, this stood alongside kind of performance that
Garland's apotheosis in terms of the raw emotions that pour for some fans and critics
from Cassidy's way with the song's inherently evocative alike signals that Monheit
melding of melody and words. Thanks to abelated appear- belongs, not with Ella Fitzgerald (to whom she has been
ance on the British pop charts and asubsequent profile of the
unfairly compared to) and the other great female voices of
artist on ABCs Nightline news magazine, C-assidy's "Rainbow" jazz, but with Diana Krall and the glamour-before-talent set.
has given those who come after anew high mark to shoot for. Without climbing down into that writhing pit, I'd say
Octogenarian jazz singer Jimmy Scott recently added his Monheit deserves achance —she's only 23.
voice to the suddenly resurgent cavalcade of "Rainbow" interClearly, she's got the vocal chops-now she just needs
preters with acharacteristically elongated and emotionally experience and something to say. To be sure, at this point
wrung reading on the 2001 album of the same name.
she is a"jazz-influenced" vocalist rather than the genuine
The latest entrant in the "Rainbow" derby is beautiful article —"she don't swing" goes the current argument —
Jane Monheit who opens and closes her refreshingly unaf- but one listen to her trying to find her sea legs in the midfected, second full-length album Come Dream With Me with dle ofJobim's "Waters of March" tells you that she at least
the tune. In the opening track Monheit enters singing the knows where she wants to go as ajazz vocalist — and that
first verse (not included in the movie version) slowly with- in my book is half the battle.
out accompaniment, before being joined by an A-list quarThe other half (and some of the credit here goes to protet that includes the always peerless Kenny Barron (piano), ducer Dorn) is that Monheit prefers to work from the bones
Christian McBride (bass), Gregory Hutchinson (drums), of asong upward; stripping down atune like the Ellington/
and the incomparable Tom Harrell on trumpet. Slowly, sin- Strayhorn chestnut, "Something To Live For," to its barest
uously, with lots of rising, higher register peaks and quieter, building blocks before taking any interpretive liberties. It's
almost whispered valleys, Monheit massages the song's this approach that allows her to get away with asurprisingly
seemingly endless emotional possibilities to fashion a listenable version of that overexposed, too-pretty-to-live
"Rainbow" that, while not as surprising stylistically or as Bread single "If," which she and Dorn are also smart enough
weighty emotionally as Cassidy's (but then she, like
here to keep mercifully short.
Garland, was of another world), is possessed of both confiThe way this session was recorded adds immeasurably to
dence and wisdom. Her airy, at times almost breezy way Monheies simple creative method, the engineers resisting
with this icon of the American songbook, an approach that the urge to overly close-mike her voice or make her an
with most vocalists would spell sure diuste4 here works to unwieldy and dominating presence in the overall mix. That
gorgeous effect. This is surely the lushest "Rainbow" of said, this disc also unfailingly captures the warmth and
recent record.
nuances of her engaging, approachable instrument.
For comparison's sake — and to be yet another hip adIn music, being dubbed 'The Next" anything is always the
herent to the annoyingly deathless trend of "hidden kiss of death and Monheies career has already been shadowed
tracks" —Monheit and producer Joel Dorn dose this 11-cut by some overly enthusiastic comparisons. Yet, given the good
collection with asnippet of "Rainbow" done by Monheit taste and the don't-bite-off-too-much good sense that she
when she was achild.
shows here, I'm not the only one who'll be more than happy
The dreamy mood and simple, accessible charms so appar- to continue to dream with her.
-Robert Baird

I
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www.elusivedisc.com
One call, one click for all your audiophile LP's, CD's, &SACD's.
Best Products, Best Prices, Best Service...Guaranteed!

New Featured Vinyl Recordings!
Groove Note Records
GRVI008 ANTHONY WILSON/OUR GANG Composer-arranger-bandleader and
guitarist Anthony Wilson is one of the most
brilliant musicians working in the US jazz
scene today. Arecipient of the 1111Es Gil
Evans Fellowship Award, Wilson's rich, fluid
and easy going style, with it's seductive
references to Wes Montgomery and Kenny
Burrell, is much in evidence on Our Gang
Available on 180g LP 24K Gold CD 8SACD
GRV1009 BILL CUNILFFE/LIVE AT BERNIE'S Featured In Stereophile's May 2001 Analog
Corner! Bill Cunliffe ita leading West Coast
jazz pianist with several albums to his credit
His background includes stints in the Buddy
Rich Band and the Clayton-Hamilton Jazz
Orchestra He has recorded for several labels
including Concord Jazz, Naxos and Discovery
Cunliffe has also toured with Frank Sinatra
(twice) and recently with Natalie Cole.
Available on numbered limited edition,
Anuble 45rom D2D LP's (only 3500 to be
pressed). 24K Gold CD and SACD

Direct to Disc LP!

New CD Product Line!
Audiophoric Compact Discs
it

Blue York

klf«
ienpgme

Audiophone, Inc, anew sound-capture
technology company, has launched with the
introduction of its breakthrough M-Phoric
recording technology Audiophoric CDs are
recorded with no noise reduction, no
equalization, no overdubbing and no
compression of any kind, so you can hear
musical dynamics, tonal range and arich
palette of instrumental timbres with
startling purity and fidelity! Titles available
AUPCD0001 Harold Land Quartet/Promised
Land and AUPCD0003 Pamela York/Blue York
on both Aluminum and Gold CD's!

180 gram Audiophile LP's, visit our webstore for complete list!
GROOVE NOTE RECORDS -S29.99 eadV
GRV1001 Jacintha/Here's To Ben
GRV1002 Roy Gains/Got the 1-Bone Blues
GRV1003 Illinois Jacquet/Birthday Party
GRV1004 Kei Akagi/New Smiles Travelled...
GRV1005 Jay McShann/Wonderful World
GRV1006 Jacintha/Autumn Leaves
GRV1007 Luqman Hamza/With This Voice
All titles available on 180g Le Gold CD &SACO!

VIVANTE RECORDS S29.99 eachI
VPLP003 The Pohce/Outlandos D'Amour
VPIP005 Mayall &Clapton/Bluesbreakers
VPLP006 Suzanne Vega/Suzanne Vega
VPLP007Astrud Gilberto/Look lathe Rainbow

CLASSIC RECORDS -Pop &Rock •$26.99 each!
SD7201 Led Zeppelin/Led Zeppelin Ill
SD7208 Led Zeppelin/Led Zeppelin IV
SD7225 Led Zeppelin/Houses of the Holy
SD7203 David Crosby/If ICould Only...
CAS1666 Genesis/Live!
CAS6060 Genesis/Selling England By...

CLASSIC RECORDS -Classical -$26.99 each!
VICS1002 Tchaikovsky/Swan Lake
LSC1807 Strauss/Em n Heldenteben
15C21 13 Stravinsky/Petroushka
LSC2127 Strauss/Burlesque
LSC2857 Duke Ellington/Live At Tanglewood
Lots of 05rpm sets still available, contact us!

SIMPLY VINYL •$29.99 and Up!
SVLP0050 Eagles/Hell Freezes Over
SVLP0176 Dire Straits/Love Over Gold
SVLP0182 Dire Straits/Brothers In Arms
SVLP0295 Lenny Kravitz/Best Of
SVLP0311 Rosy Music/Avalon
SVLP0334 Janet Jackson/All For You

DECCA 8. EMI -Classical -$29.99 each!
ADEC6529 Holst/The Planets
ADEC2020Chabrier/Espana
ADEC2064 Smetana/Ma Valste Complete
ASD545 De Falla/Nights in the Gardens...
ASD6175 Wager/Gotterdammerung
ASD414 3.S. Bach/The Musical Offering

Labels also available: Alto, Analogue Productions, Blue Note, CBS Half Speed, Chesky, OCC, European Imports, M&K,
Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Premonition, Super Analog, Three Blind Mice and more! Don't see It, please contact us!

Audiophile CD's ex Gold CD's, visit our webstore for complete list!
JVC XRUYS -$25.99 each!
JVCXR-0208 Tony Bennett Bill Evans Album
JVCXR-0209 Andre Previn/VVest Side Story
JVCXR-0210 Kenny Burrell/Soul Call
JVCXR-0211 Lightnin' Hopkins/Gain' Away
JVCXR60173 Blue Mitchell/Blue's Moods
7VCXR60087 Art Pepper/Meets the Rythym...
JVCXR60245 Art Pepper/An Pepper +11

FIRST IMPRESSION GOLD &XRCD's 524.99 &Up!
FIMCD010 Patricia Barber/Cafe Blue (gold hdcd)
FIMCD027 Patricia Barber/Companion (xrcd2)
FIMCD12/14 Jazz at the Pawnshop (gold or xrcd)
FIMCD028 Jacintha/Autumn Leaves (xrcd2)
FIMCD020 Jacintha/Here's To Ben (xrcd2)
Large selection of new and used Mobile Fidelity Gold CD's
starting at lust $14.99! Hurry before they're gone!

CHESKY CO's -Jazz- $13.99 each!
3D199 Chuck Mangionie/Everything For You
7G151 Stereo Review Gold Test CD ($15.99)
7D201 Christy Baron/Steppin'
7D209 Singers and Songwriters
7D210 Sarah K./What Matters
JD214 Raul laurena/Tango Bar

AUDIOQUEST CD's -$12.99 each!
AQCD1052 Bluesquest Sampler ($8.99)
AOCD1053 Mighty Sam McClain/Soul Survivor
AQCD1054 Doug MacLeod/Whose Truth...
AOCD1055 Joe Beard/Dealin'
A0001056 Bruce Katz Band/Three Feet Off...
AOCD1057 Terry Evans/Mississippi Magic

Labels also available: AF! CBS Gold, Classic Gold,

Featured "Fully Loaded" SACD's!
Digital Music Products (dmp)
OMPSAI3 JOE BECK8A11 RYERSON/DJANGO -The
renowned guitarist Joe Beck together with
premier jazz flutist Ali Ryerson have teamed to
create aremarkably accessible new sound by
pairing alto flute and aunique new guitar
approach with sparse and compelling
arrangements that emphasize beauty and
melody!
DMPSA14 PILHOFER QUARTET/FULL CIRCLE• The
Modern Jazz Quartet with an edge! The Pilhofer
Quartet Herb Pilholer (piano), Gordy Johnson
(bass), Steve Yeager (vibes) and Michael Pilhofer
(drums) mix both original and traditional
compositions on this excellent jazz release

• e.

Other warning SACD's DMPSAIS Warren Bernhardt/So Real and DMPSA16
DMP Multichannel Reference All four new SACD's feature 6channel DSD
channel DSO and Stereo mixes included

4020 FRONTAGE RD.
A NDERSON, IN
46013

occ, owe Flu, Groove Nate MA, RR! Don't see it. please contact us!

Super Audio Compact Disc's, visit our webstore for complete list!
SONY SINGLE LAYER SACD's -Classical- $CALL!
SONSA89381 George Szell/Schuman No.1&3
SONSA89415 George Szell/Mahler Sym No. 10
SONSA89412 Dvorak/Symphony No. 7
SONSA64384 Rachmaninoff/Piano Con. Na. 3
SONSA89414 George Szell/Peer Gynt Suite

SONY SINGLE LAYER SACD's •Pop •SCALL
SONSA85245 Miles Davis/Jazz At The Plaza
SONSA85201 Miles Davis/'Round About...
SONSA63986 B,S&T/Blood Sweat &Tears
SONSA65135 Miles Davis/Live Evil
SONSA65138 Miles Davis/Black Beauty

DMP DUAL LAYER SACD's •$26.99 each!
DMPSA07 Joe Leonhart/Salamander Pie
DMPSA08 Flim &The BB's/Tricycle
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adopt and adapt what they
heard to their own purposes.
t
ea Mena i,bia lice
For musicologists and more
ENSEMBLE CLÉMENT JANEQUINI
seriously analytical listeners,
DOMINIQUE VISSE
these songs by some of the
greatest composers of the
time — Clemens non Papa,
Pierre Certon, Claudin de
Sermisy, Nicolas Gombert,
Tylman Susato, and the everpresent Anonymous — will
provide plenty of material for
scholarly investigation. For
the rest of us, the fun comes
simply from the listening —
besides its strictly musical/
academic virtues, this program
offers one of the more entertaining hours of early music
you'll find anywhere in the catalog. The
pleasure doesn't actually come from the
texts, which you won't understand
unless you're extremely fluent in
French or closely follow the translaENSEMBLE
tions, but from the rich textures and
CLÉMENT JANEQUIN
colorful sonorities, the lively, catchy
Les Plaisirs du Palais
rhythms of the happier songs, and the
Drinking Songs of the Renaissance
occasional
and very surprising outbursts
Chansons by Clemens non Papa, Pierre Certon,
of vocal sound effects.
Claudin de Sermisy, Nicolas Gombert, Tylman
Susato, others
The latter appear most notably in
Ensemble Clément Janequin; Dominique Visse, viol;
Gombert's "La chasse au lievre" (The
Eric Bellocq, lute, guitar
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901729 (CD). 2001. Nicolas
hunt of the hare), a7'/2-minute tour de
Bartholomée, prod., eng. DDD. Tr: 61:17
force that vividly describes ahunt, comPerformance
Sonics
plete with animal-sound imitations.
lthough this disc's subtitle is Odd vocal effects appear in adifferent
Drinking Songs of the Renaissance, and highly compelling way in Damthese very sophisticated if occa- beres bizarre "Secouez moy," in which
the song's subject demands, "Shake me,
sionally quite graphic vocal ensemble
works would be better described as sec- Iam all teary-eyed." Other highlights
include some fine examples of the most
ular songs of love, life, and (of course)
lust. But they certainly are not "tavern" melancholy of love songs —by Certon
songs —no one who's had afew too
(sung by solo voice with viol accompamany would be capable of singing these niment), Appenzeller, and Sermisy,
often complex pieces —and only afew among others —and the opening chanare actually about drinking. In fact, the son by Clemens, asensuous, sonorous
vocal ensemble Clement Janequin has a masterpiece ideally interpreted by these
"higher" purpose in their choice of five outstanding male voices.
repertoire, and even in the order in
Instrumental fans will certainly be
which the songs arc programmed: to ex- impressed by Eric Bellocq's dazzling solo
plore the differences, similarities, and performances on lute and guitar, which
points of significant overlap between appear in the middle of the program.
styles of French and Netherlandish sec- There's also plenty of variety in the performing configurations among the 21
ular music of the 16th century.
Most obviously, these points of selections, from acappella ensemble and
comparison are reflected in the more solo singing to viol and/or guitar and
elaborately polyphonic, sonorous lute accompaniments. The superior
Flemish works vs the more homo- engineering ensures that we don't miss
phonic, text-conscious French pieces. the inner detail of the vocal lines or the
But throughout Les Plaisirs du Palais, extraordinarily vibrant ensemble quality
these stylistic lines of demarcation are produced by the cumulative effects of
constantly being blurred by com- warm, reedy vocal timbres and absoluteposers whose originality led them
ly dead-on intonation.
outside any prescribed framework,
This outstanding recording captures
and who, through exposure to music the best of all aspects of early vocal
from other parts of Europe, tended to music. It's a deserving candidate for
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those ubiquitous best-of-the-year lists
and asure-fire hit for your home CD
library.
-David Vernier
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
A London Symphony (Symphony 2)
With: Butterworth: The Banks of Green Willow
Hickox/London Symphony Orchestra
Chandos CHAN 9902 (CD). 2001. Brian Couzens,
prod.; Ralph Couzens, Christopher Brooke, engs.
DDD. Tr: 67:39
Performance ****
Sonics *****

S

eldom has the world been given
such arevealing peek into the
creative workings of Ralph Vaughan Williams as in this recording of the
original, 1913 version of his second symphony, A London Symphony. One could
argue that seldom has the public wanted
one —Vaughan Williams is hardly an
enigmatic or even complicated musical
personality, particularly in this affectionate
musical portrait of pre-WWI London.
Or so it seemed until now. The composer cut some 20 minutes of music
from the piece between 1913 and 1920,
aperiod during which he had to reconstruct the symphony from parts after the
score had been lost. The differences are
at first abit elusive, partly because of
the kind of listening habits Vaughan
Williams tends to inspire. His symphonies flow over one so effortlessly,
never seeming to require the analytic
attention of, say, Alban Berg. Though
there's more to discover in subsequent
listenings to his works, it's hard to walk
away from Vaughan Williams' placid
nature studies feeling as though you've
missed anything important— his music
says what it means. However, as this
recording suggests, there was aperiod
when all was not so straightforward.
In the 1913 version of A London
Symphony there are more expansive valleys amid the peaks in the second movement, the third-movement scherzo has a
CHANDOS

WORI

PRI M IIRF RICOREN N6---

VAUGHAN

A LONDON

WILLIAMS

SYMPHONY

the original 1913 vrybion of Symphony No. 2

LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

RICHARD HICKOX

rather different, more inwardly personal
trio section, and the final movement has
amore thorough thematic workout leading up to the famous evocation of the Big
Ben chimes, sounded by the lower
strings of the harp.
The additions here of music later cut
might not seem as long if compared only
to the timings of the movements
from different performances. Conductor
Richard Hickox often takes daringly slow
tempos, the sort you'd associate with late
Mahler symphonies, especially in the second movement, and every track ends
with an extended period of silence to let
the music sink in.
Yet the cut passages tend to have a
sense of mystery otherwise missing in
Vaughan Williams, whether in this
symphony or elsewhere, and which
throws the more familiar sections into
adifferent light. Normally, A London
Symphony can seem like a series of
descriptive musical events.
Yet these programmatic
elements were ones
Williams made public
with some hesitation,
while also stating that the
piece was absolute music.
In his highly distinctive
interpretation, Hickox
comes down on the side
of absolute music. In
this expanded version,
the structure suggests a
greater sense of symphonic architecture; in
the later editions, one
senses the composer perhaps going overboard to
show his hand and be
understood, throwing the
more easily understood
aspects of the symphony
into higher relief by cutting that which was more
enigmatic.
In the conventional edition, for
example, the big, warm orchestral outburst that climaxes the second movement is preceded by arecurring figure
in tom-toms and jingle bells —perhaps
the most haunting passage of the entire
symphony — that's usually buried in the
orchestral texture. Hickox makes this
percussive moment much more prominent, no doubt because the gesture
returns in asection of the third movement that the composer subsequently
cut. Though not important to the overall scheme of things, it's like an otherworldly character from opera (think of
Erda in Wagner's Das Rheingog who,
once experienced, will always be missed.
114

Given Hickox's emphasis away from
descriptive events, his treatment of the
sprightly tunes that periodically appear in
the piece is less precious. For nonEnglish listeners who haven't shared
the composer's love of London, the symphony is infinitely more universal. The
scherzo, in particular, is agenuine scherzo
in Hickox's interpretation, with driving
rhythms and all, rather than abrisk stroll
through the hills of Hampstead Heath.
Recording producer Brian Couzens also
seems to have approached this project
with the spirit that the music is more
than it previously seemed: Exceptional
even by Chandos standards, the recording
seems to probe Vaughan Williams'
orchestral textures with more than the
usual depth.
These revelations, however, throw
much of the rest of Vaughan Williams'
output into aless than flattering perspective. Given how much more substantial

this work of his early maturity now
seems, Vaughan Williams now appears
to have consciously diminished himself
as the years went on. Early versions of
works by composers from Mozart to
Berlioz to Brahms to Mahler are full of
ideas and techniques that initially didn't
work. In hindsight, we know they only
filed these elements away for future use.
Vaughan Williams' later works, however,
are often so one-dimensional they might
as well be film music.
That's one reason the inclusion of
George Butterworth's The Banks of
Green Willow, which succeeds on little
more than folksy charm and attractive
orchestration, is an intriguing choice of
filler: Not only are Butterworth's musi-

cal descriptions rural while Vaughan
Williams' are urban, but the former represents acertain simplistic nationalism
transcended by the 1913 version of
Vaughan Williams' second symphony.
— David Patrick Swann

rock/pop
SHELBY BRYANT
Cloud-Wow Music
Smells Like SLR036 (CD). 2001. Shelby Bryant, prod.;
Shelby Bryant, Roy Beny, Stuart Sikes, engs. AAD?
TT: 45:46
Performance ***
Sonics **

T

wee pop chic is back in style.
Legions of cuddly popsters who
snarked their folks' Beatles, Beach
Boys, and Syd Barrett albums have now
come "of age" and, looking around at
the angst-drenched cultural
and musical landscapes, are
determined to get back to
Never-Never Land —just
as their parents wanted to
get back to the garden.
Memphis savant Shelby
Bryant fits this scenario
perfectly. He first unfurled
his songwriting smarts
during his tenure fronting
The Clears, whose lone,
eponymous 1997 album
was acritical fave. It was
obvious, even during that
group's all-too-brief existence, that the ultraprofident Bryant was bursting
with inspiration. Rightly
dubbed a "mathemagician" by his record label
(Smells Like is run by
,._
Sonic Youth drummer
Steve Shelley), Bryant exudes anon-ironic, self-conscious charm
on his solo debut. Influences arc easy
to note: ICinksy lazy-summer-afternoon
Victorian pop in the carefree "Hello So
Fine"; They Might Be Giants complexity
and lyrical whimsy in the sing-songy
"Flwcogen/Neverything" (Sensitive Lad
Alert: Bryant uses the word estrogen in his
rhyme scheme, and not necessarily just to
get laid); and swirly Flaming Lips—style
psychedelia with touches of Brian
Wilson (strings, glockenspiel) in "You're
aStar." Vocally, too, Bryant has asweet,
naïf singing style that at times resembles
Marc Bolan and early David Bowie.
Yet, as suggested by the above reference to twee pop, Bryanes not alone in
his retrodelic investigations. There's an
Stereophile, August 2001
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entire community of likeminded musicians down in
Athens, Georgia —bands with
colorful names like Elf Power,
Olivia Tremor Control,
Apples in Stereo, Of Montreal,
and Marshmallow Coast—
who reference all the aforementioned musical icons but
filter their material through a
decidedly indie-centric vision
in which quirky vocals, sometimes barely in tune, rule
alongside kitchen-sink approaches to instrumentation,
and the Portastudio aesthetic.
Home recording or budget-conscious studio efforts,
of course, can be troublesome, and Cloud-Wow Musk is
not without its sonic limitations. Percussion tends toward the cardboard end of
the spectrum; vocals could've
benefited from high-end
boost, particularly when
Bryant veers into his patented
childlike falsetto; some of the
more synth-pop, New Waveinflected numbers are undercut by the lack of dynamic
range. But clearly Bryant has
the kind of talent that agood
producer and funding could exploit.
(Perhaps an editor as well; someone
should have advised him that covering a
song by Texas schizophrenic popster
Daniel Johnston—here, the silly, annoying "Wedding" —only makes him look
like amusical codependent.)
Cloud-Wow Music is an impressive
debut full of tunes you can hum all day
long. As Bryant himself warbles in the
endearing piano ballad "Never Wrong,"
"A song can never go wrong /Because it
is set to music /Just like everything is."
The album has the kind of halting,
youthful energy you might expect to
encounter if you walk into your younger
brother's bedroom just as he nears the
apex of aparticularly vigorous musical
flourish and then, abruptly catching your
gaze in the mirror, turns crimson and
flubs the next segment while gamely
forging ahead. Go ahead, encourage the
pimply little geek; one day, he just might
surprise you.
-Fred Mills
SHAWN COLVIN
Whole New You
Columbia CK 69889 (CD). 2001. John Leventhal,
prod., eng.; Tom Schick, eng.; Matt Kane, Rick
Depoli, others, asst. engs. ADD? TT: 44:13
Performance *** i
t,
Sonics ****
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"Commitment," in tact,
could be this album's subtitle.
From its first lines, "I've
been thinking about you
and me," the listener enters
aworld of weighing, measuring, and just plain overthinking relationships. A
ubiquitous "you," used to
mean both her partner and
herself, is the object of this
endless pondering. And
although there's more thinking here than actual emoting — a longtime Colvin
trait—she does allow, in
"Bonefields," this outright
statement of affection: "And
all, and all, I guess that
there's so many things that /
we don't say and today you
think that Idon't even like /
you but don't you know you
are my world, my world."
And when it comes to the
other "you," je herself, she
stops in the title tune to
"shake your head and wonder when it's all too good to be
true" (Colvin's italics).
As in all Colvin records,
Whole new Shawn Colvin? Not exactly.
what powers Whole New
You's teeming mass of
iven their career choice to be oblique introspection and lifts it above
hair-trigger emotional barom- psychobabble are her incredible vocal
eters, extremes of happiness and melodic gifts. For some reason —
and sadness are tough on solo singer- overarching subtlety is my charitable
songwriters and their listeners. Too guess —Shawn Colvin discs do not
much sadness (John Gorka comes to make ahuge first impression on me. A
mind) and the music is simply too couple listens into A Few Small Repairs
grim and grinding to be apleasurable and Iwas ready to pronounce it aflop.
listening experience. Too much happi- That's why the old phrase "but after
repeated hearings..." pops up so
ness (Jackson Browne's 1980s albums)
and the edges dull, the insights grow often in reviews. After, say, 10 times
flabby, and the melodies get, well, too through aColvin record, Isuddenly
"get it" in abig way. Whole New You
damned happy.
Much good has happened in Shawn was no exception.
The intrepid Jon Leventhal is back
Colvin's life since her last non-holiday
album, 1996's A Few Small Repairs, start- as Colvin's co-collaborator. The pair
ing with motherhood. While being a prove yet again that there is much
mom may have slowed the completion good in their creative partnership, in
of Whole New lint (Colvin was never that such tunes as the mid-tempo "Bound
prolific anyway), it has thankfully not to You," the tender ballad "I'll Say
I'm Sorry Now," and, especially,
spawned any glorious tunes about "little
wonders," "baby makes three," or any of "Anywhere You Go," the one song
here that rises to the level of Colvin's
the other tired joyisms that often bubble
previous best work. And while Whole
out of new-parent songwriters.
That doesn't mean that starting afam- New You may not be the most
ily hasn't affected Colvin. But instead of focused and melodically rewarding
bouncing baby on her songwriting knee, statement of her career, it proves yet
she focuses on the parents, plowing her again that, even when happy —
most familiar lyrical field—the emotional maybe too happy — Shawn Colvin
labyrinth that boy/girl relationships often remains near the cream of the everburgeoning singer-songwriting crop.
become —this time in sunnier, more
— Robert Baird
committed fashion.
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was made, crashes and thunders
and lashes the
31-year-old
di
Battista onward.
Pianist
Jacky
Terrasson is also a
bold, loose accompanist. The
only moderating
influence here, on
three tracks, is the
terse trumpet of
Flavio Bohm.
This album is
all about tone and
Stefano di Battista, asaxophonist of screaming ecstasies.
intensity, and the
sonic quality provided by engineer
Philippe Gaillot is inseparable from its
success. Gaillot recorded it in Brussels,
and puts us right in the front row, where
there's no escape from di Battista's ItalianSTEFANO DI BATTISTA
French vehemence.
-Thomas Conrad
Stefano di Battista

Jazz

Stefano di Battista, alto 8soprano sax; Flavio Bokm,
trumpet; Jacky Terrasson, piano; Rosario
Bonaccorso, bass; Elvin Jones, drums
Blue Note 528417 2(CD). 2000. Yves Chamberland,
prod.; Philippe Gaillot, eng. DDD? U: 63:03
Performance ****
Sonics ****

N

owadays, new gunslingers in
jazz are as likely to come from
Helsinki or Teheran or Budapest
as Brooklyn. Stefano di Battista was born
in Rome and is now based in Paris, and,
with his dramatic entrance after Elvin
Jones' drum roll on "Elvin's Song," we
instantly know there is anew fast gun on
the street. Di Battista's soprano sax sound
is abrilliant, ferocious, transfixing cry that
could wake the dead.
"Johnny's Time," obviously atribute
to Johnny Hodges, is taken on alto sax.
Di Battista gives us his version of
Hodges' sweet, plush tone, but quickly
hardens that sound, annealing it like
steel. In fact, hardness is the first thing
you notice about di Battista. He plays
his two reed instruments with the maniacal wail of the hairiest avant-garde
players, but he's not an out cat. His
ideas, in his compositions and his
improvisations, possess simple melodic
clarity and graceful symmetry. The
meltdown of ideas into abstraction is
what leads free-jazz players over the
edge. But di Battista is purely possessed
by his need to communicate, and that
passion alone carries him to screaming
ecstasies — even within innocent ballads
like "Your Romance" (which sounds a
little like "When IFall in Love").
Given di Battista's ultra-extraverted
aesthetic, he has joined forces with the
perfect drummer. The unrelenting Elvin
Jones, almost 73 when this recording
Stereophile, August 2001

prowess he demonstrated on 1995's
MMTC (MusicMasters 01612-65132).
Some listeners will find New Colors
hard to bear; others will be glad to
have Hubbard back again, even under
these less-than-ideal yet often rewarding circumstances.
The setup is awinner: Hubbard in
the company of a driving, smartly
orchestrated octet led by trumpeterarranger-producer David Weiss, who
helped out on MMTC and let Hubbard
loose on flugelhorn. The classics include
"Red Clay," with a dazzling, moody
band intro and asassy Hubbard solo;
"One of Another Kind," in which
Hubbard is particularly dynamic and
the octet really swings; and the backbeaten "Osie Mae." Other, less familiar
numbers are the dandy bossa of
"Dizzy's Connotations" and the "High
Heel Sneakers"-like "Blues for Miles."
The New Jazz Composers Octet
boasts some strong improvisers. SaxoFREDDIE HUBBARD &
phonist Craig Handy delivers several
THE NEW JAZZ
tenor solos bursting with energy, his
COMPOSERS OCTET
rollicking lines threatening to spin out of
control but never doing so. His soprano
New Colors
work on "Blue Spirits" goes from high,
Freddie Hubbard, flugelhom; Myron Walden, Ted
impassioned cries to whizzing-by ascents
Nash, Kenny Garrett, alto sax; Craig Handy, Jason
and descents. Under-recognized pianist
Jackson, tenor sax; Chris Karlic, baritone sax; David
Weiss, trumpet; Luis Bonilla, Steve Davis, tromXavier Davis always picks choice notes,
bone; Xavier Davis, piano; Dwayne Bumo, bass;
packing them into chiming chords,
Joe Chambers, Idris Muhammad, drums
Hip Bop HIB-CD 8026 (CD). 2000. David Weiss,
melodic sprints, and more. Dwayne
prod.; Joe Marciano, John Rosenberg, engs.; Fred
Burno's
humungous bass tone shines on
Kavorkian, mastering. DDD. TT: 59:41
Performance ***'/2
"Osie Mae." The guests —altoist Kenny
Sonics ****
Garrett mixing tart and sweet notes on
"Miles," tenor man Javon Jackson soundip problems— the bane of any brass
player, but especially of atrumpeter
ing more personal than ever on "Dizzy's
—have become the lot of trumConnotations" —add more spark.
pet/flugelhom great Freddie Hubbard.
The soundstage is spacious, the instruments image accurately, and there's
For almost adecade, the post-hard-bop
master has been battling an upper-lip sore
good balance between the higherfrequency horns and the low-end throb
that has often prevented him from playof bass, bari sax, and trombone. Despite
ing. He's better now, and has released his
first new recording in five years.
all the energy in the performances, the
sound is not aggressive, and the crisp
New Colors is both uplifting and
poignant. Emotions flip-flop; there is a details pop out easily to the listener's
—Zan Stewart
tendency to cheerlead. Hubbard's tone is virtual fifth-row seat.
sometimes wavering and weak but is
mostly firm and emphatic, and he offers
FREDDIE
generally enticing phrases. He someHUBBARD
times misses, as when he fumbles aturn
NEW COLORS
at the bottom of aline on the somber

L

"Blue Spirits." But in the very next
phrase he hits acrisp upward run and
then nails abold high note or asliding
smear. You want percentages? He makes
it about 85% of the time —and the ideas
are trademark Hubbard: melodically
grabbing, harmonically savvy, and rhythmically on the money. That part of his
art hasn't gone anywhere.
Still, Hubbard is along way off his
1960s-80s peak, and even from the
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N

o matter how exotic your audio system may be, its
success will depend on your room's ability to allow

the re-creation of the original acoustical space.
Echo Busters will help you realize the full potential of your
system with our complete line of treatment packages.
Pictured below
5Echo Buster panels
4Corner Busters
$639. enough tor most average rooms

Pictured above
4Bass Busters
$215 each

,

1have tried many accessories that Ican't imagine being without, but the Echo Busters
are more indispensable than any of them.'
— Dr. Kelly Tang
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DH LABS, INC.

Call 1(888) ECHO BUST (1-888-324-6287) or (631) 242-6100
940-D Grand Blvd., Deer Park, NY 11729
Fax (631) 242-7717
E-mail: infoOechobusters.com
vAwiechobusters.com

The industry leader in quality and value since 1992!

(561) 745-6406

www.silversonic.com

Raintinge Glow Adjuster
Challenge some of our customers not to use "Raintinge
Glow Adjuster" and no was their answer. No is probably their "final answer."
Raintinge Audio is proud to introduce "Raintinge Glow
Adjuster" for CD and DVD. It is used to disperse an
extreme exacting pattern of colors onto the CD so that
the monochrome data of the CD behave as if it were
color coded. Our customers had fun using our patent
pending invention, leaving deep thinking skeptics to
ponder on the silver Iand silver 0of digital.

Because Vacuum Tubes Are In Your Future

Our product will fix all DVDs with strange jerking
motions. Our product will also restore all bright and
harsh CDs to their natural balance.
In the U.S. only, order by sending acheck or money
order made payable to Raintinge Audio in the amount
of $29.99 to:
Raintinge Audio

1835 Newport Blvd, A109

Audio Electronic Supply
A DIVISION OF CARY AUDIO DESIGN

111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511

919/460-6461
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PMB 402
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-5007
We will extend the return policy to 45 days. Some of our
customers were shocked by the first minute into the review.
You may be surprised that our product is comparable to the
best digital and many analog turntables.
Offer lasts through Feb. 2002. First come, first served.
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li you don tknow that Dick Heckstall-Smith has recorded anew

Accuphase, Airtight, Audio Aero, Bryston, Cabosse,

album with John Mayan. Peter Green. Jack Bruce, Pete Brown,

Ear, Electrocompaniet, Ensemble, Kharma, Merlin,

then you don't know Dick!

Mick Taylor. Clem Glempson and Paul Jones,

Richard Gray, Rix Ras, RPG, Viva, Wavoc,

The loyncey saxophone per

Wilson 8enesch, Zoethecus

De HeckstallSrtuth has been making
Components

te.eh &alleles and entertains
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present
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wanted to make and y
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(800) 947-1,1
4
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110110,1M dealer tor the hnest audio & video brands .

MEGA POWERFLUX $680
MEGA POWERPOINT $980

Drea , ..son
Adcom
Athena

MOB

Ateo Contre

Fanfare
Fa ro

Paraseed

Ateo PO. e.

Focus Enhancements

Augotitiest

sotsu

Pernetuai Tech
Preto

Bap End

Goetz

PS Aude

Amen

Raga

All
Atlantic Tecnnoiogy

Discover the missing links in
your music system

Balanced Anne
Bello
Brett Stat

B., olor
car

Aewic, At
www.aaudio.tom

ro.

(949) 362-6080

36 Mollorn Dr., Aliso Viejo, CA 91656

www.bluestorm music coot

HIFIFARM
20 Years of the Finest Advice

800-752-4018
20 Years of Audiophile Showrooms
Aloia
B&K
Cardas
DCS
Dunlavy
Genesis
Magnum
Dynalab
VAC

Audiomeca
Bedini
Copulare
DH Labs
Ecosse
Halcro
Oracle
Quad
Verity

Audio Tekne
Bright Star
Creek
Dodson
Eggleston
Joule Electra
Piega
Spendor
VPI

& Many More Authorized Product Lines
Phone (540)721-4434
1650 Scruggs Rd
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Fax (540)721-1313
Wirtz, VA 24184

Meridian
MIT

DVDO

Dynnuo.0
Enos

Auno

flornost Flan,

Haller
riarean Kecor
Harmon.0 Ter,
Jamo

Celeste',
Cinere0

Johns
JVC Prolessenai

Devout»

NEF

Creek

Netter Kahle
C

3,7

o.
Saa,raxier Dees

Sher
Sony
Straight ,
.ile
ThorenS
TiCe
TO5 min
/ILO

local 310.517.1700
lax 310.517.1732
www relerence-ay.com
Own* year!
e-mail: ray 9reference•ay.com
2861 W. 234th St.. Dept. SP. Torrance CA 90505

Get true high fidelity
equipment online at our virtual
store now in its 7th year

(....FlIFIFARM.COM
Lots of Info 8,, Easy Online Ordering
All Authorized Products Included

Speakers
Amplifiers
PreAmplifiers
CD Players
CD Transports
DIA Processors
Receivers/Tuners
Video Projectors
Video Screens
Audio Racks
Cables, Tweaks,
& Accessories of
Every Kind
All at the Click of A Mouse
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Where

US dealers interested in selling Stereophik
should call (800) 446-3563; outside the US,
call (802) 388-1280. Or fax (802) 388-1290.

to

New London
Roberts Audio Video
(860) 442-5314
Ridgefield
Lights Camera Action
(203) 438-7000
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575

ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Hi -Fi
(480) 921-9961
Tucson
E Wilson Audio ltd.
(520) 745-0441
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio and Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 558-1000
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 486-1044
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd.
(626) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(831) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(650) 128-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(626) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8. Video
(760) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
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Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Advanced Audio
(305) 687-3338
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Scotts Valley
Home Theater Connection
(831) 438-5112
South San Francisco
Laser City
(415) 241-9664
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi -Fi Center
(310) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 781-4700
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
Yorba Linda
Laser D Entertainment/R.I.
(714) 693-2882
COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500
Listen Up
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Listen Up
(303) 778-1729
Moondance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127

Overture LL(
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Naples
House of Fidelity
(941) 262-0103
Saint Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(727) 521-3011
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Laser Video limited
(770) 640-1399
Lilburn
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Roswell
Ay Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
ILLINOIS
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Chicago Heights
Music In Motion
(708) 754-3770
Crestwood
Music In Motion
(708) 396-2000
Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Hoffman Estates
Simply Stereo of Hoffman
Estates
(847) 882-2885
Morton Grove
ABT Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Woodridge
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298

Buy

Stereophile

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Synergistic Sounds
(317) 726-0243
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(765) 449-4211
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Coralville
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
KANSAS
Pairie Village
Smarter Technologies
(913) 262-5250
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(225) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
Wilson Audio
(504) 888-8851
MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Bethesda
IS Audio
(301) 656-7020
Columbia
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 381-2100
Gaithersburg
News Express
(301) 926-9614
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Stereo 8. Video
(781) 648-8111
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400

MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
West Bloomfield
Ensemble
(248) 668-1400
Superior Sight 8Sound
(248) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi -Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi -Fi
(406) 761-8683
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Sound Environment (The)
(402) 423-0363
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Premier Home Entertainment
(702) 877-0222
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
NEW JERSEY
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Medford
Avalon Audio Video
(609) 654-7752
Mercerville
Home Theater Experience
(609) 587-5555
Phillipsburg
Audio Video Synergy
(908) 213-0001
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(973) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(973) 239-1799
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626

Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
JSG Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Audio House. LLC
(718) 745-2834
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi-Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 535-5710
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound By Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 598-0618
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Vestal
Audio Classics
(607) 766-3501
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Absolute Audio
(704) 333-2424
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
OHIO
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Cleveland
Bank News
(216) 281-8777
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330

Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188

Mayfield Heights
Hofftan's Audio Video
(440) 461-3707

Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509

Toledo
Jamieson's Stereo
(419) 882-2571
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Music Systems & Home Theatre.

/MERIDIAN
New on display!
DSP-8000 Reference Speaker Sysytem
Meridian 568 Surround
Processor
508.24 CD Player in stock
special purchase!
On display!
Meridian Digital Theatre
System featuring New 861
Reference Processor and
New 800 Reference DVD/CD
New
DSP-6000's, 24/96
DSP-5500's 24/96
DSP-5500HC 24/96

8000
The New

Amplifier .froin Blue Circle

lar-11 rt>7

Levirison*
1.00114..0.0

018011/110«if1

PI
•
S"

New on display!
N°383 Integrated Amplifier
N°360S Digital Processor
N°39 CD Processor/Transport
N°380S Remote Control Preamplifier
N°32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifier
N°33 Reference Monoaural Amplifiers
N'336, 335, 334 Dual Monoaural Amplifier

JEFF ROVVLAND

Sonus faber
WZMIREIVIC

Blue Circle Audio Inc.
Pli: 519-469-3215
RR 2Innerkip. Ontario
fax: 519-469-3782
CANADA NW I
Mt)
email: beirclea Nuecircle.com
for more information about our complete line of products
WNW.

On Display:

blueeirele.com

BL ut CIRCLE
SmellonAtimr0.nm,

Amati Homage

REVEL 11-IIEL

,
DYNAUDIO
Subwoofers

www.jsauiio.com

Mark Levinson* Meridian •
Meridian Reference •Monster Cable
Magnum Dynalab •Niles •Powerwedge
Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plasma •REL
REVEL •Sonus Faber •SME •Sony XBR'
Sony DVD •Sony Multiscan Projectors
Sony Plasma Monitors
Stewart Filmscreens •Thiel •Target •VP!
One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

Js
AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020
Visa

126

fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@isaudio.com
Mastercard
American Express

,d00001

LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price

ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate 972 960 2911
Champlain Valley Spkrs. 505 296 8795
Echo Audio
503 223 2292

L A T INTERNATIONAL, INC.

House of Stereo
Sound Asylum
Sound Waves
The Tweak Shop

317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LA T International Enterprises, Inc.
Visit us at: www.latinternational.com

904
310
408
707

642
306
479
575

6677
2262
1733
8626

e-maillatinternational@erols.corn
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Audio
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA -Franchised dealer for Nains Audio, Spendor,
Roksan, Rep, Mistral, Meadowlark, Roark, Koetsu,
JPW, Creek, Epos, Sound Organisation, Gddring, and
more. Always lots of used gear. Established way back in
1979! (805) 658-8311, 111171,111bill ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
ATTENTION SPENDOR AND QUAI) OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales, service, and upgrades
Oavailable. The authorized service agent for New
Chapter Audio, www.chapteraudio.com. QS&D
Audio Furniture information and sales. Contact Mike or
Rand» Q.S&D, (540)372-3711, MX(540)372-3713, e-mail
asandd@aolcom.
unineasatUld.com.
YOU'VE WAITED, now here's your reward: The
MAP Series from Musc. Modular design. Obsolescence? Thing of the past. Flexibility brings capabilities to state of the art audio and video that have never
before been achieved. Welcome to the future.
uninitHelloSimplyMusiccom/MAP, phone (805) 527-9739.
WE ALWAYS l'AY BETTER! I
)isn't Id go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Sup= Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686Jax (310) 826-8577, Sonde
AUDIO ART, EST 1976 -Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Pice/frvc (804) 358-5300, e-mail AudioArtUSA@aoltom.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec. Aesthetisc. Air Tight, Anthem,
ASC, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder, Bumsester, Cary,
Chang, Clearatidio, Conradjolusson, EAR., Electrocompaniet, Graaf, Grado, Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma,
Loewe FIDTV, Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh, Musc,
Nagra, Pathos. PS Audio, Rep, Shunyata Research,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem,
Transfiguration. XL0, YBA, Zocthecus, and more.
Call Jobs: Barnes at (303) 691-3407, fax (303) 922-0522,
2341 W Yale Ave, Englewood. CO ¡OHO.
GREATEST FM ANTENNA -Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Sunwshilc-reco lllll sendcd (April 2001) vertical
dipole antenna. Built to outperform and outlast all others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-8637, OAT locale
ingrain. (716) 683-5451, fax (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at iviiivAiihrtrorn.
The Fanfare FM tuner is stare-of-the-art.., soon to
include AM.
CORNER AUDIO: Quicksilver, BEL, Audio Physic,
EAD, Immedia, Vibrapods, Lyra, Wireworld, Klyne,
Power Snakes, Acoustic Energy, Richard Gray, YBA,
Needle Nectar, Herron Audio, Analysis Plus, MYA,
Arcam, Edge Electronics, Aurios. Used and demos
available. Trade-ins welcome. More info at uninewnier
audio.com or (503) 643-7512.
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St. Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Alón,
Argent. Art Audio, Atlantis, Audion, Audio Note,
Audio Refinement, Basis, 131)12.. Benz-Micro, Cary,
Chang, Clcaraudio, Echo Busters. Gocrtz, Graham,
Harmonic Technology, JM Reynaud, Loth X, Magnons
Dynalab, Marchand, Oracle, QS&D, Reference 3A,
Silverlinc, Soliloquy, Stax, Thor, Transfiguration,
Wavac, Wavelength, YBA, and more! (510) 732-1204,
uninitscsoundgallety.ann.
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MUSICAL CONCEPTS - respected for quality
modifications. "Making the best better since 1979."
Products modified this year include ARC, Boulder,
Levinson, Krell, vintage McIntosh and Maratoz,
Spectral, Rowland, Counterpoint, Rotcl, VAC,
Magnum Dynalab, and many mote. We have specialized 'lux's for Hailer, I
)yria, Adcom, B&K, Pioneer CI),
and others. New. great-sounding DVD players! Musical
Cowen, 49Jason G ,1111, St. Charles, MO 63304, (636) 4470040, latest newsletter at www.inusicalconcepts.com.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free
delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Nakamichi, KEF,
Parasound, Salamander. more. Reid Brothers, 591 King St,
Chadisunt, SC 29403. (843)723-7274 ireeradbrothenunn.
McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve
McCormack (the original designer), these outstanding
upgrades are available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and
ALI) preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760) 732-0352 or ser uninv.SMcAudio.com
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
111t111111111111111111111111111111111111t111
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We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
FREE PORNO MOVIES can make you smile. So can
these: Alón, AMC, Anthem. Antique Sound Lab,
Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Audio Research,
Benz, CAL, Cambridge, Creek, Hovland, J.A. Michell,
Manley, Music Hall, Noniost, ProAc. PS Audio, SME,
Soliloquy, QuickSilver, Wavac, Wireworld, more!
Arizona Hi-R, (480) 921-9%1, uninutubeaudio.com.
PREMIER TUBE ANI) ANALOG: Déjà Vu Audio
Ltd. Akin, Audio Note, Benz-Micro, Cary, EA.R, Fi,
Hovland, Koetsu, Myryad, Nains, Roksan, Rega,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Transfiguration, XL°, and much
more. Custom home theater and HDTV. Trade-ins
available and accepted. Washington. DC's leading
source. (703) 734-9391, uninedtjainiaudioxom.

RATES:
Private,
$1.60
per
word;
Commercial, $5.10 per word, $205 minimum
on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as
one or more characters with aspace, dash, or
slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order, by check
or credit card: MasterCard or Visa. MAIL
TO: Stereophile Classified Ad Department,
Stephen Mejias, emap usa, 110 Fifth Avenue,
5th Floor, New York, NY 10011. FAX: (212)
886-2809. ONLINE: classifieds@stereo
phile.com. DEADLINE: Ads arc due on the
first working day of the month, two months in
advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to
run in the October 2001 Stereophile, you must
submit it by August 1, 2001. Please Note:
Phoned-in ads are not accepted. Please plan on
faxing or mailing in your ads on the form provided at the end of the section. No refunds.

Mart

COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES. 24/96-192 upgrade for DA-10. Sounds better than UltraAnalog!
Shipping now! Zero-feedback 6SN7 triode upgrades
for SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760)
945-0356. See unvivaltavistaaudio.com.
MICHAEL ELLIOI tS NEW ARIA AMPLIFIERS.
Experience the whole tone of your music. 22 years of
experience bring you 100W stereo and 350W mono
amps of exceptional sound quality. These are listener's
amplifiers built to last, with lifetime warranties. Sold
directly, no dealer markup! Call Mike at (760) 945-0356
or visit unvivariaaudio.corn.
ANALOG AT ITS BEST! Amazon, EuroLah, Orca
turntables. Golden Gate, March tonearms. Allacrts,
Benz, Iknon cartridges. PhonoMax in stock! EarMaxcs! New: Arabeske loudspeakers from Germany;
most musical widerange speaker to appear in decades!
Audio Advancements LLC (973) 875-8705, audadv@earth
link.net, unineaudioadvantonentsxom.
LEVINSON No.331 amp, excellent, $2850; Wadia 23
CD, $1250 plus freight. limn, (973) 697-6975(0).
SOTA TURNTABLE availability includes new and
refurbished turntables. trade-in options, upgrades,
modifications, parts, and accessories. Toncarm and cartridge setups. Call SOTA Saks &Service, (708) 246-9815,
fra (708) 246-9778, e-mail unatunitables@kwom.wm or visit
www.sotaturntahles.com.
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans B&B, audition at your leisure! Showcasing Millennium series. Travel reimbursement with
purchase. Also Anna-Sphere. Thor. Wolcott, Inner
Sound amps, JoLitLi, Walker Audio, Magnan, Furutech,
Shunyata Research, Analysis Plus, Warner Imaging.
Private auditions. AudioKinesis, (504) 866-1730,
www.audiokinesis.rorn.
ARE YOU A CELLO OWNER? Viola Audio Labs
announces the availability of newly designed electronic
enhancers, which tests show significantly improve the
performance of Audio Suite modules P100, P200, P201,
P301, and all Audio Palettes. For more information,
contact Viola at (203) 772-0435, fax (203) 772-0569, or
e-mail infieviolalahs.corn.
PROAC RESPONSE 3.8 loudspeakers, cherry,
Stereophde Class A (April 2001), brand-new, perfect,
($7200) $5900 or best offer. (517) 699-4909.
DEALS ON NEW FULLY WARRANTIEI)
DEMOS: Analogs! Digitals! Tuners! Amplifiers!
Cables! Speakers! Wadia, dCS, Oracle, VPI, Nottingham. Metronome, Arcarn, Pass, Rowland, Bryston,
Classe, Gamut, Krell, Meridian. Bd Canto, Legend,
YBA, Nordost, Cardas, Dynaudio, JMIab, Gcrshman,
Audio Physic, Totem, I3&W, Dunlavy, ProAc ... plus
100 more! (888) 427-8124, bestolihnl@aotcorn.
THE MAP FROM MUSE: Could it be apreamp? It
could. HT Processor? I)-A? A-I)? It could. Could it be
all of these and more? It could. Only you decide what it
can be in your system. Introducing the end of audio obsolescence, and the key to your audio and video future.
unviehrelloSimplyMusiecom/MAE phone (805) 527-9739.
JADIS JA-500 MONOBLOCKS, $11,900/pair, jadis
JPS2 line stage, $5900; Brentworth Type IV speakers.
$8900/pair; Parasound HCA-1500A monoblocks.
$890/pair, Velodync F-1500 subs, $1790/pair, Tice
PowerBlock and Titan II, $790/pair, Siltech 4-80S
interconnects, 6m pair, $2650; FTM-35, 3m pair,
$1050; FTM-45G, lm pair, $790; Siltech LS4-240
speaker cables, 2m pair, $2250. (727) 842-3755.
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RUN, DON'T WALK... to our Clearance Sale! Sale!
Sale! Sale! Sale! Deals on select new and demo: MIT
750, 330, Z Series! Conrad-Johnson! Classé Audio!
Aerial Tens, Sevens, SR3! Meridian 561, 568, 588!
Bryston amplifiers! Classé CA151, $1489. P513 Stratus
Silver-I, $1195. Audio Associates, (601) 898-3727 or Itfli
adocurtagernm.corn.
THIEL 5i SPEAKERS, black, f6800 OBO. 011ie, (818)
785-7%4.
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 2, very low hours, mint
condition, original owner, $4600; Audio Research
DAC 3Mk.11, veil,low hours, mint condition, original
owner, $1600; Thiel CS3.6, black, original owner,
$1750; Day-Sequerra Studio tuner, looks like Reference, very low hours, mint, $1800; Immedia RPM2 turntable with RPM toneann, Grado cartridge
included, very low hours, $3850. Have original boxes
and manuals. Tim, (419) 244-1955.

The RACKIT'" System
Modular, stackable oak furniture
for your home, office and studio
holds all aiv formats, equipment
and more
Free mail order brochure
t
plca.se mention Nerroph Ile)

REMEMBER AUDIO MAGAZINE? Remember
Audio's annual "Diisc ury"? Who published most of
Cordesman's writing? What magazine first measured
phase response (1973)? Who did mass cassette tests. 60
strong? Read what Audio's longtime editor is doing
now. wroutaudiophilevoice.corn.

EXPRESSIMO AUDIO —Innovators of the hottest
Regs ami mods and deals on the planet! Expressimo
Incognito Regs cables, S150! Installed, $200! With The
Heavy Weight, $250! VTA, $275! Grados —more!!!
How sweet it is to have the best for leff. For insane
prices: tinoweressimoaudio.com, salefOœmet. Review:
www.mt-audio.rom/eressories/hernriNight_e.html

Wanted
TUBE HI-F1, commercial tube and horn speakers,
some current "high-end" Altec, JBL Jensen. Western
Electric, McIntosh. Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
Eico, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (850) 314°321, fax (850)314-0284, e-mail SonnySound@aolcom.
CASH PAID FOR USE1) AUDIO/V[1)EO equipment. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, ICimber Kahle, Lexicon, Marantz, Monitor
Audio, Panasonic, Paradigm, Paradigm Reference. Phase
Technology, Sherboume, SunFire, Toshiba. SWIM Wading
Outlri (Since 1984), 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA
19046. Call (215) 886-1650, elX (215) 886-2171. 1444eite
cataloes uninattsKann.
tsio@utorom.

AVANTGARDE TRIOS, original owner, new condition. Priced kir immediate sale. (973)746-2794.

WARNING !!!

1)0 THE CHANGES of the digital world make you
nervous? Put your fears to rest and greet the MAP by
Muse. It is the one new audio/video product designed
to grow, adapt, and progress. I)igital standard for today
and tomorrow. www.HelloSimplyMusicrom/ MAP, phone
(805) 527-9739.

Per Madsen Design
800) 821-4883 •PO Box 882464
San Francisco CA 94188
www.rackium.com

Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check.
or who offer alarge discount on the same hams.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial, $5.10 per word; 8205 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax nundiers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC: or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile Classified Ad
Ikpartment, Stephen Mcjias, map usa, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011. or FAX (212)
886-2809. or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@steirophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card
only.) DEADLINE: Acts are duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the October 2001 Sterrophife.
you lutist submit it with payment by August 1, 2001. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear
in the next available issue. No refinada. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.
U Enclosed is payment in the amount of f
for
U Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to .Stereophile.

words.

U Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard
My card #is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:

introducing

LP 8e LD STORAGE

Category heading:

U General

0 CDs/LPs/Tapes

J Wanted

J Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

Upholding the valued quality
and design integrity of our
STORAdiscline of fine furniture,
we now offer custom shelving
for your LPs and LDs.
The shelves are strategically
angled to easily view acollection
for daily access or permanent
archival use. Multiple shelves in
various dimensions are available.
Name

800.848.9811

www.storadisc.com

davidson-whitehall

290 NI LK Jr Dr . SE A5, Atlanta GA
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o
Advertiser
Advertente ',unshed In .Surrophile
e accepted on the menu,: that the
men-hamlet. :Intl seem,O, as offered
are accurately decreased, and are
available ro tietornm at the aunttisai pace. &kernsmg that does nor
axiom to these stutilards. or dut e
deorpave or nusleadunt tu never
knowite acceixed. If you encounter notwompliance suth these standards, please rente to John B.
Goorlay, me ma. inc., 110 Elfth
A•enue. 5th Floor, New York,
NY 10011.

Acoustic Sounds
AIX Records
Alpha-Core
Ambrosia Audio
Analysis Plus
Artistic Audio
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio Electronic Supply
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Systems
AudioPrism
Audio-Video Logic
Audio Video Salon
AudioWaves
Avantgarde
Ayre Acoustics
B8W Loudspeakers

82, 86
47
37
129
52
122
56, 97
118
121
116
92
28
97
125
110
107
58-59
38
25

CHU RIK TICKETS

Index

Billy Bags
Blue Circle Audio
Blue Storm Music
Boltz USA
Bryston
Cable Company
Canton Electronics
Cardas Audio
Cary Audio
Chord Electronics
Coincident Loudspeakers
Custom House
David Lewis Audio
Davidson-Whitehall
Delve Audio
DI-I Labs
Echo Busters
Elusive Disc
Energy Loudspeakers
Galen Carol Audio
Gold Sky
Goodwin's High End
Harmonic Technology
HeadRoom
Hi -Fi Farm
Immedia
InnerSound
1C Audio
Joseph Audio
1PS Labs
1S Audio
1VC Disc of America
Kimber Kable
Krell
LAT International
Magnum Dynalab

BuitinllimillvE 1m NJ

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

125
126
122
76
22
78
12
40
131
26
120
120
116
128
129
121
121
84, 112
30
129
40
102
46
104
122
110
48
125
48
13
126
106
33
2
126
54

Mirage
Morishita
Music Direct
Musical Surroundings
Nagra
Needle Doctor
Nirvana Audio
Nordost
Paradigm
Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design
Philips
ProMusica
PS Audio
Quad
Raintinge Audio
Red Rose Music
Reference 3A
Rogue Audio
Reference Audio Video
Rotel
Sanibel Sound
Sennheiser
Simaudio
Sound by Singer
Sound City
Soundex
Tact Audio
Talon Audio
Thiel Loudspeakers
Totem Acoustic
Toys From the Attic
Upscale Audio
Vandersteen Audio
Wadia Digital
WBT-USA

8

120
98

88

120
66-67
38
34
6
54
128
14-15
129
13
20
121
60
124
36
122
11
118
132
65
108-109
62
96
52
42
16
34
124
94
36
19
29

Profflurica

AUDIO /PiCIFILI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Area re

Naim Audio

Rego

Acoustic Energy

Meadowlark

Simaucho

Reverdynarnic

Nakamichi

Sound Org.

Cambridge

Paradigm

Sumiko

Carver

ProAc

Suntire

Creek

Premier

Theta

Dunlavy

Quadraspire

Tributaries

Dynaudro

Rote'

VAC

Grado
McCormack

I- ai

LA's Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist
ACOUSTIC ENERGY •AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •ARICI
•ATLANTIS •BASIS •B8K •BENZ MICRO •BILLY BAGS •
CLASSE t.CIIESTRON •DRAPER•DUNLAVY•DWIN •EGGLE.
STON•ELM•EOUI.TECH•ESP•FANFARE FM •FAROLIOJA
•GRADO •GRAHAM •GRAND PRIX AUDIO •HARMONIC
TECHNOLOGY •HERRON AUDIO •JEFF ROWLAND •KIMBER
SELECT •LEVU. S0N•MARANTZ •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD •
ORACLE •PIONEER ELITE •POLYCRYSTAL •PROCEED •PSB •
REL •REGA •REVEL •SONANCE •STEWART •SUMIKO •
THETA DIGITAL •TRANSPARENT•VIDIKRON• AND MORE

310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Mon-Fri 10 -7 Sat 10 -5:30
2337 Rascomare Art Ste. 5. Bel Au CA 90077

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.ambrosia.com
information 8 large sale

on of pre-owned electronics

Onu Is Not Ent_

really an not interested in
making the quick, one time sale.
Rather. Iwant you as a long-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. 1do this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
-Galen Carol
Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
California Audio Labs, Soliloquy, Totem,
Plinius, Nagra, Wavelength, Art Audio,
Z-Systems, Quicksilver, Aerial, EAD, Jolida,
Conrad-Johnson, Cary, Silverline, Dunlavy,
Alon, VPI, Sim Audio, Verity Audio, Rego,
Pass, Audible Illusions, Graham, Tact Audio,
Creek, Bybee, Basis, CEC, Lexicon, LAMM...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

RO. Box 17562 Son Antonio, TX 78217
(210) 805-9927 Fox:(210) 805-9928
grilenegcourlio min
DELVE

EXPERT ASSISTANCE

AL11310

INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

973.812.6717
www DelveAudio com
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2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 773.883.9500

www.gcaudio.com

GALEN CAROL

A•11-D-I•0
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Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

Scull

T

hanks to all the "Fine Tuners" out
there who filled the room early
on Sunday morning at the Home
Entertainment 2001 Show for my "Fine
Tunes Clinic." And thanks to Victor
Tiscareno of Audio Prism/Red Rose
Music for the "technical stiffening." I
applaud all your intelligent curiosity,
questions, and tales of woe and success.
Let's do it again.
My e-mail bag has been fairly stuffed
recently with all kinds of interesting and
slightly bizarre tweaks, all which I'll
eventually discuss. This month, it's lasers.
Lasers can be very useful in lining up
speakers to best effect in your listening
room, but they're simply amust for a
reviewer's system. Itake speaker-alignment requirements so much as amatter
of course that Iwas jolted by adiscussion
on www.audioasylum.com's "General"
and "Tweaker" forums on the subject.
So, how do you line up those speakers for optimal listening geometry, as
much discussed in "Fine Tunes"?
We've gone over the math behind it
all, as well as several radical speakerplacement schemes,' but the fact is, no
matter how you follow the positioning
rules, if your speakers aren't equidistant
from your audiophile nose and not
perfectly mirror-imaged to each other
in terms of toe-in, then faw-get about it,
pilgrim —the magic just ain't gonna
happen. This is where lasers come in.
Products from Checkpoint/Sound
Alignment Systems have made aname
for themselves with audiophiles. Check
out the ultra-ultra SA-S laser alignment
tools, with their beautifully machined
accessories (www.checkpoint3d.com).
I use the Pro-770 on one of the
Checkpoint Rotating Bases. The build is
almost of museum quality—this is a
truc high-caliber measurement system
with multiple bubble levels and ahuge
1All my "Fine Tunes" columns are reprinted in the
www.stereophile.com "Archives."

number of accessories available.
Like the Protractor Plate, which has
scientific /photographic-like engraved
numerals around its 360° surface, and
slides into one of Checkpoint's double
chassised bases on its little pointy feet.
Leica meets Blade Runner. In fact,
the Checkpoint site is worth alook —
lots of graphics (a fast connection is
mandatory), all very snappy, sharp,
and informative.
Miller & Kreisel, which has aspecial
arrangement with Checkpoint, now
offers the C-700 Laser Alignment Tool,
"Endorsed by Ken ICreisel, TI-DC", and
theater installers in both professional and
home theater arenas." They go on: "The
C-700 enables exact laser directional
placement of any speaker relative to the
desired listening position." One hopes
Checkpoint's website will be updated by
the time you read this to reflect this latest
entry-level ($89) laser tool. In the meantime, breaststroke over to www.mk
sound.com, click to enter, and then on
the C-700 link at the bottom of the page
to check this baby out. (See www.check
point3d.com/sitelab/Sas/sas201.html for
the SA-S white paper.)
But let's say you're an impecunious
audiophile. First, surf or swim to
www.allelectronics.com, click on
Shop At Online Store, then search at
the top for alaser-level product called
the LL-1 — as of May, alas, out of
stock, but costing amere $20. Such a
bargain. It's got abuilt-in bubble-level
too, drat. Frustrating.
Be not defeated. Backstroke to
www.innovam.com/ret2 /112 an.html
(or call toll-free at 877-987-2783) and
check out the LL-2, which retails for
$35. This unit has dual lenses and gives
you alaser-generated dot or ared line,
which might be more useful for setting
up speakers. And they're ready to ship,
it seems.
Thirty bucks for a laser, anyone?
Aim your browser at www.heart

landamerica.com/HTMLA/service/
Search.asp?name=Laser%20Level,
where you can read about the 16"
Laser Level from Heartland America
(800-229-2901). This product lists for
$99.95, has been reduced to $69.99,
but your price — if you act now, I
guess —is amere $29.99 plus another
10% off. Don't forget the Ginsu knives.
The Laser Level (item WVV22-3559)
doesn't look too bad, although it's far
more This Old House than Star Wars. It
does have built-in bubble levels,
which is great. If you click on "16"
Laser Level," you'll find yourself at
www.heartlandamerica.com/HTM L
A/ProductTe mp late s/p roduct.asp ?S
KU=3559, which gives more detail on
this little number. Happy to say, it's
currently available.
According to Asylum poster
Saurav, you could use those really
cheap novelty laser toys, but, as he
pointed out this is all about accuracy.
He warns of a problem with ultracheap lasers: "You must roll the laser
pointer on aflat surface and see the
path traced by the spot on the wall.
Ideally, the spot should move in a
straight line, but in most inexpensive
pointers, the spot traces an arc. This is
because the laser isn't aligned correctly with the body of the pointer.
The solution is to tape the pointer to
something flat — I used a cassette
tape! That way, you have afixed orientation of the laser, and the alignment error doesn't matter, since the
same 'error' will be present in all
measurements." Lifetime membership in the Fine Tunes Club, Saurav!
So, you see, it's all in the wrist.
Placing the lasers on various surfaces of
your speaker and pocking the adjacent
walls with little removable sticky dots,
not to mention various aimings at the
listening position, can reveal much
about your speakers' relative positions.
More gory details next month.
CI
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the Cary Sound
CAD-805C

Isn't it about
time for your pair
of 805's?
Uninterrupted production since 1992.
Rated class A in all corners of the world.
Very few things in life are uncompromising. We
are honored to count the Cary CAD-805C mono-bloc
amplifiers among them. And so will you.
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Capture The High Notes
We mean the really high notes.
Modern digital audio formats, such as Super
Audio CD and DVD-Audio, permit recording
with a much wider frequency response than
ever

before.

It's

proven

that

frequencies

above 20kHz have a measurable effect on
sound in the audible range. That's why you
always

hear

the

difference

between

a

recording and a live performance. For totally
convincing audio, you need gear that can
"hear" all the way to 50kHz and beyond.
Sennheiser's MKH 800 captures audio from
2001 TOC

30Hz

to

50kHz.

Our

Orpheus

system

delivers audio from 10Hz to 100kHz. When
you need absolutely accurate audio, your
only choice is Sennheiser.
Orpheus
Analog/Digital Headphone System

HIGH-DEFINMON AUDIO
THE WORLD'S FIRST HIGH DEFINITION AUDIO GEAR

IZSENNHEISER

www.sennheiserusa.com

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation •1Enterprise Drive,
Old Lyme, Connecticut 06371 USA •Tel 860-434-9190 •Fax 860-434-1759
Mexico: Tel: (5251639-0956 •Fax: 15251639-9482 •Canada: Tel 514-426-3013, Fax: 514-426-3953
Mfg: Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedemark, Germany

